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FOREWORD

At last. a book lhat pulls together the seemingly unconnected concepts, trends, and SlnH

egies facing lodny's educators. The ideas contained in Heil/Felltillg Project-Based Leamillg:

YOllr Field CHide 10 Heal-World Projects ill/he Digital Age are big ideas, important ideas,
transformativc ideas. The gift of Jane Krauss and Suzie Boss is that Ihey take these big
ideas and guide liS through them, making them come alive for the classroom.

In rending this field guide, I thought about the many projects currently underway al

ISTE and how this book so \,jvidly illuminates the link between theory and practice. For
instance, ISTE recently revised the National Educational Technology Standards (NETS)
for students in response to shifts in the learning landscape. \'\'e put new emphasis on
students developing the skills and knowledge needed for success in today's digital world.
The spotlight has moved off the technology, and yet technology is ever-present in the
standards-just as it is in the world the reader will explore with this gUidebook.

As we move awar from a primary focus on the technology to acquiring skills and knowledge
using technologr, critics may say, "You don't need technology to develop communication
skills or many of the other skills now emphasi~ed in the NETS. The standards are no
longer about technology.'" They are right. At least, Lhey are right Lo a poin\. The standards
are about learning and about how technology resources and tools support and enable that
learning.

Similarly, it's possible Lo carry out a learning project without technology. Project-based
learning and dewloping creativity, innovation, research and information fluency, com
munication and collaboration skills, and many of the other important abilities found in
the NETS standards can be accomplished in school devoid of information and communi
cation technology. But what a richer. more authentic landscape it is when students h,we
access to resources, tools, strategies, and concerns found outside the classroom walls.
In example after example. this book shows us the world of possibilities awaiting our
students.

Like any good field guide. this book leads the reader all an adventure full of discoveries
and inSights. It also tells us what to look for so we'll know it when we see it. And it helps
us meet other travelers on the same journey. Teachers around the glohe share their wis
dom and experiences in this book, bringing teaching and learning to life.

J recentlr read a blogger's musings: "\,,then it feels like you are doing everything rourself,
it's nice to be able to feel like you are not really alone in your quest." With this publication,
Boss and Krauss proVide a gUidebook to that place where so manr elements of real·world
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learning come togeLher. We're not alone on our learning quest. As you read this book,
hope you heed the nuthors' advice to bring your colleagues into the conversation,

Enjoy the learning ndvenlure nhead, You'll meeL wonderful people, explore new Lerrain,
and remember that as with nll true advenLures, the learning and success are in the jour
ney as much as ill reach ing the desl inal ion,

-Leslie S, Conery, Ph,D,

Deputy CEO, International SocielY for Technology in Education
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Section I

Anticipation

\Vha! arc your expectations as you consider
teaching with authentic, technology-rich projects?
As you set OUI on this ]carningjourtlcy. consider
what motivates you to try new classroom methods
and incorporate technology in new ways. \Vho
will <lccompanyyou on this adventure? Section I
helps you assess your own readiness for change
and suggests how to enhance your experience
through collaboration with colleagues.



CHAPTER 1

Mapping the Journey
Seeing the Big Picture

Scott Durham, a young teacher. was hired to join the faculty at the same Michigan school
where he had once been a student. Before the new year began, Durhnm look a stroll
down the halls. He indulged in a liLtle nostalgia as he wandered past his old classrooms.
Then he asked himself a crilical question: "What had I actually dO/Ie in those rooms?" He
could remember gelling good grades on lests and assignments, but he couldn't come up
with a single memory about a project that had made him excited about learning. On the
SpOI, he promised himself-and his future students-that he would pursue "leaching in
a different way."

Project-based learning-powered by cOlltemporary technologies-is a strategy certain to
turn traditional classrooms upside down. \-\Then students learn by engaging in real-world
projects. nearly every aspect of their experience changes. The teacher's role shifts. He or
she is no longer the content expert, doling out information in bite-sized pieces. Student
behavior also changes. Instead of follOWing the teacher's lead, learners pursue their own
questions to create their own meaning. Even the boundaries of the classroom change.
Teachers still design the project as the framework for learning. but students may wind up
using technology to access and analyze information from all corners of the globe. Con
nections among learners and experts can happen in realtime. That means new kinds of
learning communit ies can come together to discuss, debate, and exchange ideas,

The phrase "21st-century learning" slipped into use long before the calendar rolled over
to 2000. A robust debate about the needs of digital-age learners and the workforce needs
of the new century continues to engage a global audience. The business world demands
employees who know how to work as a team, access and analyze information, and think
creatively to solve problems. In the academic world and the blogosphere. educators rou
tinely call for new strategies to better connect with the plugged-in generation known as
the Millennials. But with the new century now well underway. the shift in teaching nec
essary to realize this vision is far from complete.

Reil1\'el1ling Project-Basell Learning 11
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You may already be familiar with traditional project-based learning. which has been
shown to be effective in increasing student motivation and improving students' problem
solving and higher-order thinking skills (5t ites, 1998), [n project-based learni ng. st udent s
investigate open-ended questions and apply their knowledge to produce authentic prod
ucts. Projects trpicallr allow for slL1dent choice, setting the stage for active learning and
teamwork.

Beinventing the project approach doesn't mean discarding this venerable model. Rather,
we advocate building on what we alreadr know is good about project-based learning. Br
maximizing the usc of digital tools to reach essential learning goals, teachers can over
come the boundaries and limitations of the traditional classroom. Some tools open new
windows onto student thinking, selting the stage for more productive classroom con
versations. Others facilitate the process of drafting and refining, removing obstacles to
improvement. Still olhers allow for instant global connections, rederilling the meaning of
a learning community. When teachers thoughtfully integrate these lools, the result is like
a "turbo boost" that can take project-based learning inlO a new orbit.

What are the hallmarks of this reinvigorated approach to projects?

• Projects form the centerpiece of the curriculum-they are not an add-on or extra
at the end of a "real" unit.

• Students engage in real-world activities and practice the strategies of authentic
disciplines.

• Students work collaborativelr to solve problems that maller to them.

• Technology is integrated as a tool for discovery, collaboration, and communica
tion, taking learners places they couldn't otherwise go and helping teachers
achieve essential learning goals in new ways.

• IncreaSingly, teachers collaborate to deSign and implement projects that cross
geographic boundaries or even jump time zones.

\.vhen these components corne together in a successful project, the result is transforma
tive, for both teachers and learners. The young teacher described earlier in this chapter
developed an alternative to the textbook-driven approach to teaching history. He teamed
up with the media specialist at his school to design a project in which students usc online
collections from the U.S. Librarr of Congress to investigate primary source materials.
I lis students now make their Oll'n sense of history br analyzing the events and artifacts
of Ihe past-just as "real" historians do. It took Durham some time to develop his new
instructional strategies, because students had to learn new skills, such as understanding
text written in antiquated language. He had to hone his own collaboration skills to effec-
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tively plan a project with the media specialist. BUL the payoff on his investment has been
huge, He compares the experience to <l weight Iwving been lifted off him. "I've gained
such freedom as a teacher knowing that my students are now free to find meaning for
themselves,"' he says.

Individual teachers are not alone in discovering these benefits. Gradually, projects are
beginning to take hold across schools, and even across systems, as drivers of school
improvement. At New Technology High School in California, the project approach is the
cornerstone of instruction for the entire school and has spread to a growing network of
schools across the U.S. (See Spotlight: The New Technology Modcl. page 15.) [n Singa
porc, project-based learning is a national gO<lJ. The Ministry of Education in Singapore
encourages teachers to adopt the project approach with the molto: ''Teach Less, Learn
More." [n Scotland, te<lchers are forming a proFessional community around the idea of
Extreme Learning, in which te<lching and leMning are seen as particip<ltory, collabora
tive, and creative.

When teachers facilitate well-designed projects that use digital tools, they do much more
th<ln create memorable learning experiences. They prepMe students to thrive in a world
th<lt's certain Lo continue changing.

Side Trip

lour the Blogosphere

The growing online community of edubloggers generates lively conversations
about thc direction education is heading. Listcn in, or join thc discussions, at
the following blogs:

• 2e Worth-David Warlick is a veteran teacher, provocative author, and
technology advocate. http://davidwarlick.colll/2cents

• Cool Cat Teacher-"Teacherpreneur" Vicki Davis blogs about inno
vat ions in learni ng, inc Iud ing her own colla borat ive, global. on[ ine
projects. http://coo1catleacher.blogspOl.com

• Edu8[og Insights-Anne Davis from Georgia State University is an ele
mentary educator and instructional technology advocate who has pio
neered the use of blogs with young writers. http://anne.teachesme.com
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• Ewan i\1clntosh's edu.blogs.com-ScotLish teacher and new technolo
gies specialist Ewan 1\1clntosh focuses on what emerging social media
will mean for education. http://edu.blogs.com

• 1\ loving at the Speed of Creativitr-\Nes1cy Fryer describes himself
as an educator, digital storyteller, and change agent.
www.s peedofcreat iv it)'.org

• The FordLog-Peter Ford is a teacher and educational consultant based
in Nottingham in the UK. He specializes in the use of Internet tech
nologies to enhance teaching and learning. http://fordlog.com

• The Thinking Stick-Jeff Utecht is a technology specialist living and
working at an International School in Shanghai, China.
\\'11'11'. thet hinkingst ick .com

• This \\leek in Education-f\lexander Russo is a journalist who covers
education news and trends with a political edge for t::dllcatiO" Week.
ht t1':1/blogs.edweek.org/ed weeklt hisweeki ned uca tion

• Weblogg-ed-Will Richardson writes, speaks, and consults about
the potential of the Read/Write Web to transform K-12 learning.
http://weblogg-ed.com

TEACHERS ARE LEARNERS, TOO

Tr<lditional project-based learning is still a relatively new idea for most teachers. It's nOl

the kind of instruction most of us ever had a chance to experience as students. Bringing
digital-age technologies into the picture makes it even less familiar. For teachers who
have never observed technology-rich, project-based learning in action, it Illay be hard to
even imagine what a 21st-century project looks like.

Fortunately, as lifelong learners, we all have experiences by which we discover new infor
mation and learn to use new tools to achieve our goals. In our daily li\'es, we tackle all
sorts of projects-from building a garden shed to planning a vacation to hosting a dinner
party. The learning eUf\'e can feel steep the first time around, especially if we have to
master a new 1001 or technology to get the job done. \,Ve may run into challenges, discover
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we need to conduct more research, or seek out expert advice, Then lhere's that feeling of
saLisfaction-even celebration-when we reach the goaL

Isn't that the kind of memorable learning experience you want for your students, LOa?

'The anI>, thing J can remember from my high school biology class is cutting open a
frog," says lVlichael McDowell, a New Technology High leacher who now uses the project
approach as the foundation of his curriculum. He sees projects as the best way to help his
students master the big ideas of biology. BUl i(s just as important to him that his students
gain experience and learn broader skills. "Years from now, I want my current students to
remember that my classroom is where they not only learned about biology, but where they
also learned how to work as a team how to solve a problem, how to deal with change,"
he says. "And if they happen to forget the precise definition of mitosis, J walll them to be
able to know how to find the answer again if they need it."

Spotlight

The New Technology Model

During his nrst seven rears of leaching. Paul Curtis tried valiantly to make
project-based learning work in a tmdilional high school cnvironment. He was
convinced lhat rca I-world learning offercd bencfits .hat textbook-based instruc
tion couldn't match. But despite his enthusiasm, he hit one obstacle after
another. "Unless the whole school is convinced this is the way to go, you're
fighting this huge uphill battle," he says. "No one else has the students working
together in teams. No one else asks students to make presentations or assesses
them the way you do. Your class is significantly more rigorous and more chal
lenging, even though you may assign less homework."

Eventually, Curtis left to join the staff of New Technology High, a school
designed from the ground up to meet the needs of 21st-century learners. As
a farewell gift, Curtis's former colleagues gave him the Don Quixote Award
a recognition of his pursuit of windmills. But for Curtis. the move to New
Technology High felt like a homecoming:"1 found myself in a place where
project-based learning drives the entire curriculum model."
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At New Tech, project-based learning is indeed the centerpiece of instructional
design. The entire culture of the school supports this approach. Technology is
pervasive. Textbooks are scarce. Students have computers within reach at any
time, from every classroom. Their ··project briefcases" are stored 011 a server.
which they call access from any computer connected to the \Veb-at home,
at school, anywhere. anytime. Collaboration is a given for both students and
teachers.

FACING HIE FUTURE

New Technology High was founded in Napa, California, in 1996, after local
business leaders expressed concern about meeting the workforce needs of the
21st century. They challenged the school district to find a beller way of prepar
ing studellls for the future by having them learn to think critically, collaborate
as pan of a team, and usc technology as a tool for solving problems. In turn,
the business community pledged financial support to invest in a cutting-edge
infrastructure for learning.

The New Tech model emerged from four years of research and planning.
Designers of this forward-thinking school looked widely for promising prac
tices. They surveyed the literature about high school reform. They consulted
with experts on professional development and school change. "Everything we
do is based on research," expbins J\lonica Tipton. principal of New Tech High
since 2006. "\Ve encourage teachers to experiment and innovate, but nothing
is frivolous in terms of the research base behind it."

A DESIGN FOR CHANGE

What are the hallmarks of the New Tech model?

• It's slll,,11 by design, wil h no more than 100 st udents per gmde in a
remodeled building that once housed "n clemelllary school. f\ maxi
mUIll student body of 400 "llows for greater persormlization. Admission
is by lotlery. In a selling where staff and students get to know one
another well, less time gets spent on student management issues. That
leaves more time for learning.
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• Projects lhat immerse students in real-world learning are the center
pieces of instruction.

• "lcchnology is cvcrywhcrc, but it's not thc m<lin focus, In this clwi
ronmcnt, thcrc is always a computcr acccssiblc to cvcry studcnt, but
tcchnology is consistcnt ly vicwcd as a tool rat hcr than <lS t hc focus of
Icarn ing, "Oncc you gct thc hang of it," S<lys a 10 Ih-gradcr about thc
Illany onlinc applications, "you just glidc along." Wcb-bascd tools allow
for collaboration on many levels-between student and leacher, among
teachers. and between students and experts outside the schooL Stu
dents create digital portfolios that encourage them to renect on their
learning over time.

• "lc<lchcrs arc gil'cn timc and inccntives to work togethcr, including
sh<lrcd pbnning timc and staff mcetings that focus squarcly on instruc
tion. A critical fricnds <lpproach fosters <l culturc of collabormion. As
Tipton (2006) cxplains. "Beforc a teacher introduces <l new projcct to
her slUdenls. shc can ask her peers, 'OK, herc's my plan. Now. where
are the holes?'"

• Online assessment tools en<lble teachers to provide students wit h feed
b<lck th<lt goes far beyond a single gmde. A student is likely to recei\'e
multiple grades on one project, better focusing his or her <ltlention on
<lreas for improvemcnt.

• Good ideas are shared. Designing a new projecl requires hours of plan
ning on the front end. By developing an online project library, teachers
ha\'e a place to share completed projects and seilrch for ideas they want
to a<bpt for their own classrooms.

REPLICATION UNDERWAY

Through the New Technology Foundation. established in 2000, keyelemenls
of this model are now being replicated across the Uniled Slales. Support from
the Bill & J\lelinda G<ltes Foundation has contributed to the expansion. By
2006, the number of sites in the New Tech network had grown to 24. Settings
range from urban <lfeas to rural communities, from stand-alone institutions to
sm<lll schools wit hin larger high schools. l\ le<lnwhile, hundreds of visitors from
around the world come each year to obsen'e the New Tech model in action.
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After several years in the classroom at New Tech High, Curtis has moved on
to become the director of curriculum for the New Technology Foundation,
where he is helping to disseminate the model. His professional growth is not
uncommon, Tipton (2006) points out. "\Ve nurture and allract the upward
bound type of teacher," she says. "Some will go into administration, others
into research or writing. i\lany of our current staff members <lre working on
advanced degrees." Tipton herself is a doctoral student. "This is a modeL" she
adds, "th<lt seems to <lllract le<lrners:'

GETTING READY

\Vhat will help you make the transition to using the redefined project approach with your
students? How call you assess your own readiness for making this shift?

As a first step, you need to get comfortable in the learner role as you start mapping
your own journey toward project-based, technology-rich learning. You may find yourself
rethinking many aspects of how you teach, including how you have employed projects
in the past. You won't know allthc answcrs in the beginning. You may encounter ques
tions that take you in unexpected directions and open more opportunities for your own
learning.

It's no accident that getting comfortable with change is a theme that recurs throughout
this book. Being able to adapt to change is essential for your students' future success. [t's
just as important for your own professional growth.

In the chapters ahead, yOll will get help with every aspect of designing. implement
ing, and assessing projects that meet the complex needs of digital-age learners. You will
learn to use the newly updated National Educational Technology Standards for Students
(NETS-S) to plan projects that cultivate important 21st-century skills such as creativity,
information fluency, crilicalLhinking. and digital citizenship.

But for now, let's consider the big picture of teaching with authentic projects. 'Vhere are
you apt to notice change? ''''hat do you need to he ready to think about? Using the project
approach will prompt you Lo reconsider:

• you r learn ing goals. Be ready to ret h ink your expectat ions for what st udent s wi 11
know and do.
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• the way you talk and engage with students. Be ready to step off the stage and
interact with your students differently.

• your classroom management style. Be ready to help studems become better at
managing their o\\'n progress.

• Ihe physical arrangement of your class. Be ready to reconfigure the hardware
desks. computers, and other furnishings-Io bcilitate teamwork and collaboration.

• how you think about assessment. Be ready to reevaluate what you need to pay
attention to throughout the learning process,

• what you collec\. Be ready to reconsider which artifacts of learning are worth
keeping.

• how you communicate with parents and colleagues. Be ready to explain your rea
soning for laking the 21st-century project approach.

So much changes with this approach that you may be wondering, is it worth all the trou
ble? Your colleagues, principal, students, or parents may ask you the same question.

For example, a teacher from the Philippines imagined how a collaborative, online project
would increase her students'literacy skills. By connecting them with fellow learners at a
distant school, she envisioned greater student engagement and motivation to write well.
However, she had to overcome parents' reservations about technology to get the project
off the ground. Many parents equated computer use with games and video arcades, which
they saw as distractions. As the teacher, Cecilia iVlag-isa Estoque, explained to a reporter,
"[ needed to prO\'e 10 the community that technology had a good and educational side,
especially when properly tapped and utilized." ("Teacher Uses," 2006)

As you design and introduce successful projects and see your students engage more deeply
in meaningful learning, you wi!! discover your own good reasons to continue on this jour
ney. You may find that projects help your students get at ideas and make connections they
would not otherwise see.

Julie Lindsay has been using the project approach for a decade while teaching at interna
tional high schools around the globe. During the 2006-07 school year, she was leaching
at International School Dhaka, Bangladesh, when she collaborated with Vicki Dm'is, a
teacher from Camilla, Georgia, in Ihe U.S., 10 create Ihe Flat Classroom Project. Pairs
of students from opposite sides of the globe used podcasts and wiki entries to share their
thinking about Thomas Friedman's provocative book, Tile World is Flat. Even Fried
man himself responded, which was one of many surprises the project generated. The
Flat Classroom Project (hllpJ/fiatclassroomprojecl.wikispaces.com) received the 2006
Edublog Award for Best Wiki.
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For Lindsay (2006), projects frcqucntly generate unexpected benefits. She reports, "[
never fail to be thrilled at the absolute dclight the students get from these projects and
how the learning outcomes are usually far higher than initially expected."' She describes
the following examples of the "extra learning" that occurs apart from the content of the
project:

• Students develop good communicalion skills Lo break through cultural misunder
standing and find consensus.

• Students develop good inquiry skills, which foster a sense of wonderment at the
differences in the world.

• Students learn to be flexible with their working hours because they know other
people are relying on them to meet their deadlines.

• Students develop a fuller understanding of how the world works and that it does
not just revolve around them.

• SLudents achieve the feeling that, through communication with and understand
ing of other people, individuals can do something abouL changing the world.

YOUR INVESTMENT

If you are a newcomer to the project approach. it may take some time before you see
similar results. In the beginning, keep in mind thaL you nre illl'eslilig. Project design is
front-loaded work. This means the teacher invests in preparation and planning 10 set Lhe
stage for a project. After that, you shift control to students. Then, it"s their turn 10 invest
effort in the learning experience, and you become more of a facilitator and guide, as well
as a sounding board for their questions. Your initial investment in project design begins to
payoff right away, as soon as you set the stage for student-driven learning.

You can also expect the effort you are putting in now to result in efficiencies in the
future. [f you create a successful project, chances are you will use it again and again. It's a
cumulative process: what you learn from cach project informs the next one. Creating new
projects is like building your classroom library. [t's a resource that gets better and better
over time.

For example, four teachcrs on a grade-level elementary team regularly work together to
plan illlcrdisciplinary projccts that address multiple content standards while also con
nccting students to the larger world. A perennial favorite is a project abollt international
trade. Fourth-graders become "import detectives" to figure out where in the world ramil-
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iar objects come from. They use Web resources to [rack shipments in realtime and trade
information and artifacts with students in other countries. The teachers' initial invest
ment in planning has paid off with a reliable platform on which they can build new ideas.
The project has e\"olved over the years as teachers have found new ways-and new tech
nologies-to take student investigations deeper. For example. when Coogle Earth made
satellite imagery freely accessible, it gave their students a new way to "sec" international
trade patterns.

\Vith practice, engaging ill project work helps teachers and students develop new ways
of working together and incorporating new ideas. Over time, your students will get bet
ter at working as a team, managing deadlines. resolving conflicts, and investigating their
own questions. You will become better at facilitating their success. You will all get into a
rhythm of IVorking together well.

Finall>" remember that you are creating new traditions for your students. Years from
now, what do you hope they will remember about the learning experiences Ihey shared
with you?

WHAT'S NEXT?

Now that you have established your readiness for this reinvented project approach, it's time
to think about who will be taking this journey with you. The next chapter focuses all work
ing with colleagues and harnessing the benefits of professional learning communities.

Technology
Focus

Social Book1JJarking

As you roam the \Veb in search of good ideas, manage what you find with the
help of a bookmark management tool. And, surprise! You will meet others out
there who are p<lyingatlention to the S<lme ideas as you. Furl and deLicio.us
are easy bookmarking tools, <lml for the super-social bookmarkers out there,
there's Digg. Bookmarking tools, along with other services (such as Flickr) that
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Figure: 1 One page of the <Iuthoo's deLicio,us bookmMks, organi2ed by the shared tilg
U web2.0"

allow tagging, exemplify the ''Colksonomy'' aspect of Web 2.0. "Folksonomy"
refers 10 the social taxonomy or classification system that evolves as users
collectively make sense of whut they find on the Web. Users associate "tags"
or keywords to the contelll lhey bookmark, and they can see how olhers have
treated the same material. The easiest way to understand the power of book·
marks and lagging is by using it. Try del.icio.us now and explore the social side
of information on the \-Veb,

T'o use dcl.icio.us, first create a free account and add the del.icio,us bUllon to
your browser menu bar, 'l'hen, when you find a link you like, make a digital
bookmark for it by clicking the "tag" burton in ~rour browser menu bar, This
will automatically save Ihe book marked link to your own "my del.icio,us" page,
as shown in Figure 1. You can make notes about the cOlllent and categorize
links by "tagging" them with a key \\'ord or t\\'o, This makes them easy to sort
through later, and your notes help you remember why you wanted them ("Befer
to in Chapter 1," you might write). For example, if you rlrld project-based
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learning resources you like. you might bookmark and tag them as "PBL.'· In
your "my del.icio,us" page, you can sort those links tagged "PBL" into a single
view (as opposed to the basic view where they are jumbled with your "Italian
Cooking." "Spa Vacation." and other bookmarks). \-Vhen others bookmark the
same site as you. you will see a note next to the bookmark that says some
thing like, "saved by 185 other people." \Vhen you sort tags. you can see your
bookmarks, bookmarks made by others who used the same tag. and the most
popular sites bookmarked with that tag. Tags add collective judgment to the
process of deciding what's useful on the Web. If many others bookmark a site,
h might be worth your attention. For example. the PBL Checklists site (http://
pblchecklisL4Ieachers.org) was bookma rked by 85 ot hers.

There are other social functions in tools like de1.icio.us that you will discover
once you start bookmarking. Start by organizing your links. and see where It
leads!

del. ici.ous-ht t p:f/del. icio. LI s

Furl-www.furl.net

Digg-htt p:lld igg.com

Your Turn

Start with the Big Picture

As you begin this learning journey, spend some time thinking about where you
are going. i\lake sure you're embarking on the right path. Do some research to
gather your own evidence about the benefits of digital-age projects. Start by
taking a look at these online resources to help you see the big picture of what
projects have to offer you and your students:
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• Education blogs (see suggestions in Side Trip, page 13). J\lany edu
bloggers are on the leading edge of innovative project design. Following
their conversations will help you track emerging ideas and practices,
and can even provide you with virtual professional development-"
no cost.

• Edutopia, the George Lucas Educational Foundation Web site, offers
IllU It imed ia resources that demonstrate 1he potent ial of project-based
learning. Go to Illlp:l/edutopia.org, then click 011 "Project-Based Learn
ing." \lVatch a video, read a research symhesis, or browse the library of
project examples. \Vhat catches your attention as a strategy that could
work well with your students? \Vhat seems "too big" or out of reach at
the moment?

• Project-Based Le'lrning Online incorporates the research-based model
developed by the 13uck Institute for Education. Start 'lt www.pbl-online.
org. '1:1ke 'llook at "Whm do PBL 'reachers S'lY?" (http://pbl-online.
org/what_tc'lchers_say/what_tc'lchers_say.htrn). Do you find yourself
agreeing? Dis'lgreeing? Find more research at the Buck Institute site,
www.bie.org.

• National Education'll Technology Standards for Students were
refreshed by ISTE in 2007, T'lke a look 'lt the new NETS-S (online 'It
www,iste,org 'lnd also in appendix B in this book), We will focus on the
new NETS-S inlllore detail in chapter 3, For now, ask yourself: How
do these new stanclards reflect your students and the increasingly digit'll
world in which they arc living and learning?

Pan of information literacy is knowing how to analyze and evaluate resources.
Once you have found something you consider useful, you want to be able to
locate it again. You also wall! to be able to sh<lTe cornpel1ing research and good
ideas with colleagues. Technology can help you with these activities. If you don't
already have an online place to organize and annotate resources ,llld other useful
links, now's the time to set up a social bookmarkingaccounl. You will continue
to use it throughout your learning journey.
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CHAPTER 2

Creating a Professional
Learning Community

Canadian middle school teacher Jeff \,Vhipple came to teaching after an earlier career in
engineering. Tenmwork is common practice in the 21st-century workplace in engineering
and many other fields, but it remains the exception in education. In his leaching career,
,,I,Ihipple has seen the benefits thal collaboration offers teachers and, by extension, their
students. At the same lime, he has witnessed the challenges and changes thai call get in
Ihe way of creat ing and suslai n ing professional learni ng commu 11 it ies.

Whipple's first teaching job was in a multiage classroom where he shared 60 students
with [wo other teachers. Nothing in his formal preparation for leaching had addressed
cfOss-grade collaboration, but he soon appreciated the benefits of working closely with
colleagucs. ''After about a month in this classroom, it dawned on me how lucky I was," he
says. "Having somebody to brainstorm with about planning" having colleagues to reflect
with about what was going on in the classroom-that was greal."

Two years later, \Vhipple was Iransferred 10 a school where he taught five periods a day
of eighth-grade science in a sclf-contained classroom. "I nearly died! It was so isolating:'
he sars. ·'It was hard to find time to share ideas or even talk to other leachers. It felt
handcuffing and stagnant." The follOWing school year, change happened again. Whipple's
principal offered him a chance to team up with a colleague in a demonstration classroom
thnL wns pnrt of n 1:1 laptop initi<llive. His reacLion? "1 jumped at the opportunity'"

Currently a technology mentor for teachers in several schools participating in the lap
top initintlve, Whipple continues to look for wnys to build collabomLion into the lives
of lenchers, Formal opportunities for Leachers to work togelher remain scarce. From his
internntional conversations in the edublogging community, \"fhipple knows this is lrue in
many countries, "If I could do one thing for teachers to make school better for students,"
\Vhipple says, ''I'd find a way to have teachers have more time to work with each other
and to develop collaborat ive projects"·
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CHANGE HAPPENS

New contexts for learning create new opportullltles for teachers to work together and
overcome the traditional isolation of the profession. Technology initiatives, for instance,
typically inelude professional development along with hardware or software so that teach
ers can get comfortable using new 1001s. The liP Technology for Teaching Grams are
one example. The grants are awarded to teams of five teachers who work together on
project design and implementation. Professional collaboration and memoring are part of
the accompanying professional development experience. (See Spotlight: Changing Their
\Vorldview.)

Similarly, many school restructuring efforts organize teachers and students into acad
emies where time nnd opportunities for tencher collabof<ltion nre built into the regulnr
school day. The ambitious U.S. high school reform initiative funded by the Bill & iVlelinda
Gates Foundation is one example. A recent publication explains the reasoning behind this
investment of millions of dollars into smaller, redesigned schools and academies:

Small size facilitates collaboration, allowing faculty to share ideas abolll teaching and
10 serve as friendly critics by offering suggestions about how 10 improve lessons and
dassroom management. Teacher collaboration can 'llso be instrumental in evaluating
stuuents' work. Through colbboration, teachers see the type and quality of work that
students can prouuce in different settings with different teachers, a practice that almost
:llways results in a greater appredation of students' talents and raised expectations of
even the lowest-performing students. (Bill & ~lelinda Gates Foundation, 2005)

Sometimes, change happens because an individual teacher takes the initiative to try
something new. By incorporating digitnl-age projects into your curricu III m, you arc already
planning for change. If you started on this journey because you are concerned about your
students' acquisition of 21st-century skills, you understand the importance of teamwork
and collaboration in their lives. The new NETS-S focus specifically on communication
and collaboration as standards that students need to achieve in order to live productively
in an increasingly digitn! world. Common sense tells you thntthese same skills are worth
ell It ivat ing in you r own pract ice.

\Vhatever your impetus for chnnge, you will find it nn advantage to work with colleagues
as you explore and implement project-based learning practices. The themes, discussion
guides, and activities in this book follow the arc of a projec!' and reading this book can
be a collaborative project in itself. From the initial self-reflection to a final look back. you
can usc this book as a guide for trying out new learning opportunities. Read and discuss
this book together with colleagues as you develop a shared vision and take steps toward
common goals. By working together, you and your colleagues can expect to produce some
thing greater than the sum of your parts.
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Spotlight

Changing Their Worldview

• Chapter 2

Elise J\ lueller was a young teacher when she had her first experience wit h
collaboration as a springboard for professional growth. In her second year of
teaching, she received a Gates Foundation Leadership Grant. That brought her
together with fellol\' educators from Washington State for ongoing professional
de\'Clopmenl. [n small group work, i\lucfler learned more about project-based
learning and strategies for effective technology integration, ··That was so won
derful,'" she says, ··but also so rare in education:· When the grant cycle ended,
so did the opporlunity for forma! collaboration. "I was back to being in m~ro\\'n

classroom, by myself:'

The following year. i\lueller happened to see an announcement about the Ill'
Technology for Teaching Grants. The grants required team participation, and
!\Iueller jumped at the opportunity. She approached colleagues in person at her
Bellingham, Washington. elementary school to talk up the prospect. Eventu
ally, she recruited a five-person team (one teacher from each grade from first
through fourth, with Fifth-grade teacher 1\lueller as the team lead). and they
were funded for a yearlong cycle. The grant included hardware (tablet comput
ers, projectors, and digital cameras) and professional development through
ISTE, Teachers were matched with an ISTE mentor, author and educator
Susan Brooks·Young. Their standards-based focus was on using technology
to support science education for English language learners. Explains 1\luel-
ler, ·'\Ve wanted 10 take science vocabulary and use technology to articulate it
through the grade levels, With our ELL students, lI'e wanted to really focus on
the vocabulary they need:·

Hight away, the teachers were immersed in their own rich learning experi
ence, ··We were given this hardware-the tablets-thm lI'e didn't know how
to use. And there was no district curriculum about integrating technology into
science. So we formed our own support group and learned together. That was
invaluable," l\lueller says. "This experience forced us to become learners. That
made a huge change in how 1 looked at my own role ill the classroom."

The team would meet informally after school. "Vie would bring out the tablets
and just share what we were doing with our kids. 11 was support and learning
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we couldn't get anywhere else," 1\lueller recounts. "For me, it was a tipping
point. \Vorking together didn't cost us anything other than time, but it made a
huge difference in our classrooms. This was nourishment for us. It changed my
worldview:'

What helped make the professional learning community so successful? i\luel
ler cites a shared passion as one critical element. "\Ve pushed each other to
take projects to the next level. vVe were never comfortable with something
being 'just OK,'" she says, "We share a passion for learning-we have that
'gotta know' attitude. vVe lI'ant to knoll' what's out Lhere, and what we can
bring in to our classrooms to help our kids learn," vVhat's more, the team was
able La learn from what did noL work well. "That failure piece is critical." i\luel
1crexplains. "If something didn't work well, you have 10 be able 10 look at what
you learned and mo\'e on. This will inform your next projecl:'

For j\luc11cr and her colleagues, collaboration has become an ongoing part of
how they approach teaching, All hough she has changed schools since the grant
experience. 1\ Iueller continues to conneci regularly with at least 111'0 of her
former team members and her ISTE mentor, In her new school selling, she is
working within a model designed to foster teacher collaboration, She shares
teaching responsibilities for sludetlls in Grades 3-5 with tIVO colleagues,
1\ Iueller focuses on reading, writing. and technology: another teaches math;
the third teaches science, They have regular planning time to collaborate on
interdisciplinary projecls,

In addition. she has developed an online community of educators with whom
she connects frequently, "I connect with colleagues all over the world," she
says, "Online communication has opened up a whole new world." For teachers
who are new to collaboration, 1\luelier offers this advice: "It can be a hurdle to
slart connecting with other teachers. But once you find others who share your
passion, you won't want La be without it."
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ASSESS YOUR READINESS FOR TEAMWORK

• Chapter 2

In Chapter I, you assessed your readiness to ehange how yOll interact with students. Now,
take some time to reconsider how you intcract with your colleagucs as you mO\'e toward
a more collaborative practice. Expect that you will scrutinize each other's instructional
choices and classroom practices. Do you know hoI\' to gi\'e and receive critical feedback?
Expect to plan lessons together and give and receive advice on hoI\' they go over with
students. Are you comfortable with this kind of shared decision making? It doesn't have
to be uncomfortable if you enter into collaboration with nn open mind and respect for the
collengues who nre shnring this journey with you.

For Whipple, the essential conditions Lhm make collabormion possible come down to
one word: respect. "You hnve La be able to be honesL with one nnother, and thaL means
you have to trust and nppreciate the people you"re working with," he says. "You need La
be comfortable saying, That worked OK, but maybe try this next time.' It's a wonderful
experience as a teacher to have that kind of feedback,"

Julie Lindsny, the internationnl educator who created the Flat Classroom Project while
she was teaching in Bangladesh, found a willing collaborator halfway around the globe,
It all started when Lindsay happened upon a blog entry where Vicki Davis, a teacher
from the U.S., described her students' responses to reading Tile World is Flat. Lindsay
explains, "I contacted her and suggested we develop a collaboration between our students
so that they could interact and discuss and de\'C1op links with other students from 'the
other side of the flat world:"

The two teachers became better acquainted during the weeks of planning that led up to
project launch. Lindsay says they share "the same hands-on approach, which is one of the
reasons the project was such a success."

\Vhat·s more, Davis emphasizes, both teachers work in contexts that emphasize rigorous
academics while allowing room for innovation. Davis teaches at \,Vestwood Schools, a
private K-12 school serving about 350 studellls in rural Georgia. Davis herself is a gradu
ate of the school. When she needed to find a school that could accommodate the needs
of her own children-two of whom are both gifted nnd have special needs-she returned
to her alma mater because of its long history of providing differentiated instruction.
"Everything we do is research-based," she explains. The staff has taken part in hundreds
of hours of professional development on topics such as cooperative learning, differenti
ated instruction, project-based learning, and reading strategies, In her computer science
classes, Davis incorporates all those best practices. At the same time, she has a specific
objecth'e to bring in cutting-edge technologies. "About every two weeks, I teach a module
on a new technology or trend:'
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The invitation from Bangladesh reached Georgia at "the perfect time," Davis contin
ues. Before starting the project, she wroLe a proposal for how the Flat Classroom Project
would provide authentic assessment and help her students meet curriculum objectives. "[
got approval from our curriculum director and headmaster first," Davis emphasizes. ''['m
not a rencgade teacher. I had an objective, a purpose, specific learning strategies, and so
did Julie:'

To bridge the geographic distance between them, they used online chat to communicate
daily. "Being on the other side of the world, it would be morning for me and evening
for Vicki, so we would discuss the day's work for one just as the other was about to go
to work," explains Lindsay "[t worked very well. Being able 10 solve lillie problems and
exchange ideas on the run was an essemial component of this project. \,Ve also supported
each other through the project with encouragement and became good friends, This is
whnt we tried to encourage our students La do:'

\Vilh intention and trust, your team will become a successful "Iearning organization" that
improves student achievement through the project approach,

SCHOOL AS A LEARNING ORGANIZATION

A "learning organization," or professional learning community, as it is often referred
to in education, is different from other professional relationships, Peter Senge (2004)
articulated a vision of the "learning organization" in business in his bestseller Tile Pifth
Discipline, A learning organization can be any business work team, big or small, that
engages in ongoing, collaborative problem solving focused on making the business beller,
In the process, individuals nnd the lenin expnnd their capacity to crente the results they
desire. They learn new patterns of thinking, they learn how to capitalize on the wisdom
of the group, and, most importantly, they continually learn how to leam togetlier.

The concept of learning orgnnizations was revolutionnry when it hi! the business com
munity in the 1990s. \,Vhat's interesting is that it started there and then migrated to
education. Why did it take an organizational development expert in business to imagine
the promise of lea rn ing organ izat ions in educat ion? Isn't a school a learn ing orga nizat ion?
Think about how often you and your colleagues arc able to focus on your professional
practice together. How often do you have time to lwm to leam together?

The circumstances of school-from the structure of the school day to the traction of
traditional teaching practices-do not foster a collaborative examination of the funda-
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menwl acts of leaching. Teachers may spend several hours together each week, but most
of their lime is spenl addressing scheduling and program coordination, troubleshooting
individual student issues, planning school events, and tending to other mailers that fall
under '"housekeeping:' Lillie time is left to talk about what they are trying to teach and
how they go about it. Professional learning communities change that formula.

Creating a professional learning community means making time for new ways of working
with colleagues, Traditional professional development activities make up approximately
5% of a teacher's non-student contact time each year. Programs are often single-shot and
mandated rather than selected by the participant, and the content often focuses on add
ing something new rather than improving what a teacher is already doing. Professional
learning can certainly support your shift to project-based instruction, but the fundamen
tal program changes you make will require frequent and intentional collaboration with
your colleagues.

As you proceed in your exploration of project-based learning, illlentionally restructure
your interactions with fellow teachers. Find time to watch and refieci on each other's
classroom interactions. Learn to give each other critical feedback. Capitalize on the wis
dom of Ihe group. Engage in new patlerns of thinking. Learn how to continually learn
together. If you work in a selling where shared time with colleagues is scarce, you may
have to start small-perhaps talking with a peer about a shared instructional challenge.
]fyou have regular times to meet with grade-level or subject-area teams, ask for feedback
aboul a project you have in mind-and welcome feedback or participation from those who
express interest. Gradually. you will reap the rewards of being a learning organization.

Some schools value collaboration so highly that they develop a process for sharing criti
cal fecdback. Carmel Cranc had been teaching for a decade when she joined the faculty
of a model high school in California Ihat emphasizes teacher collaboration as part of the
school culture. Early in the school year, she was getting ready to launch a digital media
project with her students. Crane describes what happened next: '"Before J illlroduced the
project 10 students, J presented it to about 10 teachers. I laid out all the planning details,
and they gave me critical feedback. II was a great opportunity 10 see things that I may
have overlooked. They offered some ideas about how I could expand the project out to Ihe
community. And. it was a chance to make my interests public. Other teachers could see
how we might work together on future projects to reach our shared goals:'

The experience was eye-opening for Crane. '"I'd never had thal kind of peer review at any
other school,'" she says. '"[t's one of the most valuable things l"ve experienced, in terms
of developing my curriculum and really improving as a teacher. It's the best professional
experience I've ever had:'
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COMMUNITIES WITHIN COMMUNITIES

You already belong to more than one community of practice. !'vlinimally, all teachers arc
part of a faculty that works together on a day-to-day basis as thcy march through the
school ycar. A fifth-grade tcacher forms another, lllorC closc-knit community of prac
tice with her grade-level teaching peers at her school. A ninth-grade biology teacher may
feel affinity with other science teachers in the district and participate In an even larger
community of practice with science teachers across the country. A teacher interested in
blogging may find her community of practice online among educators far away.

Belonging to a community of practice can make your profeSSional life more productive
and satisfying. But to really reap the benefits of parlnerships, don't stop lhere. Profes
Sional learning communities focus on three big. student-centered ideas: ensure thal
students learn. create a culture of collaboration for school improvement. and focus on
results (DuFour, 2004), \\Thill sets these communities apart from more casual commu
nities of practice is the shift from looking ill what you teach to focusing on what your
students learn, Consider taking the next step and joining a more tightly focused profes
sional learning community that comcs togcther to focus on 21 st-cent ury projccts.

A project-based learning collaboration among students is a lot like a professional learning
community among teachers. For both, the learning is relevant and rigorous, and the "stu
dents" learn to learn together. 80th groups develop thc skills and dispositions necessary in
the "real world;' including communication, problcm solving, projcct managcment. motiva
tion, and persistence. Both build bonds as they share Iriumphs and disappoilllments. (For
an example, see Spotlight I: Changing Their World\'iew in this chapter.)

Project-based learning puts ncw demands on teachers, students, and the schools them
selves. A single teacher cannOI realize the full potential of this approach in the isolation
of his or her classroom. Efforts are hampered b>, the limitations of the classroom space.
and it can be frustrating to fit a "square peg" program into the school's "round hole" of
schedule, spaces, and resources.

By enllsllng like-minded colleagues to lobby together for necessary changes. you create
a critical mass of dedicated educalors who share a common goal. This has praClical ben
efils as well as more philosophical ones. lVlaking chnnges in schedules and use of space
and resources is easier if a block of classrooms. teachers, nnd students are in agreement.
A group of tenchers can catnlyze wider change, spreading good ideas further than n single
teacher can, A project-based learning program delivered by a high-functioning profes
siOllal learning community of teachers can be thc "engine of improvement" (DuFour &
Eaker, 1998) that drives a school forward.
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Among professional learning communities that function for several years, benefits include
Ihe following:

• decreased leacher isolation

• increased commitment to the mission

• shared responsibility

• more powerful learning

• a higher likelihood of fundamental, systemic change

(J-1md, 1997)

Technology
Focus

Online Conttnunities

Online 1001s allow you 10 set up or join an existing space 10 support your pro
fessionallearning community, Panicipating in these online communities will
connect ~rou 10 a wider network of colleagues who share your professional inter
ests, These spaces arc emerging examples of peer-IO-peer professional develop
ment. They show hoI\' teachers as active learners don't wait for professional
development to come 10 them; instead, teachers create their own opportuni
ties for shared learning. \Vhat"s more, you will gain experience with the social
networking tools that many of your students are already using to create and
communicate with Iheir OWIl online communitles.

Classroom 2.0 (hllp://c1assroom20.ning.com) and the Global Education Col
laborative (hllp:l/globaleducation,ning.com) are IwO of many social networking
sites that have been designed by educators, For educators. Both use an online
service called Ning. which allows users to cre,lte groups, identify "friends," 'llld
start and respond to discussions. among other features. Classroom 2.0 focuses
on practical applications of computer technology (especially Web 2.0), [)Qth
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in the classroom and in teachers' own professional development. The Global
Educational Collaborative fosters conversation and collaboration around global
awareness in teaching and learning.

Tapped In is an online professional development space developed by SRI
International's Center for Technology in Learning (http://lappedin.org/
tapped in). K-12 teachers, librarians, administrators, and professional develop
ment S1<Jff, as well as university faculty, students, and researchers. gather here
to learn, collaborate, share, and support one another.

Using Tapped In, educators use electronic tools for communication and col
laboration techniques such as threaded discussion, file sharing, sharing of Web
pages, and synchronous chats, allll'ith a focus on effective teaching and learn
ing. In add it ion, part icipat ing organizat ions usc Tappcd In 10 del ivcr ani inc
professional dcvelopment courses or provide online mentoring.

HOW TO START?

Professional learning communities range from formal to informal. A school reform effort
may includc a formal protocol, such as a critical fricnds approach to tcachcr fccdback. Or,
two collcagucs may dccidc to mcet wcckly for coffcc and convcrsation about 21st-century
projccts. Somc professionallcarning communitics exist in cyberspace, whcrc likc-minded
educators come together to exchange ideas and encourage each other toward c.'\cellence.

Annc Davis, an advocatc of blogging with clcmcntary studcnts. suggests using your own
blog as a tool for making conncctions with likc-mindcd colleagucs. That's how she first
connected with Will Richardson, another early member of the edublogging community.
Although the two teachers had not yet met in person, and although their schools were
separated by hundreds of miles, they collnborated to develop a successful project in which
high school journalism students mentored elementary writers. "[f you are a blogger your
self, you will develop a network with other educators online," Davis snys.
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Your current situation and purpose will determine the composition of your group and the
ways you interact. A team of two is better than no team at all, but imagine the compound
ing effect of a large team, an entire faculty, or an international community of colleagues.

If your "dream team" is not obviolls. look first to the systems and groups that are already
in place. Is the faculty formally addreSSing student achievement? Consider an adjunct
group thai offers to Iry a 21st-century project approach to address achievement Issues that
everyone shares. Do teachers meet regularly in grade-level leams or departments? Are
there any interdisciplinary teams? These groups may be ready to take on project-based
learning with you.

Maybe your ideal collaborators are geographically distributed, working in different schools
or even in different regions of the country. This book will address ways to use technology
to guide teamwork. whether it's virtual or face-to-face.

Members of your community for addressing digital-age projects should share these
research-based components:

• have a clear sense of mission

• share a vision of the conditions they must create to achieve the mission

• work together III collaborative teams to determine the best practice to achieve
the mission

• organize into groups headed by teacher-leaders

• focus on student learning

• arc goal- and results-oriented

• collaborate with each other

• hold shared values and beliefs

• commit themselves to continuous improvement

• see themselves as life-long learners

(DuFour, DuFour, & Eaker 2002)
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Spotlight

Masl",p of a Good Idea and the Right Tool

Jerome Burg. a teacher at Granada High School in California, wanted to
immerse his students in Cmulide, Tile Grapes afWrath, Night. and OIher"road"
literature. so he created Google Lit Trips. Using Coogle Earth and embellished

GLT Hume K-5 0-8 9-J! Hi Ed Vult'/l/uud!>

Itll/ll'Iiw ntlflda.r, ]u", /1. 2007

Welcome to Coogle Lit Trips!

,

---..----....~
A Different Way to Read Great Literature!
This ~i\C is an cXfll'rimrn1 in Irachinll" greal tilcralUrr in a vrl)' dincrrm WilY. Using

Googlr Eanh. <llIdrn15 d~ovcr whcTl" in lhr world Ihr ,l1;TCillr<1 rwul trip <tork. of

alilimc look ptil("C... IIRd ,(I JIIurk JIIUff!

What's New ill Covgle Lit TnJ}9...

·6/3107: Two New Li/ T,.ip Tips Added ill "DowIIIoads"!

• J/16107: y,lt' fo~5 Stl/ilm ,Iddfti!

• 4/ IBI07: Yn.( 6·811f1d Hi Ed &r/lfJIIJ.lrfd,d!

/Gild Won:fsAmm/ Covgle Li/ Trips...

Figure 2 Coogle Lit Trips invites others to contribute literature lessons that use
Coogle Earth. 0 Jerome Burg, Coogle Lit Trips. Reprinted with permission.
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placemarks that mark a story's "road," Coogle Lit Trips offers learners amazing
virtual worlds to explore as they study great literature. It's a mashup of a good
idea and the right tooL

To help Sl udents appreciate the devastat ing cond it ions t hat drove the Joads
west in Tile Grapes Of\VTiIII1, Burg links newsreel footage from a 1930s dust
storm to a Coogle Earth placemark at Bethany, Oklahoma. the starting point
of the story. His placemarks link to period music, vocabulary definitions. and
more to help t he learning st ick. Burg created an elegant \<\reb site in order
to share his "lit trips" with fellow teachers. (See Coogle Lit Trips at http://
googlelit I rips.com)

1nit ia lly, Bu rg thought a fcw tcachcrs IVould fi nd thc sitc and su bm it I hcir o\\'n
"trips," Then tcchnology mavcn Will Hichardson highlighted Cooglc Lit Trips
in a prcscntation, and visits to Burg's \Vcb sitc skyrockctcd. A ncw community
of practice bcgan 10 lakc shape, "At first [ imagined a few people \\'ould want
to contributc, but thcn [ realized it was taking off, wilh morc than 3,000 Wcb
visits in less than a week," Burg says. [n less than three months, the site drew
more than 20,000 visitors.

Burg realized that interest in a brand-new professional practice was emerging,
and he knew he would have to figure out how to support it. [ [e added Lit Trip
Tips to the 'vVeb site and began gathering promising practices to share with
others. He invited his growing audience to share their integration strategies,
assessment structures, pedagogical support, ideas and strategies for having stu
dents develop their own Lit Trips, and other resources. Burg envisions the most
inspired teachers joining him in building criteria and processes for developing
excellent Lit Trips that exemplify best practices in teaching literature. His vision
is to make the site "a community of Lit Trippin' teachers." See figure 2 for a
screen shot from Coogle Lil Trips.
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GET YOUR FEET WET

Before you launch an extended learning project that you design, you might want to start
with a project that lets you practice collaboration with colleagues. You can jump-start the
process by joining a well-designed project that is already underway. This reduces your
investment in planning time and connects you with a community of educators who share
your learning goals. You can exchange ideas with others and practice giving and receiving
critical feedback. This built-in support will scaffold >'our learning before you build your
own project plan from the ground up. Following are some examples of project sources
from around the world. Many projects include opportunities for online collaboration,
along with supporting materials For teachers.

• Center for Innovat ion in Engineering and Science Education (CI ESE, \I'\I'\\'.

k12science.org)-CIESE hosts projects in which students around the world con
tribute local dat.a and analyze amassed world data with other student researchers
around the globe. A Few project titles include The International Boiling Point Proj
ect, The Square of Life. The Human Genetics Project. and The Noonday Project.

• Flat Stanley (hltp:llflatstanley.enoreo.on.ca)-This globallileracy project
connects students and schools in dozens of countries on several continents.
The Flat Stanley Web site includes a forum for exchanging project ideas with
colleagues worldwide, and the site is available in English and French. Search the
tag "f1atstanley" on the Flickr photo sharing site (www.rJickr.com) and explore the
worldwide adventures of hundreds of traveling Stanlcys.

• Global Learningand Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE, www.
globe.gov)-This organizat ion promotes hands-on science educat ion worldwide.
Primary and secondary students engage in projects that involve taking scientifi
cally valid measurements in fields such as atlllosphere, hydrology, soils. and land
cover. Students report their data online and collaborate with scientists and other
GLOBE students around the world. Resources for teachers include videos and
other profeSSional development, along with support from working scientists and
mentor teachers. The resources are available in six languages.

• Global School Net (www.globalschoolnel.org/gsh/pr/)-Thelll1ernetProject
Registry at Clobal School Net is a clearinghouse for collaborative projects from
around the globe. Teachers who want to collaborate online can join an existing
project, take a look at upcoming projects, or review more than 2,000 archives of
completed projects. New project management tools will he introduced soon, with
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funding from Microsoft Partners in Learning. Global School Net has reached
more than one million students from 45,000 schools in 194 countries.

• Intercultural E-mail Classroom Connections (lEeC, www.iecc.org)-Since 1992,
the IECC service has helped teachers around the globe arrange intercultural
e-mail connections among their students. t\ new service, lECC-INTERGEN,
helps teachers and their classrooms create intergenerational partnerships with
volunteers who are over 50 years of age.

• International Education and Research Network (jEARN, www.iearn.org)
Collaborative online projects involve thousands of students on several continel1ls.
Professional development resources, bOlh online and ofr, are available for teach
ers. Teacher-developed projects focus on developing students' language, literacy,
resea reh, nnd crit iea I-t h in king skills; providi ng st udents opportu n it ies to use new
technologies; and building students' culturnl nwareness and community aware
ness. Resources are available in many languages. The names of the following
recent collaborative projects will inspire your thinking: Back Talk Journal: The
Intcrnational News I'vlagazine; Celebrations and Mourning; Cities j\kar the Sea;
Comfort Quilt Project; Feeding Minds, Fighting I-I unger; JVligrating Birds Know
No Boundaries; Talking Kites Around the World; and The Time I'vlachine Project.

• Journey North (www.lenrneLorg/jnonh/)-Collaborativeprojectsfor K-12 focus
on aspects of seasonal change, such as tracking the migration of Monarch but
terflies in realtime. I'vlulti-media resources include photos, videos, animations,
and interactive learning features. Many projects ask students to add data, putting
them in the roles of researchers. Materials for teachers include background les
sons on core concepts and suggestions for developing students' obsenration skills
through questioning.

• Oz Projects (www.ozprojects.edna.edu.au/sibling/home)-This Australian site
helps educators from around the world find or pOSI online collaborative projects.

• Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE, hllp:l/wise.berkeley.edul
welcome.php}-Sludents in Grades 5-12 participate in projects thnl involve ana
lyzing sciemific controversies and examining real-world evidence. Simulations and
modules engage students in collaborative inquiry.
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Your Turn

Reading Group

Bead and discuss this book in a reading group. You may already be cngaging
in collaborativc planning with colleagues, and book study becomes a guided
exercise, Or, you may be coming IOgclher initially to read and discuss this
book, and you latcr dccide to continuc working togcthcr to plan and implement
a projecl. [n either situation, use your shared reading group experience as a
foundation for reflecling with colleagues on your professional praclice. As you
discuss new ideas, try to keep your focus on sludent learning. Appendix C sug
gests chapter-by-chapter questions 10 help guide your conversations.
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Packing Up
As you begin planning a pilot project, Section II
helps you denne the conceptual framework and
guides you through the design process. Before
you introduce the project to your students, invest
time to consider the project management skills,
strategies, and technologies that will lead you
and your students 10 success.



CHAPTER 3

Imagining the Possibilities

llo\\' do you prepare for a trip? As you pack. you probably imagine the destination and
your means of traveling there. You think aboul the conditions you expect to find. Before
"packing up" for your project with concrete planning. picture your destination-the learn
ing ahead-and consider different ways of gelling there wilh your students. With a clear
mental image, you"lI be ready to decide just what you need to lake along.

This chapter focuses on establishing the conceptual framework of a project. At the end of
chapter 3, you will follow a set of prompts that help you identify the central concepts your
project willnddress. In the next chnpler. you will dig into planning.

WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT?

Good projects get 10 the heart of a discipline. The more complex and important an idea.
the better suited iL is for the 21st-century project treatment. Identifying the big ideas
the core concepts and processes-at the heart of the subjects we teach is the first step of
project planning.

Think for a moment: What big ideas, what core concepLs and processes. should students
kllow after studying with you? If your students understood or could do just two or three
things. what would those be? In EarLh science, for example, a core concept is energy
in the Earth system. Important processes include designing an investigation and using
instruments as scientists do. An algebra teacher might say applying linear equations is
important. An elementary tcacher wants studcnts to increase their reading and writing
flucncy as they develop litcracy skills. A history tcachcr expccts students to appreciate
how history shapes culture and to understand thc techniques of historians.

\-\Then you tcach from published curriculum, judgmcnts about what is important hm'e
bcen madc for you. This can be an efficient system, but students lcarn no more than
what the textbook publisher imagined for them. The results are predictable and, often,
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generic. Published curriculum nnd contenL sl<lndnrds dive strnighwwny into a sequence of
learning objectives. In textbooks, the mmerial is broken into digestible biLs. SynLhesis for
understanding important, overarching "big ideas" is left to the masterful teacher and very
insightful learner.

Projects. on the other hand, are highly contextual. They are created through a series
of decisions. Projects are designed for students by their teachers, the people who best
undersumd their learning needs. Good projects connect directly to the students' frames
of reference. interests. and experiences. Teachers who usc the project approach might
also usc textbooks. But instead of being the foundation of a course, the textbook becomes
a reference book rich with illustrations and supplying information written at the reading
and conceptual level of students.

WHAT'S THE "BIG IDEA"?

Thinking about the "big ideas" of your curriculum is a good workout. Scan the tables of
contents of your teaching gUides. Re\'iew the curriculum standards for your subjects. Ask
your colleagues: What do these add lIJl to?

Kathy Cassidy, an early elcmentnry teacher from Saskatchewan. Canada, wanted her sec
ond-graders to get the "big idea" of what the number 1,000 menns. How could she make
this number more concrete for her young learners? '"\Ve don't have a lot of space in the
classroom to collect things, so I thought of collecting names on a wikL" she explains.
The result was a Simple wib page called. appropriately, 1,000 Names. She started by
shOWing students how to use the edit feature La add Lheir own nnmes-one La a box on
the pnge. Then, she invited parents to join the project, Loa. Next, she invited three more
classrooms at her school to add their names to the page. As word spread online, she says,
"[t exploded from there." Grandparents. friends, and others joined in from several coun
tries. Once every week, Cassidy would show her students the wiki (using her projector).
which allowed her repeat opportunities to reinforce the meaning of 1,000. They watched
as the number of names grew-starting with fewer than 100 and reaching Illore than
850 within three months. As the number of names approached the goal of 1,000, student
interest swelled, too.
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Why Use a Wiki?

Imagining the Possibilities • Chapter 3

A wiki is a \Veb resource Ihal allows users LO add and edil content collec
tively and online, from any computer wilh an Internet connection. [L is useful
for planning a projecL, whether you work alone or collaboraLe locally or al a
distance. The ease of use and accessibility of a wiki makes it a helpful Lool
for organizing your Lhinking and Lracking your actions. See chapLer 5 for more
about lI'ikis. For an in-depth guide to creating a wiki, read 'vVill Richardson's
Blogs, Wikis, POllcasts, {/Iul Otller Powerful \A/ell Tooh for Clilssrool/lJ; (Corwin
Press. 2006). When you're ready Lo set up your own space. PBWiki (hupJ!
pbwiki.com) offers free accounLs. as well as resources for educators. Or. Lry
your hand with user-friendly Wikispaces (www.wikispaces.eom).

Every grade level and subject area focuses on big ideas, and so do disciplines in the world
outside school. After you identify the overarching concepts and processes you want your
students to understand, reflect on why these concepts are important. This will get rou
thinking about their application or relevance in real life and help you imagine engag
ing and realistic ways students might grapple with the topics. It will help you to reveal
the interdisciplinary aspects of the topic, too. Think: WIIO cares about tl/is? WIIO does it
tOl/ch?

Robert Griffin, who teaches in the fishing community of Grand Manan Island in Can
ada, uses authentic projects as often as he can. "As an everyday assignment such as leller
writing. I have my students relate 10 authentic purpose by writing a letter to the Minister
of Fisheries on a license issue or a quota issue. These are issues my students would often
hear discussed at the supper table," he explains. Griffin's main criterion for determining
whether projects are authentic is "whether the activities take place in the real world. As
an example, do journalists submit articles to the newspaper to be published? Yes, and
thereby so do my students." If the editor of the county newspaper chooses to publish an
article. he says, "the student receives a $ [5 stipend from the newspaper as well as a grade
from me for their course. Seeing their articles in the newspaper is authentic assessment.
The publication of the article says thm their article was good enough to he published."
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Think again aboUl the big Earth science idea: energy in the Earth system. Who outside
or school pays attenLion to this rundamental idea? In Earth science, a seismologist may
pay attention to energy as it rehlles 10 plnte tectonics and tsunamis. People who live along
shorelines care nbout tsunamis, too. So do community zoning bonrds, emergency response
agencies, insurance companies, and the fishing and hospitality industrics. Imagine how
a "hands-on, minds-on" project might evolve to take diverse interests such as these into
aeeount.

Thinking about real-world contexts helps to reveal the interdisciplinary nature of a proj
ect. Unlike traditional learning, in which ideas are sorted into "pure" disciplines, project
learning. like real life, gets messy and overlaps multiple disciplines. [t's in this overlapping
space that great projects are born.

In physical science education. learning about energy might be an end in itself. But imag
ine introducing elementary students to energy in the context of designing simple stoves
that rely on the sun for heat. Now imagine incorporating environmental science as stu
dents learn about the effects of burning wood for fuel. Get students thinking about where
in the world people rely on wood for cooking. and you have integrated geography. 'rake it
a step further with technology. and now students are hosting a videoconrerence Lo share
their stove designs with peers on another continent, incorporating language arts and mul
timedia skills. Now you have set in motion a rich project with a real purpose, which is
exactly what happened when a Florida elementary school became involved in an interna
tional solar cooking project. (To see project archives, visit the l'vliami Country Day School
Web sit e: http://aces.mialllicountryday.org/SolarCookers/solar_cookers. ht m.)

\"'hen sludents know that their project offers value for their community, they become
even more invested in learning. For example, students arc routinely asked to help solve
local environmental issues al a high school with a tradition of doing community-based
projects. Their projects typically incorporate science, math modeling, language arts, and
civics. Students use technology to create three-dimensional maps, documentary videos,
and multimedia presentations that help them advocate for their proposed solution to the
local governing body.

Imagine all the learning opportunities thm could unfold for your slUdents. Don't worry ir
your project ideas veer into unramiliar territory or require you to learn new skills or mas
ter unramiliar content. This is your opporLunity 10 collaborate with colleagues and engage
experts-just as you will be asking your slUdents to do. Once a well-designed project is
underwny, you become part of the learning community.

Brainstorming with colleagues will help you rurther expand your thinking aboul the
learning opportunities that projects present. For example, ir you are a middle or high
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schoolteacher, consider meeting with someone who teaches a different subject. Together,
imagine a project dUll will address a goal from each of your subjects. If it doesn't work,
swap out one goal and try again. Look for natural connections.

If you teach at the elementary level, meet with any other teacher. Pick any three subjects
you bot h teach-for example, health, reading, and math: or science, ar\. and music. From
any of these subjects, identify a topic or topics you would like to teach through proj
ects. Now, brainstorm how you could incorporate concepts from the other subjects. \,Vhat
would it look like? Help one another imagine the possibilities.

PLANNING FOR RIGOR AND 21ST-CENTURY SKILLS

Just as you have considered the big ideas of the subjects you want students to understand,
you also need to imagine how the project will help them develop 21st-century skills.
Think beyond subject mastery to the important skills, attitudes, and habits of mind your
project might involve.

A well-designed project causes students to stretch their intellectual muscles in ways tradi
t ionallearni ng activit ies may not. One way to ensure rigor in a project is to plan for learni ng
actions associated with the higher-ordcr categories of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational
Objecti\'es. (Note: The Taxonomy was revised in 2001 by Anderson and Krathwohl, with
changes that included renaming and reordering the categories. The revised version is ref
erenced here, with original category names in parentheses.)

The Bloom categories of objectives, moving from lower-order (more typical instructional
fare) to higher order (the realm of projects) are: Rememher (Knowledge). Ullderstalld
(Comprehension), Appl)', AlInl)'U', EmIl/me. and Create (Synthesis). Although all have
their place, the last three are particularly relevant to project-based learning. Imagine
how your project plan can evolve using the following higher-order thinking skills and the
actions associated with them:

• Analyze-examine, explain, investigate, characterize, classify, compare, deduce,
differentiate, discriminate, illustrate, prioritize

• Evaluate-judge, select, decide, justify, verify, improve, defend, debate, con
vince, recommend. assess

• Create-adapl, anticipate. combine, compose, invent, design. imagine, propose,
theorize. formulate
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These verbs will come in handy as you design questions that drive student actions. Imag
ine transforming a typical project-writing a biography of a notable person-by asking
students to not just report on their research, but synthesize and evaluate.

• Traditional biography assignment: Study a distinguished person from the
Renaissance period and write a report dcscribing his or hcr Iifc and notable
achievements.

• Reconsidered biography assignment: Study two or three figures from the
Renaissance who distinguished themselves in the same field. Develop criteria
for "hall of famc" status, compare these figures' accomplishments, then select
one individual for inclusion in a "Renaissance Hall of Fame." Justify your selec
tion. Design an appropriate seal for the award he or shc will be granted.

21ST-CENTURY L1TERACIES-A SYNTHESIS

\Vith deliberate attention, projects can truly prepare learners for the world beyond school.
Any timc you ask students 10 collaboratc and crcate. it is likely you are touching on 2lst
century skills. Begin imagining the 21st-century skills your project can address. What do
the terms "2Ist-century skills" and "2Ist-century literacy" mean for today's learners?

Several research projects have generated various definitions of 21st-century skills and
literacies. but all definitions go well beyond the ability to read and write. i\!lany instruc
tional standards. from the NETS-S to those of the American School Library Association
(AS LA), are changing to focus more on the behaviors required of accomplished people in
the 21st century.

The enGauge 21st-Century Skills were formulated by a team that examined research,
conducted literature reviews, explored workforce trends. and interviewed educators and
other constituent groups. The result is a model that highlights Digital-Age Literacy (sci
entific, economic, and technological literacies; visual and information literacies; and
multicultural literacy and global awareness), Inventive Thinking (managing complexity;
self-direction; curiosity, creativity. and risk taking; and higher-order thinking), Effective
Communic<ltion (teaming. collaboration, and interpersonal skills; personal, social, and
civic responsibility; and interactive communication). and High Productivity (prioritiz
ing. planning. and managing for results; effective usc of real-world tools; and ability to
produce relcvant, high-quality products) (North Ccntral Regional Educational Labora
tory, 2003).
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The Partnership for 21st-Century Skills, an advocacy organiz<l1ion representing business
leaders, educ<l1ors, and policymakers, has developed its own Framework for 21st-Century
Learning (www,2Istcenturyskills,org). The framework incorporates Core Subjects
(language arts, math, science, and so forth), along with 21st-Century Content (global
awareness, entrepreneurial and civic literacy, and health awareness), Learning and
Thinking Skills (eriticalthinking, problem solving, communication, creativity, collabora
tion, and information and media literacy), Information and Communications Technology
(lCT) Literacy (effective use of technology for teaching and learning), and Life Skills
(leadership, self-direction, accountability, and adaptability).

Working from a global perspective, the United Nations Educational. Scientific, and Cul
tural Organization (UNESCO) offers Ihis broader definition of literacy:

Literacy is the ability to idemify. understand, interpret. crerlte. communicate, and
compute. using printed and wrilten materials rlssociated with varying contexts. Literacy
involves a continuum of lertrning to enable an individual 10 achie\'e his or her goals. to
de\'e1op his or her knowledge rind potential. and to participrlle fully in the wider sociely.
(UNESCO Literacy Assessment and 1\loniloring Progrrlmme [LAJ\IP], 2004)

The ISTE NETS-S address digiwl literacies, as well. Heleased in 2007 after a year
long review process, the new NETS-S represent the most recent international thinking
about the wide range of skills required to learn and Jive in an increasingly digital world.
The standards emphasize performance and behaviors that reflect the emerging learning
opportunities afforded by technology, as well as the world students will work and live in
as adults. Skills such as creativity and innovation arc introduced in this revision, under
scoring the global need for adaptable thinkers who can address the still-unknown chal
lenges of the 21st century.

Specifically, the NETS-S address Creativity and Innovation (creative thinking, con
structing knowledge, and developing innovative processes and products), Communication
and Collaboration (using digital media and environments to support individual learning
and the learning of others), Research and Information Fluency (applying digital tools to
gather, evaluate, and use information), Digital Citizenship (understanding human issues
relating to technology and practicing ethical behavior), and Technology Operations and
Concepts (understanding technology concepts, systems, and operations). (See appendix B:
1ST!::: National Educational Technology Standards for Students.)

By these multiple definitions, literacy boils down Lo learning to be independent, aware,
and productive citizens. A true-lo-life project naturally involves opportunities for learners
to become literate in the 21st-century sense of the word-and for teachers to accomplish
thei r own 21 st-cent lJ ry inst ructional goa Is.
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Canadian teacher Jeff \Vhipple had his own epiphany about literacy after hearing author
David \'Varlick give a conference presentmion. \",lhipple relates: "I suddenly realized: [t's
all about information. We want our students to be ill!onllatioll (/rl;51.5. Can they find infor
mation, assess whether it's good or bad, deal with raw data, and then put out their own
understanding of it? As teachers, can we give students opportunities to get their own
information, develop their own stories, and share their stories with others? Those arc the
basic literacy skills that arc critical. regardless of subject matter."

Developing these capabilities in students calls on new instructional tasks for the teacher.
Imagine how you lllight teach students to find, evaluate, and synthesize information from
multiple sources. Imagine developing a project outline and rubrics that guide students
and focus their attention on critical and valid information. Discuss your plans with spe
cialists at your school. such as librarians or information specialists. and seek their advice.
They will welcome the opportunity to put their expertise to work in the context of your
class projects.

Your decisions about instruction and the learning tools you use are not made lightly.
When you choose new technology tools or ones students or parents typically associate
with other purposes, it is imponantto communicate about the power of using the lools to
meet your instructional aims, as well as your attention to safety. As you select, be ready
to say: "\,Ve are using tool X, and there is no better tool to help us meet these important
outcomes." See Spotlight: Romeo in MySpace, to see how one teacher introduced a social
networking tool to achieve an instructional purpose.

Spotlight

Romeo in MySpace

Koty Zelinka, an English teacher at Portland Lutheran lligh School in Oregon,
used i\lySpace to help her students move deeper into analyzing Shakespearean
characters. The social networking site was an obvious choice because nearly
90% of her students already had their own pages. She had them work in small
teams to create pages for Romeo, Juliet, I\lercutio. Tybalt. and other charac
ters. BeFore long, students were channeling their Shakespearean counterparts
vb emoticons, photos, and star-crossed blog enlries.
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Using i\lySpace for learning not only got her students engaged in character
studies, but also gave Zelinka a chance to educate students-and parents
about online security. Anticipating parents' concern, Zelinka made clear
her educational rationale for using J\lySpace for the unit of study, and also
described parameters for use (Samuels, 2007). Using I\lySpace in school was
an opportunity to teach students about Internet security, ensuring safe use
during Shakespeare studies. but also outside of school, where students are
more likely to spend time online without guidance.

\Vhen choosing technology tools that support your learning aims. be sure, as
Zelinka did. to plan how you will communicate the educational purpose for
using them and how you will teach appropriate-and safe-use.

t\uLhentic projects involve digital resources. According Lo the American Library Associa
tion, "To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is
needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed informa
tion" (American Library Association, 1989).

To learn more about information literacy, review the ISTE National Educnlion Technol
ogy Standards for Students as well as Web sites hosted by library media and information
organizations (such as the American Library Association). [n chapter 6, we will re\'iew
the "Big6," an information literacy problem-solving strategy that helps students focus
their alLention on the information that serves them best. Later, when you move into morc
concrete project planning, you will come back to information literacy as a specific focus.

For now, nsk yourself: III what ll'ays call a projecl help sll/de/lls learn how Ihe world works
alld how Ihey willll'ork illlhe world? HolV call il scI them lip 10 praclice skills Ilwl will make
lilelll effeclil'e, life/ollg leamers?

LEARNING DISPOSITIONS

Learning encompasses understanding (your subject-mailer objectives), skills (funda
mentals such as reading and writing and "new" 21st-century literacies), and learning
dispositions. Learning dispositions are imporlant traiLS, attitudes, habits, and feelings
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we encourage but usually cannot teach directly, such as confidence, curiosity, resource
fulness, cooperation, motivation, persistence, and courage, Learners acquire learning

dispositions less through direct teaching and more through experiences and encourage
ment. When you plan your project, think about learning dispositions you can cultivate in
your students, As the project commences, talk about these directly with your students,

\Vhen students begin to understand how they learn and can reflect on their own pro
cesses (metacognition\ they become more sophisticated learners, ready for life ahead,

Spotlight

Thinlting Aloud about Learning Dispositions

Guy Claxton, professor of the Learning Sciences at the University of Bristol
Graduate School of Education in the UK, is the author of Wise Up: Lean/iug
10 Lil'e tile Leamillg Life. In ,1Il article for the Times EdllcatiOlUlI SII]Jplemelll,
he shares this story told by Sophie, an eight-year-old who is thinking about her
own "learning power":

Six months ago, [ was quite a good Team Learner. but my 5t ickabilit}' was
prell}' weak, I didn't use my Imaginmioll much, except when I was told to. and
I never Planned what resources I might nC€(1 before I started in on a piece of
learning. Now my Planning and Imagining are much stronger-but I still tend
to drift off when I don't immediately know hal\' to tackle something, I think
I'll make Stickabilil)' my learning po\\'er target for the next half-term,
(as ciled in Claxton, 2003)

KEEP YOUR STUDENTS IN MIND

Finally, imagine the emerging project idea from your students' point of view: \'\lhy should
they care? John Seely Brown, former chief scientist at Palo Alto Research Center in Cali
fornia, suggests that lI'e should imagine what "paSSion-based learning" would look like
(LaMonica, 2006). Replace the term project with passioH and think about your idea again.
\Vhat would spark your students' curiosity and make them feel that whal they are learning
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is interesting and important? How would interactions with classmates and others engage
them (lnd make them feel (I part of something big? What activities, experiences, and tools
would excite them? \"'hen you tap your students' enthusinsm, you increase the likeli
hood that they will dive into deep inquiry and come awny with essential understnnding.
Projccts with passion help conncct with thc social and cmotional sidcs of thc learning
CXPCflCIlCC.

Technology
Focus

Essential Learning with Digital Tools,
the Internet, and Web 2.0

It helps to examine technological tools by way of the essential learning they
help students accomplish. \o\'ith Ihe information universe rapidly expanding
and Web-based applications multiplying almost too quickly to track, any sum
mary of information or tools today would be obsolete tomorrow-or rather,
in nve minules. lnste'ld of compiling an exhaustive list of lools. consider the
essential learning functions technology can deliver for project-based learning.
Unlike Ihe tools themselves, essential learni ng functiOlls are fairly stable. In
project-based learning, having the functional ability 10 make things visible and
discussable or to foster collaboration will always be important. even as the tools
change. Once you identify a funclion you need, read through an assortment
of tool ideas to deliver those that serve those functions best for your context.
Once you identify a function you need, you can nnd an assortment of 1001s to
choose from (with more arriving tomorrow) that perform the function and suit
your context.

Following is a brief description of each essential learning function, how it
relates 10 21st-century learning, and an example of 100ls that deliver that func
tion. The list is not exhaustive. but it provides a glimpse of the kinds of things
you might keep in mind when making your own selections.

Appendi:, A presents an expanded look m the following learning functions and
more details about the tools thm deliver them.
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ESSENTIAL LEARNING FUNCTIONS

1. Ubiquity: learning Inside and Outside
the Classroom, and All the Time

Imagine giving students the opportunity to learn anytime and anywhere. While "ubIq_
uity" IS not a learning function per se. it is an overarchlng and desirable quality of 100is
thnt support project learning. From handheld devices to \Veb-bnsed applications. look for
tools that help students be more mobile and learn wherever they nre, whenever they wnnL.
and more frequently, with whomever they wnnL

Examples of tools that promote ubiqu it y include personnl digital assistant s, mobile phones,
MP3 plnyers, globnl positioning devices, and robust Web-based applications (Web mnil,
Coogle Docs, Flickr photos, and virtual "desktops" such as NetVibes).

2. Deep learning

Most Web sites students will find explain. report, or in the case of blogs, opine. Co beyond
"filtered" information (where the meaning is made by others) and help students find and
make sense of "raw" information on the \'Veb. Primary sources (e.g.. digitized versions of
historical documents) and rich databases (e.g.. real-lime seismic data) are becoming more
accessible nll the time. Higher-order thinking is engaged when students have to nnvi
gate nnd sort, orgnnize, analyze, and mnke grnphicnl representations in order to lenrn nnd
express learning. As information piles higher and higher, tools have emerged to help stu
dents grapple with what they find. Examples of information students might use include
educat ionaIvideo·on-demand, primary sou rce archives, and real-t ime dat a sets. Examples
of tools for organizing data include Web-based spreadsheet and database applications and
online graphing applets.

3. Making Things Visible and Discussable

There (He mnny good reasons 10 make things visible with digital tools: showing mther
thnn telling, conceptunlizing with "mind" mnps. seeing things too big or too small or too
fast or too slow for the naked eye, examining history through digital artifacts, express
ing ideas through photography and multimedia, graphical representation and modeling,
animation and digital art. A picture is worth a thousand words. and making thoughts and
ideas visible and sharable is the first step in getting the conversation going. Examples of
visual representation tools include Visual Thesaurus, Coogle Earth, Flickr, and Fredvlind
Mlndmapper.
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4. Expressing Ourselves, Sharing Ideas, Building Community

The World Wide \,l,Teb has evolved from an information medium into a social medium.
Opportunities for expression have never been greater. Students using MySpace and instant
messaging are accustomed to these forms of personal interaction. Imagine the parallels in
school, and find ways students can use the Web to express their ideas and build society
around shared interests. Examples of tools that allow sharing of ideas and social interac
tion include blogs. social software, tagging. and virtual meetings with Webinars.

5. Collaboration-Teaching and Learning with Others

Projects invite collaboration. Tools abound that help us learn together. Plan and write
togcther using shared applications. Use exchange services to find experts or fellow learn
ers. Plan virtual experiences that lei people ·'mee\." Use survey tools to take the pulse of
the community.

Examples of collaborative tools inelude wikis, Web-based "office" applications, Webinars,
SUI"\'ey tools, expert and learning exchanges, and computer phone calls with voice-over \P.

6. Research

21 st-cent ury project s inva riably involve research, and for most research quest ions st udent s
turn directly to the \,l,Teb. Internet research puts information literacy to the tes\. (Students
studying the cultural significance of myth? A Coogle Search query of the term "myth"
turns up nearly 49.400,000 results!) Quality directories, search engines with filtering,
a \'aricly of bookmark tagging tools. and citation "cngincs" help students makc sense of
and organize what they necd from the ever-expanding \,l,Teb. Examplcs of rcseareh tools
inelude ASK for Kids, del.icio.us bookmarking, and Citation Machine.

7. Project Management: Planning and Organization

Project management is a major category that gets its o\\'n treatment in chapter 5. In brief,
project management helps students manage time, work, sources. feedback from others,
drafts, and products during projects. A simple folder on the district server or a workspace
in the school's learning management system may suffice, but consider Web-based "home
pages" or "desktops" that givc studcnts a space to work and associated tools (calendars,
to-do lists) to help them plan and organize. They can get to their "home pagc" from any
where at any time. Examples of learning management systems include Desire2Learn and
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Moodie; exnmples of Web-based "home pages" include Netvibes, iGoogle. My Yahoo!.
nnd ProlOpage.

8. Reflection and Iteration

Deep learning happens when you examine your ideas from all sides and from other points
of view. And reconsidering and reshaping ideas to bring them to high polish is the dif
ference between acceptable and masterful work. A blog can serve as a personal diary or
journal, where students put their thinking out on the table to give it a good look and elicit
ahern<Hive perspectives. Blog entries spnnning the life of a project can be lasting artifacts of
the process. Looking back at your own thinking is worthwhile, and it has never been easier
than with blogs. Wikis are useful for drafting iterations of work and sharing works in prog
ress, Using version histories, a writer can look back at (and even retrieve) earlier drafts. Any
number of people can collaborate on a wiki. Imagine the possibilities for sharing. writing,
and editing together llsing a wiki. Examples of blog host ing sites include Edublogs, Blogger,
and Blogmcister. Examples of wiki hosting sites include Wikispaces and PBwiki.

Your Turn

Start Your Plan on a Wiki

Now that you arc imagining the possibilities, you arc ready 10 plan a specific
project. In the following activity, respond to prompts that revisit the major
themes and narro\\' your focus. Planning is an iterative process. Be ready 10

revisit the conceptual framework of your project from time 10 time and even
reconsider the fundamental choices you have made.

Now, as you prepare to plan a project. create your own wiki space (10 use 011

your own or share with a team of colleagues). Use a free wiki host such as
Wikispaces or PBwiki (these will let you upload a few files, which is handy).
!\Iake a simple fronl page and create a page for each team member. You might
also want a page for each meeting you hold.

For this chapter, build a wiki page with this title: "Core Concepts to Teach
This Year."
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The following prompts will help you define the conceptual framework of your
project. Once you have completed them, use your wiki to list the essential
concepts students should knoll' as a result of being in your class.

For individuals: Reflect on this series of questions and record your responses
on your own wiki page. Be ready to share at your next team meeting. Don't
become too wedded to your ideas yet.

For a group: vVhen you meet, share and discuss your individual responses, then
respond to the questions again IOgether. If you aim for a collabonl(ive project,
try 10 "mash up" your efforts into one shared project idea.

I. What important and enduring concepts arc fundamelllaito each
subject you teach? List them, Try 10 limit the list to two 10 three big
concepts for each subject. Ikfer to content standards you teach 10

determinc those covered by these big "umbrella" concepts.

2. Why do these concepts mailer? Why are they important?

3. Outside school, who cares about these topics? \lVhat is their relevance
in different people's lives and in different pans of the world?

4. Select one or two of the most promising of thesc IOpics and think about
real-life contexts to answer the following: What arc the interdisciplin
ary connect ions? What other subjects might be incorporatcd?

5. As you begin to imagine working with these topics, how might you
push past rote learning into analysis. evaluation, and creation? Incorpo
rate Bloom's "rigor" verbs into your answer.

6. Imagine authentic ways students might engage in the project and the
ways 21st-century skills might be addressed. I lint: The terms collf/bom
lion, digilflilools, and injomUl/ion literacy should appear in your answer!

7. ,..vhm aspects of these topics will interest your studcnts? (A fcature that
seems superficial or tangcntial but fascinates studcnts can gi\'c you
entrec into morc essential matters, so brainstorm as many as you can.)

8. What learning dispositions should you cultivate and ask your students
to pay attention to?
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Strategies for Discovery

A cross-grade team of teachers from Oulu, Finland, wanted to expand their use of inquiry
as a springboard for student learning. Specifically. they wanted to encourage primary stu
dents 10 make observations and raise questions about what they were seeing in the world
around lhem. Learning through observation occurs in real life, so teachers began imag
ining how La bring inquiry into students' daily activities-travelling La and from school,
pursuing hobbies, or JUSt spending time at home.

Finland has one of the highest per-capita uses of mobile phones in the world. That
meant t€8chers knew their students would IHIVe rendy access to mobile devices. As pri
mary school teacher Pas! Mattila explains, "The camera phone is familiar for pupils and
a meaningful tool for communicating and working. The benefit of a mobile dala terminal
[i.e., a mobile phone connected to other networked technologiesl is that it goes where the
learners go."

The Fi nn ish teachers cont inued brai nstorm ing about how to connect allt he pieces of their
project: instructional goals and accessible technologies, plus student collaboration and
problem-solving skills. They designed a project that makes use of camera phones, CPS,
and a networked learning environment called Moop to support the process of inquiry
learning. lvlallila calls the result "meaningful and motivating learning." In one authemic
project. student teams gathered and analyzed data about recycling to make observations
about recycling habits at horne and in the community. They then developed recommenda
tions for a school recycling progmm.

This chapter focuses on selecting and designing projects. You may decide to adapt a proj
ect plan that has been developed-and already classroom tested-by another teacher or
teaching team. Or, like the creative teachers from Oulu, you might want to deSign your
own project from scratch, integrating technology in new ways to reach your instructional
goals. Either way, the same critical thinking goes inlO planning. By the end of the chapter,
you will have worked through a process to create a basic project idea that encompasses
your most important learning aims.
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REVIEWING PROJECTS

If you deeide to start with a project plan designed by someone else, retllemberCamal emp
lor ("let the buyer beware"). With a multitude of projects to choose from. you need to be
aware that quality varies widely. Be selective.

Even if you ultimately decide to design your own project plan, there are benefits of
reviewing other plans first. This gives you a chance to be a critical consumer. It's also
an excellent activity to do with colleagues. especially if you are collaborating with teach
ers you don't yet know well. By reviewing existing plans together (such as those online
at iEARN or Global School Net), you will start to get a sense of the sons of projects that
interest your colleagues. You can also practice giving critical feedback without having Lo
critique each other's project-planning efforts just yel.

OVERCOMING PITFALLS

llow can you improve your own critical-thinking skills when it comes to reviewing proj
ect plans? Look past the "window dressing" of projects that seem appealing or make use
of dazzling technologies. Instead. pay alienLion to the quality of the studenL experience.
Are important learning aims addressed? Does the project plan include samples of studenL
work. which you can also criLique? Now, imagine your studenLs doing the same proj
ect. Will students master rigorous content? \Villlhey engage in activity that helps them
become independent learners? Learn to make inquiries? Carry out effective research and
make new meaning? Learn to learn from and with others? Use tools for important pur
poses? As you examine the work of others, you arc engaging in just the kind of critical
thinking and information literacy you wallt to sec in students!

Here arc a few pitfalls in project design to watch for:

• Potential pitfall: Long on activity, short on learning outcomes. [f the
project is busy and long but reaches small or lower-order learning aims, it's not
worth investing your students' time-or yours. A project should be "right sized"
for what it accomplishes. If students could learn as much through a brief lecture
or by reading ahout the LOpic, Lhen Lhe project falls short. Also. look at the learn
ing outcome. [f every studenL product is similar, or if what students produce could
be found easily in any reference material, this is an indication that the learning
accomplished is lower-order. at the level of recall and understanding. The project
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may be limited. but it might also offer you the germ of a good idea. You might say
to yourself: Tllis caugllt Illy attel/lioll bUI falls sllorl. \Vhere cOl/ld Illy studelllS al/(I /
go wilh II/is idea?

• Potential pitfall: Technology layered over traditional practice. Having
students research a topic on the Internet and then present it in an electronic
slideshow is not a quality project-it is just a dressed-up version of a research
report. Good projects focus on reaching significant learning outcomes, not merely
rnaki ng use of tech nology appl icat ions. Iflea rn ing aims are loft y and tech nology
helps your students reach them, then the integration of technology is essential to
the project. As yOll are reviewing a project plan, consider whether technology is
Llsed to bring people together, connect students to rich data or primary sources, or
proVide some other lVay to allow students to create unique and high-quality learn
ing products.

• Potential pitfall: Trivial thematic units. Pieture a schoo! where apples are a
theme in the primary grades each autullln. Students paint apple pictures, count
and add apples in Illath class. read stories about Johnny Appleseed, and even visit
an orchard. Although apples are e\'erywhere, the work is not interdiSciplinary,
collaborati\re. or especially rigorous. Thematic teaching is not necessarily project
based learning. Structured differently. an apple project might have elementary
students learning about commerce, agriculture, and transportation when they
research where apples in their grocery store come from. They might compare the
selection in the store to preferences of the student body by interviewing the pro
duce buyer, polling students at their schoo!' and creating graphs to display their
results.

A thematic approach can be trivial, but it doesn't have to be. Some classes use a
unifying theme for a whole year's work. Imagine how the themes c/ulI/ge or power
could be addressed repeatedly over the year through a variety of projects. Think
about how a theme would unify a year's worth of projects and help students make
important connect ions. Ot her qual it y themes to consider are SUn/il'al, JUSl ice,
illlerdepelldellce, desiglled alld I/atuml worlds, and chaos alld order, \,Vhen examin
ing thematic projects or creating your own, look for ways a theme elevates and
connects the learning.

• Potential pitfall: Overly scripted with many, many stelJs. The best projects
have students making critical decisions about their learning path. Be wary of over
prescriptive project plans that have many discrete steps. You and your students
may be following a recipe that leads to limited and predictable results. That said,
you may also be looking at a complicated project that's worth all those steps. Look
to the description of learning objectives and student OUlcomes as you evaluate a
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plnn. If students end wilh "cookie cUller" work products that look much the same,
or if the outcomes otherwise do not justify the steps, you can probably find a
better approach.

If you find a project that looks promising but comes up short, keep looking. You
m<lY be <lble to find another treatment of the same topic or remodellhe project for
more significant learning.

DESIGNING TERRIFIC PROJECTS: GETTING STARTED

By now, you and your colleagues should be gelling a better idea of what to look for in a
projecL You're probably eager to start designing your own project or adapting a plan to
mect your gO<lls. But first, let's spend a few minutes "listening in" as experts talk about
how they launch into the project design proccss. \Vherc do their good project ideas come
from? Think of those who have developed expertise in project-based learning as your
advance scouts. They can help you find your way to your own excellent project. Some
times, the journey involves avoiding the very pitfalls discussed above.

Canadian educator Sylvia Chard. professor emeritus of early childhood and elementary
education at the University of Alberta. highlights many effective teacher-developed proj
ects on her Project Approach Web site (www.projectapproach.org). Chard recommends "a
flexible framework" to guide project deSign.

What's the value of fleXibility? Take a look at the thinking behind "The Boat Project,"
developed by primary teacher Cheryl \'Veighil! at ivlinchau Elementary School in Edmon
ton, Alberta, and previously fe<ltured on Chard's Web site. Weighil! describes how the
idea n<llural!y emerged from the interests of her l'irst- and second-grade students (Chard.
2007).

Originally, the primary team had planned a thematic unit on the topic of water. But then,
on a cold winter dny, the school organized a special event that caused the teachers to
reconsider their plan, As a break from the chilly Canadian weather, children were invited
to wear beach clothes to school. Activity centers gave children a choice of beach-related
materials to explorc. Weighill and her colleagucs noticcd that many of their students wcrc
enthralled with using blocks to make a model of a boat. As Wcighill relates:

The study of the ocean as a project was thought to be too broad ,mel not part of these
dlildren's experiences or their real world: therefore, we discarded '"the ocean"' as the
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projed topic. But. since many of the children had begun constructing a bOM out of the
large blocks in the block center :lnd interest W:lS shown by the children through their
conversation, questions. dialogue. anecdotes. :lnd even their disagreements of how bO:lts
:lre constructed, the topic of "boats" was chosen for our project. As the block boat was
being constructed, more and more of the children joined in to the role-pbying of:l boat
experience. The children were interested in sharing their perSOll:l! experiences and
:lnecdotes. This was the birth of the boat project. One of the children announced, "\-\le
should build a boat,:l real boat!" And so our journey began.
(:lS cited in $. Ch:lrd. person:ll communication, April 16.2007)

\VeighilJ's team could have stuck with their original thematic unit. Instead, they were
wise enough to let students' interests and curiosity drive the lenrning experience. The
resulting project nllowed tenchers to rench n number of important instructional goals,
such as grade-level science standards relnting to buoyancy, boats, nnd design; Innguage
arts goals; and using math problem solving and measurement for authentic tasks, The

interdisciplinary project naturally led to activities that developed students' inquiry skills
and taught them to do Internet research to answer their own questions. Throughout the
seven-week project, students engaged in experiences that hclped them become beller nt
making decisions. working in teams, and providing evidence of what they had learned.

Author Diane j'vlcCrath shares some of her 21st-century project design strategies on her
Web site, Project-Based Learning with Technology (htlp:l/coc.ksu.edu/pbl). A professor
of Educationnl Computing. Design, and Onllne Learning at Kansas State University,
McGrmh (2002-2003) emphasizes the importance of gelling away from tradilionalthink
ing when you begi n to deSign a project;

To really engage learners, you h:lve to set up a situation in which they want 10 :lsI.. ques
tions. want to learn more. need to knoll' something they don't already know, and believe
it is really important to them and, especially, to the larger community 10 find out. Your
project will not be a lab in which SllJdenlS replicate what someone else has done. A good
project will instead be an extended irwestigation in which students design the subques
tions and the ways of trying 10 answer them because they bclie\'e in what they arc doing.

\Vhat might this look like in practice? McGrath recently challenged secondary science
tenchers to deSign a project inspired by New York Times columnist Andrew Postman.
Postman chronicles his attempt to go on an "energy diet" to reduce his household con

sumption of fossil fuels. J\'1cGrath suggests that teachers ask students the open-ended
question; "How can my household lower our energy usc by 5%? And what will it cost (in

comfort, convcnience. and money)?" She suggests steering students toward resources such
as onlinc encrgy calculators, multimcdia sitcs about climatc changc, and \Veb rcsourccs
from government agencies and environmental organizations.
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Side Trip

Project Design Resources

!\Iany experts have contributed research and effective strategies to our
understanding about how to design effective projects. If you are interested in
learning more about the research in this area. take a look at these resources:

• Buck Institute for Education-In operation since 1987, BIE offers proj
ect-based learning research, professional development, and a handbook
on instruction<ll design, Recently, BIE has given special attention to
problem-b<lsed government and problem-b<lsed economics curriculum
planning,ww\\',bie.org

• Understanding by Design-Grant Wiggins and Jay J\1cTighe's excellent
book by the same title (second edition, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, 2005) has helped thousands of educ<ltors
apply the process of "backward design" and le<lfll how to frame curricu
lum around essential questions, The book also provides the framework
for <In online exchange that brings togcther registered users to sh<lre
project ideas, usc online tools. and h<l\'e their plans revicwed by experts.
wWII'.ubdexchange.org

• Active Learning Practices for Schools (ALPS)-ALPS is a Web portal
developed by the Harv<lrd Graduate School of Education and Harvard's
Project Zero. vVith free registratlon, users can take advantage of the
Collaborative Curriculum Design Too!' which facilitates online collabo
ration. ALPS also links educators to education researchers, professors,
<lml curriculum designers at Harvard. hllp:l/le<lfllweb.harvard.edu/alps

THE BEST PROJECTS SHARE IMPORTANT FEATURES

Research-based frameworks for project deSign share distinguishing features. Keep these
features in mind as yOU deSign your own project.
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The best projects share the following qualities. They:

• are loosely designed with the possibility of different learning paths

• Chapter 4

• are generative. causing studems to construct meaning

• center on a driving question or arc otherwise structurcd for inquiry

• capture student interest through complex and compelling real-life or
simulated experiences

• are realistic, and therefore cross multiple disciplines

• reach beyond school to involve others

• tap rich data or primary sources

• are structured so students learn with and from each other

• have students working as inquiring experts might

• get at 21st-century skills and literacies, including communication, project
management, and technology use

• get at important learning dispositions, including persistence, risk-taking,
confidence, resilience, self-reflection, and cooperation

• have students learn by doing

WHERE PROJECT IDEAS COME FROM

Good projects are everywhere. Ewn a classroom irritant call be the impetus for a qual
ity project, according to a teacher who repurposed students' (disruptive) portable music
players into devices for inquiry. Consider looking in the following different directions in
search of project ideas. An example for each is included somewhere in this book-u,c
them for inspiration.

• a tried-and-true project with potential for more meaningful, expressive learning
(including opportunities for students to teach others what they have learned)
see OjMicecmd Mell, chapter 9, p. 141

• project plans developed by and for other teachers
see Global SchoolNet and JEARN, chapter 2, PI'. 38-39
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• news stories
see Energy Diet, chapter 4, p. 63

• comemporary issues
see Flat Classroom, chapter 5. pp. 88-89

• studelll questions or interests
see The Boat Project, chapter 4, p. 62

• a classroom irritant put to educational use
see iHistory, chapter 7, pp. 118-119

• a "mashup" of a great idea and a new tool
see "Hoacl"" lilerature and Google Earth in Google Lit Trips, chapler 2, p. 36

Finally, keep in mind that one successful project will often lead you to another. Hoberl
Griffin is a Canadian educator who became interested in the project approach severa!
years ago. GriHin says:

I was looking for learning activities that would meet the needs of tactile learners.
\Vhen I began doing some collaborative projel"ls 'lbout seven years ago. I noticed that
the t:lt.:tile learners bec:lme engaged using tet.:hnology. Beg:lrdless of le:lrning styles, all
students began to do better when eng'lged with projects using technology. As I began to
do more and more rese:lrch on meeting the needs of students with learning difficulties,
researdl showed authentic projel"ls and authentk assessment benefited all students.

Now several years into using the technology-rich project approach. he can see ho\\' new
opportunities grow out of previous successes. lIe relates:

Everything we have done using technology projects has led to another le\'el of projects.
We began doing GrassRoots projects for Industry Cnnada. Students built \'Veb sites
about our community. The skills they lenrned doing these projects led to our first collab
oration, a project involving six schools in New Brunswick themed on Anlarctica. These
projects led our school in becoming a member of the Network of [nnovati\'e Schools in
Canada. These two projects led our school 10 receiving our first II P grant. The expertise
teachers and students gained in these projects led to our school being chosen to partici
pate in a research project.
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Activity 1

DESIGN YOUR PROJECT

Swucgics for Discovery • Chapter 4

In the previous chapter, you established the learning objectives that are impor
tant to you and your students. Now, whether you decide to remodel a project
you like or design one from scratch, plan how to put your ideas into operation
by 1I'0rking through the following design process. At the end, write a project
sketch-a short description of the project that you can share with others for
critical feedback.

As you begin, remember that your project exists within a context. "'rhe school
calendar, curriculum sequence, student readiness, and student interests are all
factors to keep in mind as you plan.

Suggestion: Ikturn to your individual or group project space on your wiki
where you worked last. Refresh your memory about the learning framework
you established at the end of chapter 3. You will bring those ideas forward as
you continue p1<lllning. Start a new wiki page called "Project Sketch," I\lake
notes as you follow these key design steps and then write a project sketch to
share with others.

I. Revisit the framework.

a. i\lake a final list of learning objectives for core subjects and allied
disciplines.

b, Decide on the specific 21st-century skills you walllto address.
(Think about skills that fit in these broad categories outlined in the
refreshed N ETS-S: creat ivit y and innovat ion; communicat ion and
collaboration: research and information fluency; critical thinking,
problem solving. and decision making: digital citizenship; and tech
nology operations and concepts. In addition. consider how you will
address project management skills.)

c. Identify learning dispositions you wallt to foster, such as persistence
and reflection.
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2. Establish evidence of understanding. Imagine what students would
know or be able to do once they have learned. Imagine how they would
be differelll as learners and as people. (You will design evaluation tools
later, but look ahead to chapter 9 for ideas.)

3, Plan the "vehicle" (the project theme or challenge), Think: What would
students inquire about, do, create? Strive for "optimal ambiguity"-that
is, both enough structurc anc! enough flexibility to seH'e the needs of
the project. Remember the lllany project examples you have read about
so far. Imagine the true·to-life conneCiions. Imagine ways experts (his·
torians, economists, mathematicians, psychologists, engineers, doctors)
interact with the topics you identified.

4. Plan entree into the project experience. What arc the first things you
might say to get students' attention and build excitement for the learn
ing ahead? \Vhat will captivate your students?

At this point your project is coming into view, but it still may be a bit blurry
around the edges and lack detail. Great! If you were to design down to the last
action right now, you might constrain the project and limit where students
could take it. Consider the following metaphor for planning:

Planning a student-centered project is like planning a voyage across uncharted
seas, You have a destination in mind. but not knowing your route, you rind
your students build a trusty ship, rind, bringing all your serlllwnship to bem,
get wind in your sails rind set off. It helps to ha\'e a clear picture of your desti
nation so you'll recognize it when you see it!
(Krauss, 1998)

Also, if you go too far you may become overly wedded to your ideas. Let plan
ning be an iterative and collaborative process. Get feedback on your ideas from
your colleagues. Revise and rework your plan a few times. Your project will be
better for the effort.

You may be anticipating next steps, including designing learning tasks, prepa
ration, guiding the learning, and evaluation. These will be addressed in the
next chapter, For no\\', sum up the plan so far in a project sketch,
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Pause here and write a project sketch-a brief account of your projecl. A
project sketch is a light, quick treatment, not a painting that captures every
detail. The project sketch is a synthesis of what you have thought about so far.
Describe the project in a paragraph. Give it a title if that gets your ideas flow
ing. \Vrite it again from another angle.

Flesh out the picture just enough so you can share it with peers and get critical
feedback.

Here is a project sketch 10 get your thoughts flowing:

Sample Project Sketch: Travel U,S,A,
In fifth-grade social studies, \\'e study the regions of the U,S. 1\ly idea is 10

make this study more substantial. Instead of just doinga research report,
studellls will compare, analyze, and decide for themselves what is significant
about a region. 1\ly fifth-graders are going to form "travel agencies" and pre
pare an informative and persuasive proposal for a foreign family deciding on a
U.S. vacation. Each "agency" makes decisions aboUl the most important things
to know, plnces to visit. and activities to do in their assigned region, tnking
inlO account the interests and cultural backgrounds of their visilOrs. They will
have to establish their own criteria for what is significant. and I will guide
them. Along the way, studel1ls read travel blogs and Web sites, find and inter
view people who live in or hfll'e visited the target region, ask a real local travel
agent to \\'ork with them, research airfare and other travel information, "meet"
people online from the originating country 10 learn about culture and possible
likes and dislikes, and read and recommend literature about the region. Their
products will include sample itineraries, a travel budget, and marketing mate
rials such as brochures. They will create informative and persuasive proposals
and make "pitches" to other students, who will act as critical"c1ients." In this
way, all students learn about all the regions from each other. SllIdents might
choose differelll technologies for the project-for example, a podcast "walking
tour"through a historic districl. or a multimedia slideshow or film travelogue
sholVing a sample "lOUr." The products and presentations will vary depending
on interest, but a rubric will define core learning outcomes and guide their
work. I expect this project 10 last three weeks. Students will work on it three
times a week in class for an hour and also olllside of school.
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Share your project sketches with your colleagues. Together. ask hard questions
and suggest ways to make each project better. Imagine how it might become
more comprehensive or realistic. Think of ways to capture students' interests
and involve other teachers. school specialists, or professionals in the commu
nity. Imagine the paths of inquiry teams might take as they make the project
their own, Give each project a name.

Your Turn

Activity 2: Create an Asset Map

An asset map is an inventory of the material goods, strengths, and talents of
the people who make up a team. organization. or community. Build a visual
map of your assets in order to bring resources, knowledge, skills, and capaci
ties out into the opetlll"here they can be used for everyone's benefit. Through
this exercise, you will build a lasting artifact to remind you of the abundance
around you.

If you are creating a project on your own, complete this activity alone and then
get input from others. If your team is working on a collaborative project, the
activity is the perfect lVay to inventory your assetS for reference as you start
your collaboration.

Directions: On a large sheet of chart paper or on a whiteboard, create a large
diagram with a circle in the center that says "Project Assets:' On spokes lead
ing out from the center write these words: Ollrsell'eS, Stlldellts, Olhers, and
Resources. Start wit h Oursell'cs by asking the following: What spccial capabili
tics do we IUIl'e (mlOllg ourse/l'es? HI/WI skills, ta/ellts, (llId illlerests do we express
illside alld outside ofwork tlwt may be 1lsefld ill this project? Write Ilames
around the "Ourselves" spoke. I\dd assets next 10 them. If people share quali
ties, connect the qualities with a line.
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i\lark-organizer, sm:ial studies, community connector, knows historians
& service orgs, task manilgement: t\laribel-writer/blogger, creillive. multi
media. \-\feb tools (esp. Flich). persuasive, music: Jody-curriculum + pbl
expert. imagineer, knows arts council. music, traveler: i\litchell-tech sup
port, Web desktops, tutorials, organizer, tech-finder, athletic: John-math.
sports, recording, local history/issues, connects with hard-to-engage kids.
food ie, handy with tools.

Extend the reach of this spoke by including adjunct staff and volunteers in
your school.

\Vhat capabilities do kids have? Think about their skills, talents, ancL inter
ests inside and outside of school. The "Students" spoke might say: "artsy class,
media talents, dramatic (some even in drama), 7-10 talented musicians, all
manage work on server, 90% use chat, most have cell phones, many multi
taskers, tech club=25, 50% social networking, 30%? used to projects. Interest
in enviro = high. J K/SB/A P=tech leadership; i\'1 B/H H/J L/1\1 P= projects."

Continue with this process for "Others," List people who have assets that will
support a successful project. The)' might include school personnel, parents, a
staff member's spouse, the mayor, a local business owner, a historian, a profes
sional you know, a professional you don't know, people near and virtually near.
older students. a blogging expert, someone who knows someone who knows
someone-you get the idea. Don't forget the expanding pool of retired educa
tors who can help! \-Vrite the capabilities of each "Other" as he or she relates to
the project. Capabilities might include "expert in medicine," "can teach a mini
course:' "has performance space," "knows older people wI time," "knows Java,"
"can build blog:' "fundraising/publicity exp.," "interested in youth:' "should
know about this project," and so on. Add more paper or space if you need it.

Now think about resources. These are the material goods, spaces, and time
you might put to use. This section might look something like the following:
"37 networked computers (20-lab, 5-teacher desktop, 3-4 each class),
11 non-networked computers (old) 1 color printer, 4 b&w printers; peripher
als: I smart board and projector, webinar software, server with student space,
st udent e-mail accounts, public library computers 4-9 pm, meet ing space
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Figure 3 Asset milpping reveills the resources i1nd tillents iI teilm Ciln put to use for iI

project.

before & after schooL wiki space not being used, parent group funding (up to
$150),5-6 parent volunteers (more in evening), annual community day-June,
weekly principal report, monthly family newsletter, Mark's bing, 90-minute
block schedule, Wednesday integrated period 180 minutes." Figure 3 shows
how this sample asset map would look at this stage.

After you create your asset map, hang it in a common space so team members
can continue adding 10 it. Paper maps work well, but technology can help
you share the map with a wider audience. If you used a white board, you can
capture a digit<ll inmge of your nmp and sh<lfe it online. Or, you might consider
m<lking your map using <l coJl<lborative concept mapping 1001 such as bubbLus
(hllp:l/bubbLus), so Ihm others can continue adding new ideas.
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Befer to the map from time to time, and put the information 10 work as you
involve others and identify more assets, Show them this map and ask them to
add on. Finally, if you need more support, survey the community to unearth
hidden assets, Conduct the poll using a survey created with an online tool
such as SurveyJ\lonkey. Describe the project and get people excited when you
send out the sun'ey link. J\lake sure the survey is open-ended enough that
people can find many ways to participate, perllaps even in ways you have not
anticipated.

LEARN ABOUT ASSET MAPPING

Asset mapping began as a community development process. To learn more,
see the following resources:

• Asset-Based Community Development Institute
http://\\'ww.nortl1\\'estern.edu liprla bed.html

• Mapping COHlll/Hllit)' Assets Workbook-t\vailable for free
download from the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory at
http://www.ll\vrel.org/ru ra led Ipubl ical ion slcom_ rnappi ng. pd f.

Technology
Focus

Track Assets Online

As your project comes together, consider using technical aids to help you man
age your bountiful assets and resources. A simple. sortable spreadsheet table
may suffice, but don't let It live on a desktop. Upload or build your spreadsheet
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in an online. Web-based space that will give everyone on your team access
in order to add and manage assets. A spreadsheet will help you track not
only specific skills ("knows about aSLronomy") and resources ("digital video
equipment"), but also useful information such as phone numbers and e-mail
addresses. Consider how you might leverage Lhis activiLy inLO a bigger resource
for your school communiLy. For example, parents from previous years mighL
be willing LO continue sharing Lheir expertise as Lheir children move on Lo llew
grades. Imagine whaL a gift it would be to welcome a new teacher with access
Lo your online assets survey!

Examples of Web-based spreadsheet applications include the following:

• Coogle Docs. '[:1ke an online tour of this Web-based resource at

WW\\'.google,com/google-d-s/i Iltllenltourl ,ht mI.

• Zoho Creator (http://creator.zoho,com) is an online daLabase manager.
AL iLs simplest. Zoho Cre,ltor functions like a stripped-down version of
I\licrosoft Access. Use it to turn spreadsheets into online databases to
share with others. You can also use it to build V.leb forms for others to

fill out and then manage the returned data. Consider asking the l<Irger
community to reflect on the <Issets they might contribute to your project
by creating a survey and sharing it through Zoho.
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Project Management Strategies
for Teachers and Learners

Managing a project requires a 21st-century set of skills. In the business world, a good
project manager is a masterful communicator. an efficient time mnnager, a careFul bud
geter, and a tireless troubleshooter. These skills can be applied to the world of leaching
and learning. too. When you become a successful manager of digital-age projects, you
draw all a combination of skills to facilitate your students' learning. \-\Thilt's more, your
students learn from yOUf example. Before long. they will begin developing their own strat
egies for managing their time. collaborating with team members, assessing their progress,
and maximizing their learning experiences.

In previous chapters, you started thinking about the project planning process. By now,
you have considered the big ideas that you want your students to explore, have mapped
these to standards, and arc starting to envision how the project could unfold. Pull up your
project wiki and make notes as you are prompted to think about how you and your stu
dents will manage your efforts to make the most of the learning opportunities ahead.

Thoughtful preparation will benefit you and your students. regardless of the scale of the
project you are planning. You may he starling with a small project, joining an already
exisling project, or planning a more complex project that will unfold over several weeks.
\Vhatever the scope, you want 10 make the best use of rour time-and your students'.

This chapler helps >'ou invest your time II'isely on the "from-loaded" part of design
hefore you ever engage students in project work. The first part of the chapter prompts rou
to consider the resources you will need and to plan strategies to support effective Lime
managemem, teaming, and assessment. By considering these imporwnt topics in advance
of project launch, you ensure thal you are ready Lo make the best use of instructional
time once the project is underway. At the end orthe chapter, the Focus shifts to the ways
you and your students can use technology to manage projects and maximize learning
potent ial.
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Side Trip

Be Resource!ul

Keepingyour project within budget is a 21st-century skill. [n some communi
ties, online clearinghouses help connect teachers with the (free) materials
they need, For example, Portland, Oregon, is home to SCRAP, the School and
Community Reuse Action Project. This nonprofit organization diverts thou
sands of pounds of reusable materials from the waste stream to the hands of
teachers. An outreach program includes workshops to show teachers how to
incorporate reusable materials into environmental and art projects and other
uses. Learn more at wWIV,scrapaction,org.

Use craigslist, too, or another on line commu nity net work lI'it h free classi
fied ads, Browse for the materials or services you need or post a want ad of
your own.

GATHERING RESOURCES:
WHAT (AND WHO) WILL YOU NEED?

In the last chapter, you made an asset map, an inventory of resources in your school and
extcnded learning community. Perhaps you Llscd an online tool to inventory the skills,
tools. cxpertisc, and other community rcsources available to you and your students. and
loaded information illlo a database. Now lhat you are preparing to launch a specific proj
ect. it's time to gather the resources you will need. Take another look at your assets inven
tory and consider how specific resources could support this project.

\Vhat materials will yOU need? Take a look at your irwentory and see what supplies, tools,
or other materials are available at school or offered by your parent community and other
supporters. If yOU don't find what yOU need, put out the word about your upcoming proj
eel. Use your class V/eo sile or an e-mail newsleller to parents to post a wish list of
supplles. Don't overlook other community resources, such as local recycling centers, as
potent ially excellent sources of supp! ies,
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Will your project involve the use of technologies that are new to you or your students? Re
fer back to chapter 3 and think about the essential learning functions you need technology
to deliver, and then select the tools that will help students meet the learning goals. Plan
for the introduction of unfamiliar tools (look ahead to chapter 6 for many ways to do this).

Will yOll need to expand your students' access to technology? Think creatively about how
to make access more frequent and equitable. Cecilia Mag-isa Estoque, a teacher from the
Caraga Region of the Philippines, faced high barriers to access when she set out to create
a collaborative onlinc literacy projcct with a teacher from Manila. Estoquc's high school
has only one computer lab for some 9,000 students. She involved the local comlllunity
by establishing partnerships with owners of the Internet cafes ncar her school in I3utuan
City. For a small fee of 10 pesos, teams of students were able to have frequent computer
and Internet access during the project, which she called "My Personal EnCOUlller with
the Little Prince,"

'ViII your students need access to experts to answer the questions that are apt to corne
up during your project? Consider ways to engage with experts both in person and from
a distance. For example, you might invite an expert to give a live demonstration that is
relevant to the project. One elementary teacher enlisted the help of a student's mother,
who worked in a forensics lab, during a project modeled on the popular television series,
CSI. Another invited a student's father, a physician, to dissect a fish during an integrated
study involving salmon.

Experts aren't always available to pay a personal visit to your classroom, but technology
can bring them closer. A high school teacher who has students design their own research
projects never knows in advance which topics his students will choose to investigate, One
year. a student team might want to interview an archaeologist. Another year, a team will
need to pose questions to a child psychologist or sociologist. This teacher continues to
expand his database of experts. As questions arise, he can direct students to experts who
are Willing to melllor them via e-mail.

Similarly, videoconferencing and virtual field trips can help bridge the distance between
your students and the experts who work in the disciplines they are studying. A high school
physiology teacher uses videoconferencing to enable her students to walch surgeries-in
realtime. ller students prepare diligently before a scheduled surgery. when they are able
to nOI only observe, but also ask questions of the surgical team. In another community, a
team of elementary teachers schedules virtual Flekl trips to "take" their rural slUdents to
art museums, observatories, and other places they cannot readily travel.

'Vho else can help with your project? Don't overlook the technology coordinator, media
speciCllist, and other specialists in your district. For starters, they CCln help your slUdents
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learn discrete skills. such as setting up Web sites or performing research online. They
may nlso be able La support more sophisticated project activities, such ns studenLS cre(l\
ing multimedia presentations or videos to document their results. rVlake a point of gelling
to know these specialists. Include them during project planning and take advantage of
their expertise.

Cecilia rVlag-isa Estoque, the Philippines teacher who designed the Little Prince project,
asked the specialists at her school computer lab to conduct an introductory session for
her students at the start of the project. The students had a three-hour introduction in the
lab, including time to set up individual \.\feb-based e-mail accounts, which they needed to
communicate with distant students. Later. when they were working on their projects at a
neighborhood Internet cafe, the owner gave them more instruction in using \Veb publish
ing to share their projects online.

If you are collaborating with a teaching team, think about how you will divide responsi
bilities. What are your individual strengths and interests? For which tasks will each of
you be responsible? I low will you organize who does what when? Look back at the skills,
tnlents, and interests nrea of your asset map to remind yourselves whnt you nre good nt
and what you like.

MILESTONES AND DEADLINES: IT'S ABOUT TIME

Teaching students to hecome effective managers of their own time should be an over
arching goal of any project; this is a skill that will support them throughout their educa
tion and beyond. Projects of nll sizes offer opportunities to teach nnd reinforce good Lime
management skills.

Plan n project calendar with milestones along the way. Your students' altention to time
management will be better if you shnre a project calendar that makes deadlines visual.
Use an online calendar or time line Lool, or take the low-tech route and Simply use a
magnetic calendar with a moving marker. Either way, a good project calendar will help
students see the deadlines of upcoming milestones so they can plan ahead, track their
own progress, and troubleshoot potential delays before they fall behind.

If you are planning a project that lasts several weeks. chunk big tasks into smaller, more
manageable pieces. Make sure students are aware of the smaller deadlines they will need
to meet along the way.
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Share your planning calendar with parents, too. A class Web site, project blog, or weekly
e-mail about the project will allow you to communicate with parents about upcoming
deadlines and milestones.

Learning management systems offer teachers and students another way to organize all
the components of a project in an online environment. At New Technology High School,
for example, teachers load all the components of a project online. Each student has a per
sonal briefcase where project work is stored. This secure online space is accessible from
any computcr connected to the Internet, allowing students to work on projects at schooL
at home, at the library. or elsewhere in the community. Teachers can sec student work
while it is in progress, giving them opportunities to answer questions. resolve confusion,
and provide formative assessment throughout the project. (See Technology Focus: Project
Management with Technology, page 84, to learn more about setting up an online project
space.)

TEAM PLANNING

How will student teams be organized? Carmel Crane, a New Technology teacher who
has Llsed the project approach for years, says students naturally gravitate "to the kids they
feci most comfortable with." She acknowledges the importance of "good chemistry." but
also steps in to mix up the teams regularly. ''You wan! students who will complement each
others' attributes," she says. "One student might be better at organizing, while another is
good at Llsing technology. A good team needs a mix of skills. I make sure to switch the
groups around for the next project so they get experience working with different people."

In your role as project manager, you need to remember that students will be doing differ
ent things at different times. Sometimes, individuals will work alone on separate parts of
a team effon. Other times. team members will be working together. As project manager,
you will be supporting students who are going about the many activities that a project
involves.

The team approach requires you to reset your expectations and experiment with differ
ent combinations. Students will sometimes work separately, other times in pairs or small
groups. and occasionally will come together as a whole class. In these shifting contexts,
how will you ensure that all students are eha!lenged? How will you meet special learn
ing needs? How will you ensure that students take seriously their responsibility for the
team's success? In some situations. yOll may want to tcam studcnts who share a ccrtain
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skill, proficiency, or interest. Other times, you mily wanl to mix students whose strengths
complement one anot her.

Michael McDowell, a biology teacher at j\lew Technology High School, believes that

milnaging student teams is criticill to the success of project-based learning. At his school,
student teams work out il contract at the start of any project. They agree to language that
dcscribcs thc rcsponsibilitics of cilch tcam mcmbcr as wcll as thc conscqucnccs of letting
down thc tCilm. Contrilcts cvcn spcll out what it would take for a student to be fired from
the team.

\Vhen i'vIcDowcll plans a projeet. he takes into consideration how he will assess teilm
dynamics... [ want to assess not just their content, but how they ilre working ilS a group,"

he ~ays. In particular, he wants to be sure one overachiever is not carrying the load. "Early
on, I look at things like commitment: Are all student~ engaged? Are they appreciating
each other? Do they have clear and objective goal~? Is their contract explicit and under
slood by allY'

Team management takes effort. but McDowell in~isls it's worth the investment. "If a
team works well together, they're going to accomplish things they never thought they
could do,"

Spotlight

Teams That Maximize Results

When Julie Lindsay and Vicki Davis set up their Flal Classroom Project. they
thought hard about how to match up student teams from Bangladesh and the
U.S. Davis describes their team planning process:

\-\le worked hard to m:llch students well. 1\lost worked in p:lirs (one student
from each school). Julie and I didn't have a set way to match them, but we
looked for things that would make a good fit. like:l common interesl. We
wanted to Ill:lke sure they would work with somebody who would ch:ll
lenge them and augment their strengths. \-'lre talked through ourcl:lsses and
gave this a lot of thought. In a more typical cooperath'e project, the teacher
often puts a stronger sllJdent with a weaker one. And the stronger one often
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does more of the work. \Ve wanted students to be somewhat comparable in
abilities. We didn't want one student to carry the other. We were looking for
growth as individuals. They don't grow if they sit and watch someone else do
everything for them. We looked at their learning styles and their strengths.
You might have one student who is strong M writing matched with another
who excels at neating video, ilnd who is a very auditory learner. Together, they
would milke a more complete team. If you take two who are alike, they may
not see the whole pit"ture.

i\btching teams wasn't easy to do, especially with students from differem cul
tures. But we felt strongly that we didn't want any student to have an excuse
not to perform. All of our students were able to complete the project. but some
really high-achieving students wallled to do a world-class job. They liked being
matched with a teammate who had a similar quest for excellence. They found
kindred spirits, and that was nice.

PLAN FOR ASSESSMENT

How do you know what prior knowledge and interests your students bring to a project?
How will you discover and clear up student misunderstandings or help students learn
from setbacks? How can you encourage students to build on what they have learned
and push for e\'en deeper understanding? Assessment is an integral part of project-based
learning. \-\lith planning and praClice, you can take advantage of assessment opportuni
ties throughout the project-not just at the end. Formative assessment will create more
opportunities to know what your students are thinking and understanding. so that you
can better facilitate successful learning. Paying atlention to assessment will also help you
think broadly about how well this project works. How will you know that it has been a
successfu I learn ing jou rney?

In their landmark inLernaLional study. Paul Black and Dylan \Viliam describe formntive
assessment as the feature found at the heart of effective teaching (Black & Wiliam, 1998).
While acknowledging that formative assessment includes a wide range of activities, from
quizzes to conversation to written reAection, they stress the benefits of assessment when
it is used to adapt teaching to meet student needs.
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A complex project requires multiple assessment methods, ranging from formal to infor
mal evaluations. Author Lois Bridges counls at least Five categories of assessment. each
involving different teacher behaviors. MOllilorillg involves the use of checklists, inwnto
ries, or project logs to assess student progress. Obsen1illg means watching and listening
to what students do and say. IlIlerne/illg requires asking questions to coax students into
deeper thinking. AlIlIlyzillg involves collecting and analyzing artifacts of student learning.
Reportillg means organizing performance data to share with students, parents. and others
(Bridges. 1996).

Spotlight

Just-in-Time Feedback

A California high school journalism teacher named Esther Wojcicki has her
students use a shared online workspace for all their writing. The technology,
called Google Docs, allows her to give students immediate feedback. "Some
times, I'll notice in the opening paragraph that they are off track or have omit
ted important information. 1can make a comment right in the tex\. That gets
them back 011 track right away, before they get 100 far down lhe wrong road,"
she explains.

Wojcicki says the online coll<lborative tool has ch<lnged the way she leaches by
creating new opportunities for formative assessment. "Before, it was 100 ch<lotic
in the computer lab for me to give students any real-time feedback:' she S<lys.
"They would be asking questions-help me with this, hoI\' do [do that. There
was no lime to review what they were writing, so r would wail until they Finished
a draft before I gave feedback. Now, r can help them earlier in the process. They
can make revisions in a nash and move on."

\Vojcicki contrasts her current approach with a more traditional English class,
"where you write an essay and get it back three weeks later. By then, it's too
lute to Fix anything." She explains, "That's disheartening, and it doesn't teach
you the process of repetitive revising. That's how you improve as a writer:'

Because the Coogle workspace is accessible from any connected computer,
\Vojcicki is able to keep up-to-date with her students at all times. "I was away
from class for a few d<lys 10 attend a conference, and my freshmen had a sub-
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stitute helping them write an introduction," she SayS... , could see what they
were doing as they were doing it."

Her more advanced students learn to critique each other's writing. Collaborat
ing online, they provide one another with critical feedback-even at odd hours.
"Sometimes. r overhear that students were working together until midnight.
They see each other's work as it's happening," she explains. "and that has a
huge impact on they way they interact. They gel very good at providing feed
back, and they seem to take suggestions more seriously when they corne from
their peers." On the drafts she receives, Wojcicki can review the many com
ments and edits suggested by critical peers.

Palo Alto High School's award-winning studelll ncwspaper and magazine
are cvidencc of thc high quality work that students are capablc of producing,
"Nothing is more cffcctivc for improving writing than peer critiquc," says the
vcteran adviser. "These studcnts are writing for an authcntic audicnce, so they
are motivatcd. The fccdback is livc, online, quick, and from their pecrs. Thcy
learn fas!." To read the newspaper, go to Palo Alto I ligh publications online at
http://ww\\.. paly.net/pu bl ica t ions. php.

Technology can support a range of assessment actlvllles. For example, an online survey
can help yOll assess what students know as they come into a project. \Vhat is their readi
ness level? Do they have prior experience that relates to content areas, technology, or
project work in general? Would they benefit from building some discrete skills before
launching into the project?

The project planning stage is your opportunity to design tools to help you assess student
progress and performance. For example, scoring rubrics will help you focus assessment
on specific categories, such as content knowledge, discrete skills, or dispositions (such as
independent work habits, collaboration, effort, or lise of lime). Online rubric generators,
such as Rubistar (hl1p:l/rubistar.4teachers.org) or Intel Education's Assessing Projects tool
(hup:l/educate.intel.com/en/AssessingProjects), allow you to create and store a custom ru
bric to suiL your project requirements or adopt rubrics Lhat other teachers have designed.
Rubrics help you focus your attenLion on desired outcomes. They also help communicate
learning goals and degrees of accomplishment to students.
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By planning to incorpor<lte student reneclion activities throughout a projecL you encour
age students to practice self-<lssessment. Assessing their own work helps students identify
their strengths and we<lknesses, and ensures thaL they understand the le<lrning goals you
are working toward together. By making self-assessment a habit, students get the mes
sage that they can continue to impro\'e and grow in understanding. For example, Michael
JV1cDowell frequently asks students to consider how they might "go beyond the rubric,"
He expbins, "I encourage them to show me thm they can innovate by producing learning
outcomes I have not even imagined."

In teaching. as in other disciplines. effective project
risks-but also maximizing opportunities.

management involves
. , ,.

mlnlmlzlllg

Technology
Focus

Project Management wilh Technology

1\lanaging complex projects is the stuff of real work. Students need project
management skills and technical support structures in order to grapple with
the rich and complicated nature of projects. Teachers as team coordinators.
enabling advisers, and evaluators need systems that m<lke their work and com
munications more manageable, too. Digital tools can support teachers in the
high-level orchestration of projects and students as they get into the messy but
meaningful business of learning through projects.

TEACHERS' PROJECT·MANAGEMENT NEEDS

The projecHnanagement tools and strategies teachers need include:

• tools for communicating with students and others about the project

• tools for making milestones and events visible and for notifying students
when changes occur

• methods for getting resources to students

• systems for managing work products
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• structures thal support a productive learning enyironmelll in which
teams and individuals are engaged in a variety of learning tasks at the
same time

• assessment tools and strategies, including:

o ways to gauge whether students are working productively and
accomplishing project goals

o ways 10 assess the load balance within a team so no individuals
end up doing 100 much or too little

o ways 10 give just-in-time feedback on student work as it develops.
not just when it's completed

STUDENTS' PROJECT-MANAGEMENT NEEDS

The project-management 100is and strategies students need include:

• systems and tools that help them manage their time and Oow of work

• systems that help students manage materials and control work drafts

• collaboration tools

• methods for seeking assistance

• ways to get and use feedback on their work. through self-reflection.
team input. and teacher advice

• ways 10 work iteratively and to see how parts add up to the whole

There are a number of ways you can meet these complex needs. The best solu
tion for your projectll'i\1 depend on what ready-made resources and technical
support you have at hand, as well as your own comfort level for illnovat ing wit h
technologies that require some "do-it-yourself" set up.

START WITH AVAILABLE TOOLS

The most basic tool for managing projects may be a district server, where a
teacher sets up project folders in which students store and manage work files.
\Vhile at school. students can get to their work from any networked computer.
This is a simple way to manage files, but some schools block outside access,
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students cannot collaborate on work products with remote cOlllributors or
work with their materials away from school. To help sludetlls create and man
age their work. "mash up" use of the district server with other tools described
below.

Teachers and students in a school with a leilflling manilgement system (LJ\IS)
can use many of its functions to manage projects. (An L!\IS is a software
package that enables the delivery of learning content and resources to students
with class management. grading, assignment drop boxes. and other functions.
Several examples are J\loodle and Interact, which are open-source applications,
and Desire2Learn and Angel Learning, which are commercial software.)

An LJ\IS can serve as thc portal and repository for projects. [n it, teachers
can post time lines, resources, and assignments, and collect and grade work.
Stude11ls can usually gel to their work from outside of school when it's housed
in an Lt\IS. They can vic\\' calendars, discuss work with teammates through
threaded discussion or chat, and download and upload work products.

For example, the technology "backbone" for the New Technology Foundation's
network of schools is a customized version of Lotus Notes, Domino, and
LearningSpace software. (See chapter I, Spotlight: The New Technology
J\lodel. page 15. Along with integrated e-mail. calendaring, and other collabo
ration tools. New Tech schools use a custom "project briefcilse" as the main
organizational tool for any classroom. For each project a teacher designs. he or
she uploads associated documents, assignments, presentations, and rubrics to
the briefcase. The project briefcase becomes the primary way students interact
with the curriculum. During their years at a New Technology Foundation high
school, each student amasses a body of work in a personal electronic portfolio.

A 10th-grade student from New Technology High School in Napa, California,
describes using Lotus Notes: "Once you get the hang of it, you just glide along."
He says, "The briefcase is like a project planncr. AJithe information is there, [
can e-mail my teachers and get a quick response, If I need to meet with them,
we schedule a time using the calendar feature,"

If you arc comfortable with your school's LJ\IS, it offers a clear choice for
managing a project. But, without wholesale adoption by a school or district and
robust technical support, many teachers fInd the configuration and manage-
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ment of their LJ\IS challenging and time-consuming. Also, depending on the
specific package, it may be difficult for collaborators outside the school to

participate in work products being developed in the system. When using an
Li\ IS, consider adding \Veb-hased tools, such as the ones described below. that
support collaboration and other project management functions.

WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS

ConsiJer selecting from an assortment of \\feb-baseJ applications and services to suit the
needs of your project. There are several ways to go. You can link a set of tools together in a
wiki. associate them with a blog, or alternatively, use a \Veb-based "desktop" application.

A wiki at its simplest is an easily edited Web page. Users create pages of sharable content
using just a browser and the most basic markup language to format text, add \\feb links.
or build new pages. Collaborators can write and edit together, from anywhere. A wiki can
be open to anyone or limited by password. \,Viki pages can be syndicated so collaborators
or readers can learn about new content as it changes. \,Vikis maintain a version history, so
if something goes Il'rang. users can revert to an earlier version. (In addition. teachers Gin
examine version histories to gauge activity and collaboration.) Many collaborators use a
wiki to wrile together and lhen pull the contents off the wiki to publish in another form
(as the authors of this book did when drafting the manuscript), \Vikis are great tools for
developing information that Aows from many to many. Wikispaces and PBwiki are two
wikis popularly used in education.

A blog is an easily ediled \Veh page, loa, but in slructure and !low it is more of a ane
ta-many delivery system, with one primary <Iuthor controlling the contents. Viewers can
comment on postings made by the author, but interaction in a blog is less of a free·ror-all
than in a wiki. A blog offers a great tool for communicating about progress or milestones
and to broadcast news related to the project. Additionally, you can create separate blogs
for your students to publish in and link them to your own blog. As students write in their
blogs, you can keep publishing control in your hands, and help them decide when their
work is ready for debut on the Web.

Drup<ll (http://drupal.org) and Textpattern (http://textpallern.com) arc more sophisticated
\\feb spaces that combine a content management framework and blogging engine. J lighly
configurable. with plugins such as discussion forums and surveys, these open-source
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systems offer many functions for \Veb collaboration. (Drupal carries the tagline "Com
munity plumbing.") One example of Drupal used for student work and for presenLing a
school's face to the world is the Meriwether Lewis Elementary School site at http://iewis
e1emenlary.org.

START SIMPLY, THEN ELABORATE

The simplest way to begin using the Web to support projects may be to build a project
wiki. You can construct a main project page with announcements and links and build
several team pages. In these associated pages your students can communic<lte with you
and build more pages as they collaborate with others. Before long you may have a wiki
that links to a blog your class uses to share the project with others.

To imagine the possibilities, examine the high-functioning wiki that supports the Flat
Classroom Project at http://Aatdassroomproject.wikispaces.com.

In their two-week Flat Classroom Project, students in Bangladesh and Georgia paired up
to explain, explore, and discuss topics from Thomas Friedman's Tile World is Flat. Their
teachers set up a wiki that serves as the meeting place and workspace for all aspects of
the project. One of the collaborating teachers. Vicki Davis of Camilla, Georgia. describes
her usc of wikis in the blog she authors, Cool Cat Teacher: "For classroom organization,
the wiki is my hub. I guess you could say, I have a wiki-centric classroom. \Vhether it
is blogs, podcasts. wikis. or vodcasts. if it is created in my classroom. it is linked on the
wiki. If the student creates it, they are to link it. It gives us one place to organize and post
and one place to send content to me:' (2006, Aug. 24)

The Flat Classroom wiki is teeming with great functions, including:

• audio introductions from the teachers and students to each other

• links to resource pages that support the project. including (to name a few) a
resources list, screencast tutorials, and a code of ethics for two schools working
together

• external links especially rclating to Tile \Vorld is Flat

• photographs of students in each class

• clocks showing the times in Bangladesh and Georgia, USA. (helpful for planning
collaboration across the globe)
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• a link 10 each class's Flickr sile with project photos

• updates from the teachers. including a reminder of an international call between
the classes

• voice-over rp (computer-Io-computer) conference calling with Skype

• links to sludent project blogs with multimedia

• RSS feeds so students arc aware of project updates as they happen

• a ClustrMnp showing \Veb visits from viewers around the world and over time

Davis appreciates the wiki as a place to hold all student artifacts, no matter where they
were created. "Students were creating digitnl artifacts all over the Web for this project.
\Ve encouraged them to usc whntever tool is appropriate to express Iheir message." she
explains. "The wiki docs a beautiful job of marking exactly who has done what. You can
quantify. in precise detail, what each person contribules to the project."

PERSONALIZED WEB PAGES

It is now possible for your students to build their own virtllnl offices on the \Veb. config
ured with the spaces nnd tools they need to mannge resenrch, create work products, nnd
share what they arc doing with others. Variously referred to as "home pages," "desktops,"
and "startpages," these personalized offices support an assortment of handy lools includ
ing \Veb mail, calendars, notepads. and news and blog feeds, to name just a few. Netvibes.
Protopage. Pageflakes. iGoogle, and My Yahoo! are some of the virtual office providers.

Students participating in the Flat Classroom Project in the Bangladesh school used Pro
topage for their personal desktops. while their Georgia counterparts used Netvibes. In the
Bangladesh school. a student leam crented a Prolopage desktop wilh multiple "tabbed"
pnges (including one supplied by their Lencher), ench with nn nssortment of \Veb 2.0 lools,
links. images, nnd work products.

The Bangladesh desktop (as shown in flgure 4) shows the top of a stack of tabbed pages
on one team's desktop. The page on lOp is one that teacher Julie Lindsay made and shared
with all teams. It contains \·Veb lools and resources she wants everyone 10 have, each in
its own sticky-note style "block" or "widget." These elements include a teacher-created
block of text advising "How to discuss and weigh up an issue." a list of topical news feeds,
a set of links to class blogs, and more. Her shared page becomes a key clement of each
team's desktop. The rest of the tabbed pages arc built by the team, and they represellt the
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Figure 4 The top page of a "stack" of Protopage populated with selected tools and resources. This page
was distributed by the teacher to all teams.

team's own organizational logic, In this example, the desktop is organized with tabbed
pages for more tools, snippets of research, podcasting resources, team photos, and port
folio items.

The Georgia school used Netvibes, which also allows page sharing. Netvibes works well
in schools with firewalls. If a school prohibits a particular Web site (such as i'vlySpace),
that application can be disallowed while leaving others available for usc.

If you wish students to setup desktops like these, build a tabbed page with information
and tool blocks you want e\'eryone to have and share that page with students. Limit the
blocks on that page to those that serve the project management and research functions
you imagine all students will need. Beyond this, let students create the rest of the pages
by figuring out which tools and organizational styles serve them best (more 21st-century
thinking!). Your basic requirement should be that the tools support their learning. If you
look at a desktop and it doesn't make sense to you, ask the sludent to explain how It func
tions for him or her. Students' selection and arrangement of tools and information is really
a window into their thinking about the project. If they cannot explain their organizational
structure, then they are probably confused, too.
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The ever-expanding arnlY of opt ions need not be overwhelming. Jeff vVhipple. technology
mentor in New Brunswick, says matching tools and kids is easy: "Let them choose, Give
them il platform where they call be creiltive ilnd work together. Thill'S more importilnt
than the particular tools they choose,"

Your Turn

Set Up a Project Space

Imagine what the projecl ahead might require of students. Then, taking your
cues from the examples in this chapter, set up a project workspace.

Consider the following:

• A wiki rigged with the fundamental components you anticipate
students lI'illneed to take charge of their own learning. See the
high.functioning wiki that supports the FbI Classroom Project at
htt1':/Inat cb ss roomprojecl.wi kispaces .com.

• A blog you author to share news, milestones, and resources
with students and families, with links to student's blogs. See the
elementary project blog, Thinking and Writing Wrinkles, at
http://itc.blogs.com/wr inklesl.

• A 101' virtual "office" page you'll share with students, Look at Flat
Classroom team pages on Protopage at htlp:l/proLOpage.com/itgs_isdl.
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Section III

Navigating the
Learning Experience

Section rlr focuses on the critical stage when
your project shifls from plan to action. From
project laullch through the implementation
phase, maximize learning potential by effectively
using classroom discussions, assessment, and
technology tools.



CHAPTER 6

Project Launch
Implementation Strategies

Project kickoff is the start of a deep, thoughtful learning cycle. Take lime to inspire inter
est and learn what students already know and care about. Teach prerequisite concepts or
skills (including those relating to technology) that students need for their projects. The
beginning of a project is the time Lo fill students with optimism and curiosity about their
journey into the learning ahead.

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK

During projects. students will inquire, study, plan, evaluate, compare, collaborate, man
age, creale, and present. They wlll try new tools and help others use the ones they know.
They will organize their work over lime and reshape work products into more polished
forms. They will gi\'e conslructi\'e feedback and respond to Feedback from others. Some
times they will work independently, and at other times, in groups. They will ask questions
and prescnt what thcy know. Thcy will fcel frustration and aecomplishmcnt. Thcy will
evaluatc the success of their crforts. change direction, and persist as they overcome
obstaeles. Through the project and all of its cognitive demands. thcy will become marc
experienced, and they will be more capable learners at the end.

Before and after a project. have students completc a self-cvaluation that focuses on the
learning dispositions you expect them to develop during the project. The acl of self
assessment causes students to think about their capabilities and how they direct their
own learning. Throughout the project, as rou ask students to think about their thinking
and processes, they will become more aware and arLiculate about their metacognitive
strategies. At the end of the project, when they reflect on their capabilities again, Stu
denlS will be able to idenLiFy specific experiences and activities that helped them grow.
They will Feel a deserved sense of accomplishment and be all the more ready to tackle the
next challenging project.
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As students gain experience in project-based learning. layout projects in broad strokes,
and help students establish their own goals and standards of excellence. Consider build
ing an operat ional deb n it ion for qual ity by builtli ng rubrics or scori ng check! ist s toget her.
This offers yet one more opportunity to build awareness of the skills and altitudes of
<lCcomplishcd scholars.

Tech nology tools ca n encourage students to be reflect ive and evaluate thei r own st rengt hs.
For example:

• Blogs offer students space where they can reflect over time about what they are
Icarning.

• ProfilerPHO (www.profilerpro.com) is an online survey tool that allows you to

identify the learning chamcteristics of nn indiviclunl and also among members of n
group. You can identify interests. strengths, and weaknesses. and use this infor
mation as you guide learning. Create your own survey in ProfilerPRO or adapt
a template to meet your needs. You can also have students reassess their profile
over time and compare how their "badge" changes as they acquire new skills and
understandi ng.

• Tools such as SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com)andZoomerang(hup:!/
info.zoomerang.com) allow you to set up online surveys. You can use the results
to track trends and help students see how their self-assessment compares to the
larger group.

GET MINDS READY

Good projects start by tapping students' prior knowledge. Many teachers introduce proj
ects with a Know-Wonder-Learn (K-W-L) activity. We describe this activity in more
detail later (sec pages 100-101), but for those who use it or similar activities, we suggest
establishing interest and exeitement in other ways before becoming task-oriented with
a K-W-L.

This started as your project idea. so be intentional in how you instill passion and transfer
the project into your students' hands. Start by getting students' attention and giving the
idea time to settle in their imaginations. Invite them to open their eyes to the possihilities
before digging in. Encourage students to explore and think about the topic. and to discuss
their ideas with friends and at the dinner tahle for several days. This is the ideal time
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for optimism about the learning ahead. No team has hit a single roadblock; no one has
missed a milestone. At the launch of the project. it's all about possibilities.

Imagine this approach to a project: A week before launching a biology and physics project
called Colonizing the Planets, a middle school general science teacher brings in a 1970s
poster depicting a fantastical setllement on Mars. She tells her students: "People have
imagined life on other planets for a long time, and we're going to study what it would
really lake to colonize planets. You will learn a lot of fundamental things nbout biology
and physics. Next week we have a mystery guest. Up until then, pay attention to ways life
on other planets has been imagined over time. \,Ve wil! talk about anything you find."

Each day, just for a few minutes, she brings up the topic again. Excitement builds as
students talk about movies. science fiction, and their emerging interests. which range
from art ificia1gravit y generators to terra form ing (t wo concepts new even to the teacher!).
One student looks on eBay and finds more kitschy posters. lIe makes a digital slideshow
from the photographs, and students debate about what seems plausible and what's just
ridiculous. At the end of the week, the mystery guest "arrives" through a V/ebinar. She is
a scientist from NASA's Astrobiology Institute. She describes her work on space habitabil
ity, answers questions, and encourages slUdents to inquire as scientists do. She suggests
they craft an operational definition of "habitability" and advises how to design research
questions. She leaves them dazzled nnd eager to learn.

The visit by an astrobiologist was really the kickoff of the project. The preceding activi
ties, which took lillIe lime or preparation, simply put students in an anticipatory state. By
kickoff, they are eager and alrendy thinking, nnd ready to launch into rich and meaning
ful inquiry.

Ideas for Generating Interest and Promoting Inquiry

Shake up students' ideas of wha! they ·'know." Discrepant events and role-playing pre
dictions are two ways to arouse curiosity and start students thinking about the learning
ahead.

Discrepant events are allemion-getting, thought-provoking events that purposely chal
lenge students' confidence in what they know. They arouse curiosity and inspire learners
to look deeper. An example: A fifth-grade teacher knows her students know a bit about
density nnd buoyancy. She wants to take the learning further with student-designed
investigations, so to generate interest she sets up the following discrepant event. She pre
sents two seemingly identical glasses filled with what appears to be water. Over the first,
which docs hold water, she prepares to drop several ice cubes. She asks the class. "\Vhat
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will happen to the cubes when they drop?" SLudents expect they will fIoa\. She drops
the cubes, and indeed, they fIoaL She says to the students: "OK, let's make sure," She
holds cubes over the next glass and asks again, "What will the h'lppen to the cubes when
they drop?" Again, students confidently stille that they will float. The teacher drops the
cubes and they sink to the bottolll of the gl'lss. Questions abound: What is in the glasses?
Are the eubes Ill'lde of water? \'\1hat would flo'lt in th'lt second glass? They design mini
investigations and carry them out on the spa!. The next day, the teacher guides students
into an in-depth project that has them investigating and constructing Cartesian divers
crafted from different materials to operate in different fluids of different depths.

Robert l'vlarzano and colleagues (IVlarzano, Pickering. and Pollock. 2001) suggest another
mind-expanding exercise that challenges students' understanding: a role-playing predic
tion. Imagine having students just starting a project act out characters (such as I lam let) or
agents (such as red blood cells) thai are put in a unique situation, "improv" style. 'rhrough
role-playing, students operationalize their predictions based on their early understanding
of the project's topic. Imagine digitally recording the action, playing iL back. and asking
sl udellt s to not ice where their cha racterizill ions begi n to break down (often wit h hilarious
results). What insight or knowledge do they need to be more fluent and accurate in their
portrayals? Helping students get in touch with what they know and don't know is a great
entree into a K-W-L activity.

Technology can offer a captivating introduction to a project, as welL Here are two more
ideas to get you thinking:

• As she prep'lres a geography, history. and commerce project called The Silk Road,
a fifth-grade tcacher finds a set of Silk Road placemarks and illustrations contrib
uted to the Coogle Earth community by an architecture student in PortugaL To
introduce the project, she "flies" students from place to place along the Silk Road.
By way of e-mail. they meet the uni\'ersity student, who is studying historical res
toration of landmarks along the Silk Road. With a new friend and expert and an
emerging interest in the faLe of the landmarks, students are ready to begin Lheir
learning journey.

• \Vhile helping an elementary teacher rethink her tried-and-true shoe-box diorama
project of life in the arctic, a library media specialist comes across a student recre
ation of prirnatologist Jane Goodall's camp on Flickr. the social networking photo
sharing sileo See figure 5 for an example.

She wonders if olher student dioramas appear 011 Flickr, and indeed. a search
of the term "diorama" yields 6,012 photographs. Some arc not what she wants.
but others. she is sure, will give the teacher and her students a fresh view of the
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Figure 5 Annotated diorama of lane Goodall's field camp on fli[kr, from Meriwether lewis
Elementary, Portia nd, Oregon (http://fliCker.(om/PhOtOS/leWiSelementarY/69461520/in/
POOI,ClassrmdiSP!aYS/).RePrintedWithPermiSSiOnOfTimLaUer,PrinciPal, Meriweather lewis
Elementary School, Portland, Oregon.

project. She encourages students Lo view a promising seL of phOlOS and 10 write
commenlS back to the submillers. She promises to post phOlOS of their dioramas
on Flickr once they meel criteria for quality <lnd creativity. An unanticipated
bonus: Students come across Flickr photos of dioramas from adults who like
making dioramas, as well as photos of full-sized dioramas from the American
Museum of j\"atur<ll History. Students ask to construct <I diorama all a larger
scale. The teacher finds a docent at the museum to answer students' questions
bye-mail. They learn about scaling their display (which requires mathematical
calculations) and hmre new problems to solve: Where can we build our diorama?
And how can we design it so people will learn a lot from it?
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TEACH THE FUNDAMENTALS FIRST

Before launching a project, think about leaching prerequisite knowledge or skills stu
dents need in order to work with a degree of independence in their investigations. High
school principal Kay Graham. who teaches a section of ninth-grade science at the School
of IDEAS. in Eugene, Oregon. planned a parking lot oil bioremediation project for her
students. She knew studems would have to know about microbes as a life form and
understand their ecological niche in order to investigate microbial actions on motor oil.
She taught a series of discrete lessons about microbes before posing the challenge, "Whnl
is the best bioremediation strnlegy for mitigating oil on our school parking lot?" Equipped
wit h a basic understand ing of microbes, st udent s plan ned invest igat ions that uIt imat ely
led to recommendations for ridding the pavement of motor oil before it could run off into
the water system,

Graham speaks to the practicality of her approach: "By teaching the fundamentals, [ was
sure my students would be pointed in the right direction when they started the project.
Getting to the inquiry stage fast was a goal. [ didn't want them to spend time trying to
learn something [ could teach in a few lessons before we moved on to the interesting., stu
dent-dri\'en part. where they started investigating as real scientists do."

Similarly, Georgia teacher Vicki Davis stresses the importance of helping students build
their skills gradually before they take on a complicated project that uses cutting-edge
technologies. Before she embarked on the global Flat Classroom Project, she had spent a
year introducing her students to online collaboration, video production, and other skills.
"We had been working with wikis for almost a year before we did this project," she says.
"First, [ have students within the same class create their own wikis. Second, [ have them
create a \viki with a partner from the same class. Third, they create wikis\vith students in
another class that [ leach." Davis compares learning with 21st-century projects to learning
to drive: "First you learn to drive around the block. Then you drive around town. Then
you drive to a neighboring area. Then you're ready to drive downtown. You would never
put a beginner out on the interstate. You want to build up to thai, so they're ready:'

Set the Stage for Independent Inquiry

In order to plan for a trip, a traveler needs to know his starting point and have some idea
of his destination. So it is with the learning pnth. When students are aware of what they
know and don't know, they can establish a poillt of departure and a sense of purpose. The
K-W-L activity is an exploration that puts students in touch with their prior knowledge
and helps them imagine where their learning can go.
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In the K-\V-L process, studenLS generate everything they know on a topic, and also whaL
they wonder. This helps them generate what they want to learn. If sludents are already
inspired and have had time to think and explore, K-\V-L is an incredibly generative and
productive activity that leads students into worthy investigations. If done too soon, how
ever, the procedure documents factual knowledge and leads to a less-than-inspired quest
for more information of the sallle type. Also, students often don't know what they don't
know, and they don't yet know why they should care!

As students wonder, encourage deeper questioning. Suggest ways to transform factual
questions into "why," "should," and "how" questions that will lead to more complex and
interesting investigations. So. instead of being satisfied with "How far away is the moon?"
help studems shape their question into something like, "I [ow did we first figure out how
far away the moon is?" Or, instead of sen!ing for "I low man>, bones and muscles are in
the human arm?" drive toward, "How do mammalian front legs compare anatomically
and functionally?"

Share the Assessment Rubric

Give students the assessment rubric you created for this project. It is their road map toward
great achievement. Discuss the dimensions of performance (the main learning tasks and
underlying skills) and the scale of values for rating performance on each dimension. A
good rubric shows students what performance looks like through a qualitative description
of each rating. The best rubrics even leave room for unanticipated brilliance!

PREPARE FOR TECHNOLOGY

Technology is not the project, but ralher how the project gets done. As preparation for the
project. plan efficient ways to get students ready to use technology for learning. Some
times this will require advance planning. Other times, just-in-time or studem-lQ-student
learning is in order.

Refer back to >,om asset map from Chapter 4 to recall whm resources are available to stu
dents (such as hardware, soft ware, and technical support). Hefer to the Essential Learn ing
Functions of Digital Tools (appendix t\) and NETS-S (appendix B). Identify the learn
ing funcLions (such as bringing people together. deeper learning with primary sources or
data. and reflection and iteration) that are importanL for Lhis project. Ask yourself: What
/0015 are best for the job? Imagine these tools in students' hands, W/'tI/ do stlldellts already
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know /IOW to do? Hi/wt will they Iteed fo blOW? Discuss your preliminary selections with
colleagues and talk about the learning activities you have in mind to help students reach
the "big ideas" you want to reach with this project. A mix of approaches is likely to be in
order.

Set Up a Technology Playground

\Vatch a young person use a new device, sa>, a cell phone or ]'vIP3 player. \Vhat do they
do? Find the "on" bUllon and start figuring it ou\. Before leaping in to teach about a tech
nolog>" consider how >'OU might set up opportunities for students to learn by and among
themselves. Learning to use a technology or an application for a project can be a rich
problem-solving experience in itself, certainly of the 21st-century skill variety. Set up a
technolog>, playground where students can explore. Encourage students to teach each
other. \Vatch to see where your help is needed-where a brief demonstration or a more
technical lesson may be in order.

At Timber Drive Elementary School in North Carolina, teachers developed a rich heri
tage project that had students making sense of hidden "artifacts" and landforms at a local
park using CPS devices, pedometers, and other tools. Before their trip, students learned
to use the technology though a treasure hunt on school grounds. In addition. teachers
hosted an evening event for parents, so they, too. could learn. Parents helping with the
field trip weren't just chaperones, but teacher-guides as well. An unexpected result was
the increase in parent involvement at the school. Many parents had never set foot in the
school until they showed up for technology training. Some even took up geocaching as a
new family hobby.

Tap Student Expertise

Let technically able students teach others. Set up computer stations, each with one tool
students will use in the project, perhaps an online database at one station. presentation
software on another, and a shared wiki on another. Do a practice run with student trainers
to make sure they can teach important functions. Ilelp them find tutorials and demon
strations they might use. \Vhen everyone is ready, have small groups rotate from station to
station as the student trainers demonstrate how to use the tools. )\llake the stations avail
able for a day or Iwo so students can explore and practice. Before students begin work on
their projects, discuss the purpose of each tool and set expectations for its use.
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Adam Kinory regularly uses audio and video applications to teach humanities at the
School of the Future in New York. He says his students have become so familiar with
technology outside of school that they naturally turn to one another if they have questions
reg<l rd ing a pa rt icular tool or appl icat ion used in the elassroom. "ivlosl of my Sl udents have
blogs and belong 10 several social networking sites. These arc complex tools in terms of
what they allow you to do, but they <Ire also extremely e<lsy 10 usc," he says. Unlike many
adults-who Kinory sees hesitating to investigate a tool on their own, or needing to be
convinced of an application's value-students just jump in. "Because they are immersed
in technology," Kinory points out, "students become familiar with how different services
and programs work. The challenge for teachers is figuring OUl how to build on that. If one
student doesn't know how to use a p<lrticular application, it's kind of an oddity-but other
students are more tlwn twppy to help."

Introduce Project-Management Tools

A project log or journal offers another tool to help students track their progress toward
goals. A log can be as simple as a checklist where students track tasks they have com
pleted. A project journal can also offer a place for reflection. By encouraging your students
to write ahout their own progress toward goals, you gain an insight into where-and
why-they may be struggling or f<llling behind. This provides just-in-time assessment,
and opens the door for conversations <lbout possible course corrections. With practice,
students g<lin new skills for troubleshooting delays or other setbacks. Make sure students
understand how to use the log or journal for this important learning function, and dedi
cate a few minutes <It the end of e<lch work period to written reflection,

Demonstrate

If you are comfortable with the tools students will use, demonstrate their use. If you are
not familiar, ask the technology specialist, another teacher, or a savvy slUdent to demon
strate so you and your students learn together. Consider asking a technology specialist or
skilled student to create a sereencast that your students can watch-and watch again, if
questions arise later. Ag<lin, discuss use of the tools within the context of the project, and
make expectations elear.
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Technology
Focus

Screencasting

A screencast is a digital recording of computer screen output, from either a
specific window or the entire desktop, often with audio m.lfration. 1\ lost screen
casts are tutorials that are created to show and explain steps in a technical
process (but imagine other uses. too). The output is genemlly a video file,
which can he easily shared hetween users through e-mail or on the INch.

THREE REASONS TO SCREENCAST

Tutorials

Ikpeated teaching of lechnology skills ca n cat up time, so creale a Iutoria I
once and usc it again and again. \Vith a screencasl, students can walch lhe les
son repeatedly from anywhere. Here is a screencast from Web 2.Education on
hoI\' to set up and usc Netvibes: wW\\'.edtechservices.com/blog/netvibes/.

Narrated Slideshows

Common slideshow software allows the user to save a slideshow as video along
with embedded audio, but the process can be cumbersome. As a substitute,
consider turning students' digital slideshows into screencasts accompanied by
narration and even music. Then share students' polished presentations with
others by puhlishing them on the \Veb. The quality of your students' presen
tations will improve when they know their work is going "in the ciln" as a
screencast.

Feedback on \Vork Products

\Vill Richardson has used screencasls 10 give feedback on student writing.
During a screencast, Richardson talks about the essay shown on the screen,
and writes helpful suggestions on the "page" with a digital pen. Imagine how
wril ing workshop sessions could develop wit h leachers and stLIdents givi ng
critical and "sticky" feedback through screencasts. Viel\' an example of this
lechn ique at http://weblogg-ed.com/2005/feedback-via-screencast .
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CREATE YOUH OWN

Learn More

• Chapter 6

See a screencast on screencasting and get advice from experts at the
following sites:

• View Steve Burt's Screencast Tutorial al \Veb 2.Educiltion
wWII'.edtechservices.com/blog/screencast

He<ld tips from the experts:

• Jon Udell's Screenc<lsting Tips-
ht t1':1/blog.jolludell. net/2 007/02/22/sc reencast ing-t ips

• Bill Jll'lyers' Top 10 Tips for Creating Effective ScreenCasts
www.bmyers.com/public/ll07.cfm

Gather Supplies

You will need a computer. a microphone, a quiet space, and screen-recording
"screencast" software. Two screencast software products 10 Iry:

• IShowU for recording on J\lacintosh computers (free).
hu p:lIsh inywh itebox.com/home/home. ht ml

• Camtasia Studio Screen Recorder and Video Editor for recording on
rcs. www.techsmith.com

Plan

"Storybo<lrd" the content <lnd narration. Look for natural "chapter" breaks
where you can break up the lll<lteriaL Watch some effective screencasts and
emulme thcm. Notice the following qualities:

• efficicncy-just the right amount of information and slides

• interactivity-the use of illustrative actions (zooming, showing with cur
sor or digilal pen)

• smooth and modulmcd voice narrmion

• darity-no noise interference, no screen clutter
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Practice

Practice with and without the microphone. Coordinate script and movements.
Consider laying down the screen movements track first, then the audio track.

Record

Follow the advice of tipsters Burt, Udell, and I\lyers.

Edit

Keep the best and most important information. Shorter is better; three to five
minutes is usually sufficient.

Publish

To make your screencast accessible to the most viewers, publish to Flash, If
you primarily show a screen capture, publish to .swf format. If the screencast
contains video, publish to .flv formal. To minimize file size, publish at 10
frames per second (fps) and a simple sound setting at 11.025 mono.

Promote

Add screencasts to your classroom \Veb page or blog for easy access.

Rely on Your Technology Specialist

Collaborate with your technology specialist to match learning objectives with technolo
gies that help studems meet them. Let the specialist coach you so you are ready 10 help
your students. Ask him or her to teach lessons with you. Some schools have students
attend computer classes with a specialist, and they can learn new skills in this situa
tion. With advance planning, the technology specialist can provide support during criLical
times when the project requires special or intensive use of technology tools.
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Ask yourself: Does et>eryolle lJeed to //laster Ihis 1001 or applicatiolJ? If the technology is
extremely useful for lifelong learning, the answer is likely "yes." Imagine students mining
rich data from an online database of seismic activit y in order to assess the risk of tsunamis
in different parts of the world. Finding, manipulating, and analyzing data from databases
is a useful skill, and the project is a great opportunity for every student to learn it.

Imagine a class using team blogs. Is it important that each slUdent learn to set up and
manage a blog) Maybe they only need to know how to navigate and contribute to blogs.
The project purpose will dictate how much students need to know, so teach accordingly.
If the learning does not require deep expertise but some students are interested, by all
means provide them the opportunity to learn. Not only have you honored their interests,
you have groomed your future tech support!

Thinking about the usefulness of the technical skill within and beyond the project will
help you decide what-and how much-students need to learn.

PROMOTE INQUIRY AND DEEP LEARNING

Guide students as they choose questions. plan investigations, and begin to put their plan
into action. For example, a trio of teachers who share sixth-grade students plans an inter
disciplinary project on the topic of money. They brainstorm aJithe ways to combine social
studies with science, math, literature, and art in the learning ahead. They decide on the
fol lowi ng pri mary learn ing outcomes that aII st mlenls shou ld understand:

• There is a relationship between need and opportunity, and between scarcity and
abundance.

• IVloney, bartering, and other means of exchange have existed throughout history
and across civilizations, and they continue to change.

• I'vlodern money has symbolic worth as an exchange medium.

• Economics, health, and well-being are related.

• IVloney means different things to different people.

• I lumans are interdependent.
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They start the project by having students wonder for a whole week about a class display:
a collection of seemingly unrelated items including amber, an egg. a gong. jade, a kellle,
leather, a grass mat, a nail. a toy ox, rice, salt, a thimble, a shell, and yarn. These are the
same, the teachers tell the students. \Vhat are they? Students ask questions and won
der aloud all week. The teachers ask them, how could you find out? Already. students
arc talking and asking and researching. Soon they come to understand these items once
served as forms of currency. Once the project launches, students engage in a variety of
collaborative acti\'ities designed by their teachers. During one. teams create their own
currencies based on ones they have read about. The entire class decides on a set of goods
and services they will associate their currencies with, including a loaf of bread, an hour of
babysilling, a bicycle, and a movie tickel. After they establish the value of goods and ser
vices in their currencies, teams begin buying and selling from each other, which requires
that they establish a rate of exchange.

This complex and engaging project goes in many directions, and while they learn many
things together, students are challenged Lo explore their own interests. too. The teachers
are committed to shapingstudenls' interests into real inquiry. so they guide them past the
superficial and factual to more meaningful research. A pair of students wants to study
the topic Hliwi is II/olley uwde of? Their teacher knows this will be a limited explora
tion, so she guides them to think like scientists. Together, teacher and students arrive at
a more challenging question that encompasses the first: Hot!' wOlild yOll al/alyze coins 10

leanI what tlley are made of? The next question they explore is I lot!' cal/ll'e find 01/0

Consider the limited questions in the left column of Table 1 on the following page. The
right column gives examples of how the questions might be improved with guidance from
the teacher.

Guide students toward skilled questioning by imagining what practitioners or experts
might ask. \Vhat would an artist want to know? An economist? A historian? A scientist?

Consider guiding inquiry using question starters such as these, offered by Joyce Valenza
(http://joycevalenza.edublogs.org), a teacher-librarian and 21 st-centu ry Iiteracy specialist:

• "\,Vhich one" questions ask students to collect information and make informed
decisions. Instead of asking students to "do a report on Philadelphia," ask students
to decide which city in the region is the best place to live. Instead of "Do a report
on AIDS," ask students which serious disease most deserves research funding.

• "I low" questions ask students to understand problems, to weigh options, perhaps
from various points of view, and to propose solutions. Instead of asking students
to do a report on pollution. ask them to propose a solution to an environmental
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Questions students might ask
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Questions transformed for
deeper inquiry

• Chapter 6

What is money made of?

What is engraving on money?

How do people make counterfeit money?

Do any people use gold coins any more?

How much money is made each year?

What is the oldest money ever found?

Whose faces are on bills and coins?

What can a dollar buy in other countries?

How much allowance do kids get in other
countries?

How would you analyze coins to learn what
they are made of?

Is the process of making coins and paper the
same everywhere?

How has the art and science of engraving
changed over time?

What techniques have treasuries used in differ
ent parts of the world to foil counterfeiters?

Is any coin worth its face value? Why is a paper
dollar worth a dollar?

What factors influence the annual production
of money?

What is money? Why did money come about?
What would we do without money?

What do the images on money tell us about
our culture? About other cultures?

What factors influence the value of the dollar?

Half the world lives on less than two dollars a
day, How is this possible?

What "spending power" do kids have
worldwide?

problem in their neighborhood. Ask them how they would invest a windfall of
money,

• "\".lhat if," or hypothetical. questions ask students to use the knowledge they have
to pose a hypothesis and consider options. Ask them: "What if the Homans hadn't
invaded the British Isles?" or "What if we paid the same price for car fuel as con
sumers in Amsterdam?"
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• "Should" questions ask students to make moral or practical decisions based on
evidence. Ask them, "Should we clone humnns?" or "Should we disconlinue trade
with [name of nationl?"

• "\,Vhy" questions ask students to understand cause and effect. "Why" helps us
understand relationships; it helps us get to the essence of an issue. Ask students:
"\Vhy do people abuse children?" "\Vhy is lhe mortality rate higher in one devel
oping nation than another?"
(Valenza, 2000)

BUILD TOWARD INFORMATION LITERACY:
LESS LOOKING, MORE THINKING

Today's students have access to more information than they can ever possibly use, The
validity and utility of what they find varies widely, and two of the most important 2lst
century skills we can teach arc the critical processes of efficiently accessing information
and e\'aluating its worth.

During the Web 1.0 era, when the Web was basically online publishing, teachers had
regular \'Veb sites to consider as sources of information. The \·Veb 2.0 era-in which
blogs. wikis, and user-to-user sharable content abound-adds Illore complexity. The more
interactive Web of today calls for not only a discllssion of reliability, bUI also a look at
opinion versus facl. \,Vhm's more, as students necome publishers of online content and
have the anility 10 comment on olhers' work, Ihey take on new roles and responsibilities.
These pOSSibilities for working on the \Veb lodny creale new opportunities for leaching
about information literacy.

At early ages, learning 10 learn from credible eleclronic resources is an importam foun
dation skill. For young students, narrow the information you expect them to use to n
few select siles. Distribute a set of Web addresses or build a WebQuest to limit stu
dents' allention to credible sources. Although you may not yet be teaching students how
to search and retrieve digital information, you still wanl to explain the critical thinking
and active decisions that went into selecting these sources for them.

As students get a little older, teach them to navigate and search through rich source
sites and databases. The American Memory Project (hllp:l/memory.loc.gov/ammem), the
United Nations Cyber School Bus (www.un.orglcyberschoolbus), and the United States
Geological Survey (http://cducation.usgs.gov) are three of many primary source and rich
data sites. EBSCO (hllp:l/www.ebsco.com) and other subscription sef\'ices arc other
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sources of information suited to students of different ages. Stan by exploring Ihese sites
as a group. Look al organization, examine index pnges, discuss search parameters, and
read from sites together before expecting independence.

The next stnge is 10 have studenls senrch using engines that pull down results they can
assuredly use. Here are a few that allow safe and robust searching:

• Ask for Kids (previously Ask Jeeves)-w\vw.askforkids.com

• KidsClick-www.kidsclick.org

• Yahoo! Kids-http://kids.yahoo.com

• netTrekker (subscription)-www.nettrekker.com

At more advanced stages, when you wish students to independently search, retrieve.
evaluate, and make meaning hom information. consider teaching the "Big6," an entire
information Iileracy problem-solving approach. The Big6 is an informat ion and technology
literacy model, developed by educators i\tlike Eisenberg and Bob Berkowitz, thaI leaches
about information problem solving for the digital age. The Big6 Web site includes a wide
rnnge of resources, including presentations, lesson idens, n blog. and related readings.

At heart. the Big6 offers learners strategies to help them find. organize, and evaluale
information. They become beller researchers by applying the Big6 skills: (I) task defini
lion, (2) informalion-seeking strategies, (3) location and access. (4) use of information,
(5) synthesis, nnd (6) evaluation. These skills are based on a foundation of research into
how people find and process information. To learn more, go to www.big6.com.

Your Turn

How to Tell Your Story

How will you share the story of your project with parents, school colleagues.
nnd perhnps a lnrger community?

As you approach project launch decide which medium best suits your needs.
Who is the audience you want to keep informed or engaged? Think about how
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you could use a class Web site, project blog, online pholO archive, video, or
screencast "lOur" to capture highlights of the project as it unfolds. \Vould your
chosen technology help you manage deadlines? Collaborate with distant col
leagues? Keep parents beller informed? Encourage reflection? "Vhat features
would best serve your needs?

If you are shorl of time or not yet familiar enough with the technology to set
up the space you lVant, consider working with your technology specialist or a
parent (or perhaps a student) who has technology skills. He or she can help you
design and manage a project space that best meets your needs. Atthe least, be
sure you have a digital camera handy to document your students' activities and
track the progress of the project. These images will come in handy later, as raw
material to encourage reflect ion, celebrate student progress and achievement,
and communicate about the project 10 others,
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CHAPTER 7

A Guiding Hand
Keeping a Project Moving

Two teachers were III the middle of an interdisciplinary math and science project lhat had
to do with velociLy and different modes of travel. They began class with a question that
they expected would lead students to an inquiry experience: I-Iow fast does ti,e (ll'erage
teel1ager \mlk? The teachers had set up a worksWLion in the school parking lot, complete
with stopwatches, chnlk, measuring tape, and calculators. They fully expected students
to design their own experiments 10 come up with an answer.

Instead, students began shouting oul walking speeds. Paul Curtis, chief academic officer
of the New Technology Foundation. happened to be observing. He recalls: "The kids at
this school all have access to computers, so they went right to Coogle. Bam! There was
thc answcr. Thcy saw no nccd to do an cxpcrimcnt:'

That wasn't the response teachers had expected, but they were quick to shift gears, Cur
tis continucs thc story: 'Thc tcachcrs pushcd back with somc additional qucstions. How
reliable wcrc thc data? What was thc sourcc? How had it bccn Illcasurcd? Did this walk
ing spccd relatc spccifically to tccnagcrs?" Studcnts had found lllorC than onc answcr.
That gave teachers the opening to ask an important follow-up question: IJOll! WI! )'01/ he

certaill which lIIeasllrelllelll is 'he fIIost relialJle? After a few minutes of lively conversation
about the reliability of data, students wound up out in the parking lot. staging their own
experiments and proceeding with the project-at their own nl\e of understanding.

Keeping a project moving requires teachers to support students on Illeir learning journey.
It doesn't always unfold the way you expect. This is where the art of teaching comes into
play. You need to be able to think on your feel when unexpected situations arise or when
sludents veer off in directions you did not anticipate. As a facilitator of sludent learning,
you want to keep them moving toward important learning goals. That means you need to
be curious and observant about what students are understanding and also notice where
they are st ruggl ing. By remai ni ng flex ihle, you can adjust you r teach ing to add ress st udent
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needs. Swy open to the possibility of being surprised-you may be amazed where stu
dents go with lheir projects!

In the middle of project implementation. you may feel as if your atlention is being pulled
in many directions at once. It call be helpfullO focus on how your role as teacher evolves
as you move forward with digital-age projects, As you shift away from the role of dis
penser-of-information and become a true facilitator of student-driven learning, you need
to practice new ways of interacting in the classroom, Students are growing into new roles,
too, and they may need hclp taking on more responsibility for their own learning. This
chapter offers strategies to hclp you make the most of this stage of the project experience.
In particular. we focus on areas that can be critical to project success: classroom discus
sion, technology use, troubleshooting, and conflict management.

MAKE CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS MORE PRODUCTIVE

What kinds of questions typically get asked in your classroom? Who does the asking?

The t.eachers described at the beginning of this chapter were reminded of the importance
of asking good questions-not simple ones that have obvious or easy-to-find answers, but
more complex questions that might generate several correct responses. Good questions
are an important ingredient in effective classroom discussions.

levels of Classroom Discussion

Classroom discussions t.ake place on several levels during project implementation:

• Teacher to teacher: The collegial effort that went into project planning con
tinues during the implementation phase, How are you taking advantage of
opportunities to work together? Teacher conversations willlikcly toLlch on every
thing from the procedural ("What's ollr game plan for tomorrow? Who's leading
this activity?") to formative assessment ("From what [ overheard today, some
students are still confused about this key concept. J lo\\' about planning a mini
Jesson?" or, '"Take a look at this first draft from a student team. I Jove the direction
they're going, What do you think?"), [f you don't have time for face-to-face col
l<lboraLion, or if your project colleagues are at a distant location, be sure you are
m<lking use of a project blog, wiki, or other collaborative toollO keep your teacher
to-teacher conversation going,
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• Student to student: Students should be talking about their learning experi
ences as they unfold-within their teams as well as across teams. Hemind them
that good communication skills ilre part of effective teilm\vork and will help keep
their team organized and on track. \-\Thill's more, explaining their thinking gives
studcnts opportunities to learn from and challenge each other. [n your role as
facilitator. spend plenty of lime listening to student conversations. Sidle lip to a
team at work and take on the role of curiolls bystander. Join in if it makes sense,
but be careful not to take over the converS3lion. i\llodel how to give effective feed
back, and then give students opportunities to practice this important skill with
their peers.

• Teacher to student: [n a traditional classroom. the lecture format dominates
teacher-to-student imeractions. This changes in the project-based classroom. YOli
will still have occasions to talk to the whole class at once, such as when you have
an announcement that everyone needs to hear. llowever, if you are using project
management 100ls-such as a project \Veb site or blog, an online calendar that
tracks milestones, or an online project workspace-you may find you need to
spend less time on housekeeping. At times, you may decide 10 lead a whole-group
lesson to introduce a new concept or demonstrate a skill that all students need to
understand to move their projects forward. Or, you might decide to use a whole
class discussion to check in on student understanding or wrap up a certain phase
of the project with some class reflection. Most often at this stage. however. you
arc apt to be circulating, observing. and talking with smaller groups of students.
This method is ideal for practicing your own listening skills and asking probing
questions that push students toward higher-order thinking.

Higher-Order Questions

From observing class discussions and evaluating questions by Iype, researchers (Collon,
2001) have found that about 60% of the questions asked by teachers are lower-order ques
tions, calling for recall or recitation of facls. Another 20% are higher-order questions,
asking for evaluation or analysis, and 20% arc simply procedural.

In the project-based classroom, higher·order questions Ileed to be a regular part of the
learning experience-regardless of whether yOll arc talking with an individual student,
a small group, or the whole class. Through skillful questioning, yOll arc asking students
to analyze, compare, evaluate, and elaborate: How do )'011 know? HI/wt did )'011 ,wHee?
Tell /lie more... Good questions lead naturally to follow-ups that probe for even deeper
understanding: What do )'011 lJIellll by tl1m? WIIllI did )'01/ try lIext? WilY do )'OU thillk that
/wppelled? Tell me more... Such questions require yOll to be a careful listener-another
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skill you want to model for studenls. Once you have started the discussion rolling with
good questions, give sludents time to think before they answer-whether you are talking
with them individually or in groups. The average wait time teachers allow after posing a
quest ion is one second or less. Yet, st udents become more engaged and perform better the
longer the teacher is willing to wait for all answer (Callan, 2001).

Of course. teachers should not be the main source of questions, In effective projects,
the teacher does not hold a monopoly on information, Well-designed projects should put
students in the role of researcher and investigator. Student questions also give you the
opportunity to model what it means to /101 have all the answers. You might reply, I dOli"
know. \V/101/1 could we ask /0 find oul?

Science teacher Michael McDowell explains the critical role of questioning in his project
based classroom: "'-\That I want students to do is come up with questions that will help
them construct understanding. They have to go out and explore. At some point, Ihey will
hit a lI'all-they 1I'0n't know what to do. And they hmre to work through it. They may be
able to work it out in their teams. But sometimes they will come to the teacher and ask.
You want to hope you can stay in the type of thinking where you give them more ques
tions 10 help them get 10 that next piece of understanding:'

Side Trip

Watch Conversations Unfold

\o\rhere can you look for examples of good classroom conversations? I lere are
some sources of classroom videos:

• Apple Learning lnterchange-http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali

• Coalition of Essential Schools Northwest video series (includes one
on project-based learning)-available on YouTube at www.youtube.
com/profile_videos? user= CESNW

Consider viewing them as a springboard for talking about discourse with
colleagues.
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The 21st-century project approach often asks students to take on the role of expert. Team
members may be taking on the role of scientist. historian, politician, or journalist. Inquiry
is at the heart of many of these disciplines. Students may need help developing strate
gies to answer their own questions. If students are new to project-based learning. inquiry
strategies may feel unfamiliar. J lelp them learn how to ask good questions. For example,
before they interview an outside expert, work with students to develop a good list of pos
sible questions.

An Australian teacher named David Fagg discovered early on that his students had "ques_
tions about questions" when he launched a history project, the Australia iHistory Podcast.
He asked student teams to do fieldwork to investigate important landmarks in the town
of Bendigo and then write and record podcasts that would teach others about local his
tory. Students knew that they not only hild the responsibility of teaching their elilssmilles
in Austwliil but that they were also going to exchange podcasts with a middle-school class
in the U.S. On his blog about the project, Fagg (2007) explained, "My students tended
to want to check every answer with me! This showed that they were not confident in this
type of investigation ... Students arc not L1sed to independent investigative work:' He spent
more time than he expected coaching them on how to use their curiosity to guide their
investigat ions.

In some projects, students will take on the role of scientist. They need confidence to pose
the kinds of questions that scientists ask-even at the risk of failure. The history of sci
ence is rich with stories of scientists who worked at a problem for years before making a
breakthrough discovery. You want your students to develop the same resiliency to persist
in their inquiry, even if their first efforts prove disappointing. If students fail to prove
their first hypothesis, for example, your follow-up questions can help them learn from
their results, refocLis their inquiry, ilnd plan what questions to ask next.

Samet imes, student quest ions will lead indirect ions that t ru Iy go off-l rack. Hel I' st udents
remember those wild ideas they wonder about-even if they won't gel to them during this
project, or even during this school year. The wondering is worth reinforcing. For example,
a seventh-grade math teacher keeps a spot on her white board for "wonderful questions
awaiting answcrs:' She includes as-yct-unanswcrcd questions poscd by students, along
with queries still being invcstigated by famous scientists and mathematicians.
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QUESTIONS FOR CHECKING IN

In the middle of a project. student teams are likely to be going in many directions and
working at differellt speeds. That's normal. But it means you need to pay attention to
many activities at once. \,Vhere should you focus? Think about the kinds of questions that
will help rou check in on student progress and make necessary adjustments to your proj
ect plan. Frame your questions to get at Ihe information you want to discover, and use the
right tools to help keep projects moving. Based on the lrpe of information you want, rou
might ask questions such as the following:

• Procedural: Are we sla)'il/g 011 schet/llle? Do we /ull'e the right /llCIterials amilable?
Hillel/'s the best lillie to scliet/Ille a field trip, expert llisitor, orotller actillity? To track
progress toward milestones and dead Iines, rem ind st mlents of the project calendar
and monitor students' project logs and checklists.

• Teamwork: How are teall/ mel/Ivers gett iug along? /s aile stlldent carryillg too /I/llch
of tile load for tile whole team? Are studellts able 10 manage cOllflicl tllemse!l'es, or
do tlley lIeed Illy help? Circulate and ask questions to help you assess team dynam
ics. If you have students using a project blog or journal. ask them to write an entry
specifically about their tcam's progress. Give thcm a safe place to raise conccrns
or ask for hclp if they arc experiencing team trouble. For example, consider using
an online survey tool or set lip a "poll of the day" that asks about team dynamics.
If you are using a project wiki, pay allention to who is contributing what to the
project workspace. If you see that some students are consistemly cOlllributing less
than others, use this observation to open diCllogue Clbout teamwork.

• Understanding: Spend time observing teams at work, listening to student con
versations, and asking probing questions. Review online workspaces where you
can see student work in progress. If you see students going way off task or basing
their decisions on faulty information, ask questions or suggest resources to red i
rectthem. (Have )'011 tllOllght aVollt."? f-Im'e )'011 considered til is reseorcl,?) Similarly,
if you see opportunities for students to go beyond expectations, encourage them to
pusll themselves.

• Self-assessment: To find Ollt what students are thinking about the project. ask
questions that encourage self-assessment and reflection. Project journals or blogs
offer space for students to describe chClllenges or frustfCltions, to ask questions
that they mClY not feel comfOrlClble asking in class, or to shClre their excitement
Clbout a project.

Through your use of questions, you may uncover information that you did not expect.
For example, the Australia iHistory Podcast project helped David Fagg see the value of
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aural learning. When Pagg (2007) asked students what they liked about the project, they
repeatedly emphasized thaI listening to student podcasts offered a bener way of learning
about history. "Even proficient readers raised this as a reason to use podcasts," he pointed
out. He probed with more questions: Aren't they also listening when the teacher is talking
to them? Why do think listening ill/his 1m)' is such a benefit? Students offered a number
of compe11lng reasons, including fewer distractions from other students and the opportu
nity to go back over the podcast as many times as necessary.

As a result of his observations and questions. Fagg determined that studetll engagement
was high: "They were serioLls about finishing. and each of them contributed equally to
the group." He also observed that students were naturally gravitating to activities that
matched their learning st yles: "Jackson tended to refocus the group, often asking ques
tions like ·So. what's the question?' David was very conscientious about writing down
answers. Clny listened to most of the podcasts, and answered most of the questions thM
could be answered from the podcasts. They tended to concentrate on the learning modes
they were comfortable with: Clay with aural learning, David with written, and Jackson
was comfortable across both."

OPTIMIZE TECHNOLOGY

During project planning. you selected the technologies to integrate. When you launched
the project, you may have conducted mini-lessons to introduce specific tools. or asked
your technology coordinator or media specialist to help your students develop technical
fluency. Now, during implementation, it's time to make sure that your technology choices
are helping students reach learning goals.

For the Australia iHistory PodcasL for example. David Fagg elected to integrate MP3
players, digital cameras, and a project blog. He had no prior experience himself using
digital music deviees, but he knew that they were popular with students. Indeed, he was
often confiscating them during class! He explains: "iHistory is an experiment in teaching
Australian History using podeasts. Currently I own no TV. no mobile phone, and no MP3
player, so how did [come to be doing this project? Part of the answer lies in the fact that I
wanted to subvert the use of MP3 players in my classroom. Instead of the endless rigma
role of confiscation, I wanted to integrate them into learning."

During the project, Fagg checked in with students to make sure the technologies were not
continuing to pose a distraction. J Ie wanted to ensure they were helping students meet
learning goals. Students assured him that the rvlP3 players were easy to use for making
their own audio recordings. What's more, students responded positively to the experience
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of learning by listening to podcasts. In particular, they liked being able to replay podcasts
to match their learning speeds and needs without having to ask the teacher to go back
over information they didn't understand the first time. Repeatedly, students told him,
'This is a better way of learning."

Somet imes, you may want to ask students to choose which technologies to use. For exam
ple, Carmel Crane teaches digital media at New Technology High School. Her students
arrive with a wide range of prior experiences in technology. By 10th grade, some are
already skilled programmers; others are relative novices. She encourages them to "take
it as far as they can go. Some love to create animations. Others arc lllore into program
ming because of thcir interest in gaming. Some arc really skilled at graphics. A fcw want
to work in video." Rather than limiting students to the use of particular technologies, she
lets them follow their interests-as long as they meet learning goals. They then select
examples of their best work to add to their digital portfolios, which become the center
piece of their high school learning experience.

Consideration of the following questions may help you maximize the potential of technol
ogy during a project:

• [s technology helping students reach learning goals. or is it lea(ling them on side
trips? For example, if students are creating presentations as the end product of
their research, are they focusing on communicating key content or getting dis
tractcd by creating snazzy graphics? Help thcm focus on the learning goal.

• Is technology helping students stay organiJ'ed? Are students taking advantage of
available tools to help them organize their research? Collaborate with team mem
bers? Keep track of important milestones?

• Are students able to use technology to expand their horizons by connecting to
outside experts or a broader community? From e-mail to online collaborative tools,
technology offers a wide range of wnys to connect students with the bronder com
munity. Are students using appropriate tools to extend their reach? Are you using
technology to keep parents informed of and involved in student learning?

• Is access equitable? Do students hnve ready access to the technologies they need?
For example, n tencher who uses the workspace nnd tools from Coogle appreciates
that students can access their workspace anywhere, anytime, from any computer
connected to the Internet. And so can she-making il possible for her to promptly
answer quest ions that arise after elass or give st udenls timely feedback on their
project work. Check in with students to make sure they have adequate access.
YOLI mny find that yOll need to schedule more time in the school technology lab,
for example, nt criticnl points during the project if students do not have access
elsewhere.
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With optimum use of technology, you may find students gaining benefits you did not
envision at the outset of the project. As an extension of the Australia iI-listory Podeast.
David Fagg connected online with Eric Langhorst, a middle school teacher in Liberty,
Missouri, Their two classes arranged to exchange podeasts, and students became each
others' critical reviewers.

As a result, students gained new insights into how to communicate with a culturally
diverse audience. Langhorst passed along this helpful feedback to the Australian podcast
ers: "IVly students had a hard time understanding some of it because of the speed with
which the students were speaking,. and the accent was difficult to understand when it
was said too fast." (Fagg. 2007) In addition, students critiqued their Australian peers for
including background music that was too loud and distracted from the information. The
authentic feedback was well-received. As Fagg told his teaching colleague: 'The students
who did these podcasts agreed with your (students') comments. especially when they lis
tened again to them," (Fagg. 2007)

Technology
Focus

Podcastin.g

Simply put, podcasting is the category of digital media (audio or video files)
that are distributed on the 'Web and played back on mobile devices or personal
computers. Unlike "broadcasts," which tend to occur at scheduled times, pod
casts arc downloaded by the user and listened to or watched whenever the user
chooses. \..\Iith RSS feeds, podcasts can also be downloaded automatically. so
that the content is regularly refreshed.

Wildly popular outside school on sites such as Apple rrunes, podcasts can be
effectively harnessed for learning, giving students new uses for the computing
devices thm many already carry everywhere. Imagine your sludents creating
soundscapes, person-on-the-street interviews, or local walking-tour podcasts.
Consider how they might respond to a project in which they decide which
music would best suit the theme of a certain piece of literature. Or, picture the
preparation they would invest. knowing thatlhey are about to interview a local
politician or author of a book they are analyzing.
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For good examples of podcasting in education, see the iI lislOry Podcast Project
(hllp:l/ihislOry.wordpress.com) or Julie's FlaL Classroom (hllp:l/flatdassroom.
podomat ic. corn).

Learn how to produce podcasts with your students with help from Australian
teacher David Fagg at the il-listory Podcast Project \Veb site's "How do I make
a podcast?" section (http://ihistory.wordpress.com/poJcast s/how-do-i-make
a-podcast). For a thorough overview of how to effetlively use podcasting in
education, visit Teach Digital: CurricululIl by Wes Fryer (http://teachdigital.
pbwiki.com/podcasting). Fryer also produces weekly podcasLs on education.
Subscribe at MOl'illg at the Speed of CrealiJlily (www.speedofcreaL ivit y.org).

Before you begin producing podcasts with students, listen to a variety of pod
casts together. Discuss good and bad qualities as you develop criteria for your
own high-quality podcasts.

HELP WITH TROUBLESHOOTING

Troubleshooting is a 21st-century skill that distinguishes effective project managers, Help
students understand that real-world projects come with real-world challenges. Help them
learn from setbacks and fine-tune their strategies for getting a project back on track,

Teacher JVlichael J\IcDowell says the chance to overcome challenges is a necessary com
ponent of project-based learning. "In the traditional classroom, there's no room 10 fail. It's
errorless learning;' he says. "Project-based learning is more like real life. You can mess up,
bUI thcn you havc the opportunity 10 learn from that and make adjustments. There's huge
value in that experience."

For example, Georgia educator Anne Davis (2007) was a pioneer in bringing blogs into
the c1ementary classroom. In a project designed to improve student writing. she matched
up her fourth- and fifth-graders with high school mentors in another state. At first. her
students seemed enthusiastic about writing for an audience. BUI when it was time for
them to publish their writing online. her studems froze.

'The room gOl absolutely still. I could tell that something was amiss," Davis recounts. "I
said, minimize your screens. Something's going on. J need you to talk to me." Through
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questioning, she discovered that her students were intimidnted. "They were afraid their
writing wasn't going to be good enough for the high school students to want to read,"
she recalls. What's more, the older students' stories seemed impossibly long, The younger
students didn't want to compete, Davis remembers her own reaction: "] was soaring! IVly
students wanted their writing to be good. This was the first time they really cared about
that." Davis eventually soked the dilemma by talking to Will Richardson, the teacher on
the other side of the project. He in turn brainstormed with his students about how to put
the younger writers at ease. The high school students weill online to offer reassurance,
and even constructed some mini-lessons thm helped the elementary students break their
writing projects into smaller, less-intimidating chunks. That eased the way for the project
to continue wilh success.

Davis emphaSizes the importance of conversation as an instructional tool in the project
based classroom. "Classroom discussion has to be a heavy component of this," she
explains. 'You can't just tell your students, 'Co into the lab and start writing: You have to
build your community of learners, and you have to talk about what's happening while it
unfolds."

MANAGE CONFLICT

Teamwork is ,lIlother 21st-century skill that can make or break a project. During project
implementation, pay close atlention to team dynamics. If you detect trouble, help stu
dents learn to manage their own learn conflicts. It's a real-life skill that will serve them
well for years to come,

Several high schools that are affiliated with the Newlechnology Foundation have incor
porated the idea of a team contract. At the start of a project, team members agree on their
roles and responsibilities and sign a contract spelling out consequences for neglecting
them-including being "fired" from the team as a last resort. As Paul Curtis explains, the
contract "changes everything" in terms of social dynamics. "Now, there is peer pressure to
work for the group. The 'slacker' student is not reinforced by the peer structure." he says.
"That's different from traditional sellings, where it can be nice to have a slacker in c1ass
they lower the curve and lower expectations. But when students start working in teams,
the slacker becomes a real pain for the whole group. The social pressure changes."

By making teamwork a focus of formal assessment, you help to emphaSize the impor
tance of this 21st-century skill. Some teachers, for example, ask students to evaluate their
peers on a teamwork-scoring ruhric. As a less formal assessment. you might ask slUdems
to rerrect on teamwork in their project journals. At the end of (} project. it can be useful
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to ask students to Lhink about how they might change their choice of teammates in Lhe
future. Encourage self-assessment by asking students Lo describe the skills Lhey have Lo

offer a team.

When projects connect students from different cultures, you may need to pay close allen
tion to how students interact. "Before you start, be sure students understand something
about each other's cultures," advises Vicki Davis, whose American high school students
have collaborated online with Muslim teens in Bangladesh. "Harmless joking by a teen

agc boy from the U.S. could bc misconstrued by a young Muslim fcmale. You have to
emphasizc, from the beginning. what it means to be professional."

Your Turn

Analyze Your Classrootn Conversations

Teachers arc often surprised by the statistics about average wait time or the
preponderance of yes-or-no questions asked in most classrooms. One strategy
for learning more about your own classroom behavior is to capture it on video
and then analyze the evidence.

Ask your technology colleague, a parent volumeer, or a willing colleague to
help you make a video recording of a class or a learning activity you want to
analyze. This record offers a golden opportunity for collaboration and analysis.
Invite your fellol\' teachers to help you analyze your questioning style, student
conversations. or whatever else you are focusing on improving. Then return
the favor by helping them anal}Fle their own videos. You might want to look for
different kinds of conversations (between teacher and students. or students
and students). Think about how you could have taken discussion deeper by
waiting longer for responses, asking more probing follow-up questions, or giving
students more time to pursue their own conversations with peers.

If you want to take your video a step I'un her. consider making it available for
other teachers to use in professional development by turning it into a podcast.
Add some introductory commentary to explain your purpose, and upload your
podcast to a site such as YouTube.
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Expanding
Your Circle
As the project nears completion, do not overlook
opportunities for extended learning. Section [V
shows how technology can create new-and
even global-connections for your students.
Culminating activities make the project even
more meaningful by gUiding students 10
synthesize their understanding and reflecl on
what they have learned and accomplished.



CHAPTER 8

Building Connections
and Branching Out

Extending the learning experience heyond the classroom becomes a goal of many 21sl
century projects. Digitallools make iL easy for students to share their work and exchange
ideas with diverse audiences, including family members and peers, 10cClI community
members, nnd even the much wider world.

For some projects. integraling technology helps students reach an authentic audience.
Knowing that others will be reading. watching. listening, nnd commenLing can be (} pow
erful motivator. Georgia educator Anne DclVis (2007) is an ad\'ocate of Llsing blogs to
improve student writing. As she has watched her elementary students grow into more
competent and confident writers, she has tracked a wide range of addilional benefils. She
sees leacher-facilltaled blogs not only as spaces where students and teachers can learn
from each olher, but also as useful tools for devcloping student voices. Her sludents usc
blogs to connect with conlenl experts, 10 reflect 011 thcir own learning, and 10 engage in
global corwersalions that would not olherwise lake place. "\Ve need 10 hear Ihese stu
deniS' voices." Davis says. "and then leI them know Ihat we value what they have 10 say."

Similar benefils seem to accrue regardless of the communication medium. Colorado mid
dle school slUdenls, for example, share Iheir somelimes harsh llfe experiences Ihrough
video in a digital storytelling project. The Power of Word: Digital Stories (www.davarts.
org/art_storiesB.html). Consulting artisl Daniel \Veinshenker has tllis 10 say 10 visitors to
the online project: "Listening to youth is as much a part of the dialogue as giving them
the 1001s to speak. You being here, right now, listening. is vital. For Ihem, knOWing some
one all the other end is Ihere gi\'es them more reason to shouL" (H'einshenker, n.d.)

In addition to connecting students with a real audience, digital-age projects offer almost
u nl imiled apport unit ies for branchi ng out from the classroom. For inslance, your Sl udenl s
mighl decide to consult with experts in the course of researching a particular topic. You
may design a projeci so Ihat your sludents can communicate wilh fellow learners-from
the next classroom or from halfway around Ihe globe-and become more proficient al
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working in a culturally diverse world. Sometimes projects generate important informalion
or research that helps communities address an issue or solve a problem, and your students
become the experts.

You may have intentionally designed these extensions and connections into your project.
but sometimes a project will take off in directions that take you by surprise. Where will
your students' learning experiences take them? Now that your project is well underway,
this chapter helps you imagine the possibilities and benefits of building even more con
ncctions and branching out in new dircetions.

CONNECTING WITH EXPERTS

When projects are designed to incorporate inquiry, asking questions of experts becomes a
llat ural component of the learn ing experience.

Sometimes. the teacher makes these connections happen by recognIZIng a !earning
opportunity or making introductions online to connect curiolls students with willing
experts. Anne Davis, for instance, arranged for some of her fifth-grade bloggers to inter
view politicians. academics, and other experts during a face-to-face leadership forum on
the University of Ceorgia campus. [n advance of the event, the whole class brainstormed
good questions to ask. Student blogs included students' personal responses to the experi
ence, as well as their podcasts and transcripts of the interviews.

Similarly. a ninth-grade biology teacher saw potential benefits for his students when he
heard about a deep-sea expedition to be conducted by marine scientists at the University
of Delaware. The project allowed students from around the world to come along virtually
while marine researchers explored deep-sea vents and conducted underwater experi
ments. His students even had the opportunity 10 ask researchers questions in real time
during a ship-to-shore con ference call lhat was overheard by Ihousands of ot her Sl udent s
from around the world. The chance to ask real scientists about an ongoing expedition
propelled his students to dive into their own oceanography research so that they were
well-prepared for the conference call. (Information about archived expeditions is available
at www.ocean.udel.edu/extreme2004.)

Connecting your students with experts may require some effort on your parI. Teachers
who make this a regular part of the learning experience often start by developing a list
of willing experts. Knowing the skills and areas of expertise of your students' parents is
a good place to begin (take another look at the classroom assets survey you conducted in
chapter 4). [f current parents (or parents from pre\'ious years) don't have the expertise
you are looking for, they may know someone who does. Use your class \Veh site or hlog to
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put out the word about areas where you are seeking expert help. Continue to expand and
update your list of contacts. using a database or other tool to make the information eas
ily accessible. For example, Robert Pa\'lica, a teacher who leads an independent student
research class for high school students in New York. knows that he can never know all
the answers his students may ask in the course of following thcir curiosity. It becomes the
students' task to locate knowledgeable experts. He teaches students how to locate experts
online, and communicate with them effectively, as a 21st-century information literacy
skill. "I teach students the research process," he says. "Then it's up to them to find the
experts and answers they're looking for."

You can facilitate students' experience by helping them prepare for working with experts.
They need to understand that experts' time may be limited. which makes it important
for students to be efficient at asking questions that get them to the specific information
they are seeking. Give students time to practice this skill. Help them make the best use
of technology to engage with experts. If they are going to interact via videoconference
or \Vebcam, for example, have students practice using this technology in advance of the
actual interview, and together plan an agenda for the meeting so it runs smoothly and
effiCiently. At the same time, you may also want to develop guidelines to help experts
underst and what's bei ng asked of them and how to com mun icate wit h st udents,

As you imagine enlisting experts to assist your students, think about how the experience
could generate mutual benefits. Kathy Cassidy is a Canadian elementary teacher who
connected her first- and second-grade students with preservice educators from a nearby
university. Using the comment feature on the elementary studcnts' blogs, university stu
dcnts provided thc studcnts with an authentic audience and critical, timely feedback.
At the same time, student teachers gained opportunities to improve their own practice
of teaching young children to write well. As the project extended over several months,
the university participams also got to see the extraordinary progress that young writers
can make in a short time. \Vhat's more, the experience opened new conversations in
the elementary classroom. "Once the university students began commenting and asking
questions, my students wanted to talk about the best way to answer a question," Cas
sidy explained. "They became quite excited that these adult students were reading and
responding to their work. They understand that they are helping these 'older kids' become
better teachers. The expericnce helped all of us."

EXPANDING THE LEARNING CIRCLE

\.vhat happens when the learning community expands to include not only one classroom
or one school, but participants from distant countries and continents?
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Jeff Whipple is a technology mentor for teachers involved in a 1:1 lapLop Inltlallve in
New Brunswick. Canada. He has facilitated several projects thaL bring students and com
munity members together across distances by exchanging \'ideos, blog entries, and other
forms of communiCillion. In one project, a Canadian adventure writer joined two classes
(Gradcs 6-8) for a blog discLlssion of one of his books. "The neat thing about this project
is that the author was real and accessible to students." explained Whipple. "He spent
from three to five hours per week responding to their posts. He took time to work with
students individually, which got some illleresting conversations going." On the last day
of the project, the author visited one school in person and read the last chapter aloud.
Students from the other school-located a couple hours away on an island in New Bruns
wick-were able to join and ask Lheir own questions via videoconference.

Buoyed by that success, 'vVhipple was ready to think even more broadly about expanding
the learning circle. \Vllen a teacher from an internaLional school in South Korea com
mented on his blog, Whipple seized the opportunity to connect students across even
greater distances. The Lwo teachers began communicating about ideas and exploring how
a cross-cultural project could meet their instructional goals. They sell led on the idea of
having student writers and artists collaborate across distances and time zones to create
thei r own illust rated Iitemt ure-a task thill would requ ire commu nicat ing in-dept h about
intent and creativity. Adding more interest to the experience, the teachers imagined hav
ing teams of students cOllle together 10 "judge" the entries, acting as peer reviewers. "It's
the beginning of students understanding that there are opportunities and possibilities to
work with people who live somewhere else in the world," \Vhipple explained. "The only
barrier is time, not space." That situation may become part of their workday in the near
fULure as they conLribute to an increasingly global economy,

The Flat Classroom Project is a notable example of student collaboration across dis
tances. Teachers Julie Lindsar, then working in urban Bangladesh, and Vicki Davis of
rural Georgia in the U.S. matched up secondary studenLS in pairs for a discussion of
Thomas Friedman's book Ti,e World is Flat. Using wikis, podcasts. and Skype for real
time conversations, students dug into discussions about the digital divide, e-commerce,
and outsourcing of jobs. The project generated buzz within the edublogging community
and attracted allention from around the world.

'The international allention took LlS all by surprise," reports Lindsay. "I think it had a
major impact on most students. They knew they had many other people, apart from the
two classrooms, looking at their progress. 1 saw some of them assume more responsibil
ity and take more pride in their work. They all knew there was a real deadline and that
they were responsible for working toward that. This was not a project where parents could
write letters excusing their son or daughter for being late with homework. This was a
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real-life workplace scenario. In a way, and the students had to step up to the mark to
succeed."

Lindsay and Davis incorporated authentic assessment by asking an internal ional panel of
judges-all educators-to evaluate student products in several categories, critiquing the
quality of content as well as collaborat ive effort and use of technology. Adding anot her layer
to the project, the teachers archived the entire learning experience so that other educators
cnn use it to inform their project designs. It's no wonder Vicki Davis refers to 21st-century
educators like herself as "teacherpreneurs." She says. "If I have the opportunity in my small
school to innovate, then 1 have the responsibility to share what I learn with others. \-\Then
teachers who innovate blogabout what they arc cloi ng. it makes the whole com munit y bel ter."
On her Cool Cat Teacher blog, Davis (2006, Nov. 27) describes her vision of where teacher
preneurs are taking education: "Teachers can truly become connectors and breed a new
generation of global collaborators and big picture thinkers like we've never seen before."

Technology
Focus

Online Collaboration

t\lany of the projects described in this book make use of online collaboration
as a deliberate strategy to extend the learning experience. Take a closer look at
the tools that promote collaboration across a distance, and consider how you
might use them to expand or extend your project. For a closer look at these
tools in action, spend some time exploring the Flat Classroom Project site from
all angles (hLLp:/lflatclassroomprojec\.wikispaces.com). This project integrated
a wide range of technologies-from time zone clocks to podcasts-to help
students (and teachers) connect across thousands of miles. It also created an
"echo effect," as eduhloggers around the world discussed the project. Listen to
podcasts about the project here: http://evoca.com/groupslflatclassroomprojec\.

To help you consider how well various tools align with your goals for colbbora
tion, review Technology Focus: Essential Learning Functions of Digital Tools.
the Internet, and V.leb 2.0 in chapter 3 and examine appendix i\ for more
detailed information.
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COMMUNICATING FINDINGS

In SOllle projects, students conduct research or raise awareness to address a real problem.
They lllay harness their 2lst-ccntury communication skills to share findings or advocate
for changc. Thesc authentic expericnces share some common goals with scrvice Icarning..
as slUdents learn while contributing to the larger community. Ilowever, the project expe
rience remains highly relevant to their lives and often starts with their personal interests
and concerns.

Teachers from an urban school in a resource-poor neighborhood of Sao Paolo. Brazil. col
laborated on a project that catapulted students into the role of community leaders. The
project began with an interdisciplinary slUdy of neighborhood identity. StudenLs discov
ered thaL the polluted stream running alongSide Lheir campus-where trash is discarded
and homeless people sometimes camp out-once ran with fresh, clean water. They began
to imagine what it would be like if Cipoaba Stream could be returned to its previous
condition. Students created multimedia presentations to share their research and com
municate problem-solving strategies with the city council and local sanitation experts.
Thcir advocacy efforts encouraged others to join the clean-up campaign. Teachers, other
school employees, senior cit izen groups, and local nonprofit organ izat ions joi ned the effort
to create an urban park to showcase environmental stewardship.

At the Santa Fe Indian School in New Mexico, high school students have a longstanding
tradition of using technology as a tool for addressing community concerns. In a project
based class, students work with tribal governments to identify local issues that require
analysis or research. They frequently focus on watershed issues of the desert Southwest.
Students use CIS and CPS technologies and software to analyze data gathered during
fieldwork. \\lhile their thinking is higher-order, there is nothing abstract about their
efforts. The land Lhey are mapping belongs to their own Pueblo. SlUdenLs become deeply
engaged in working on solutions, as they see how their project will help create a better
future. To communicate their findings, they may use 3-D analysis and create layered
maps to make their analyses visual. Students often conclude their project work with a
video or multimedia presentation to a tribal governing council. [n 2006, the school earned
a Special Achievement in GlS award from ESRI. joining a winners' circle that included
the Library of Congress, OnStar. and many city and county government agencies.

These authentic opportunities for students to share their research or advocate for a cause
offer a robust contrast to more traditional "report out" methods at the end of a project
which can seem like an endless parade of POIVerPoim presentations. "In more traditional
teaching, if you have a cumulative activity, slUdents have a pretty good idea of what
you want them to do or say. There's no authenticity or creativity to that," says i'vlichael
McDowell of New "l'echnology High School. In more aULhentic projects, students reach
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audiences who can benefit from the work they have generated. And, students decide the
most appropriate ways to share their findings.

For more examples of student projects with a strong community focus, see Spotlight:
EAST Initiative lVlodel.

Spotlight

EAST Initiative Model

For more than a dOLen years, students in the Environmental and Spatial Tech
nologies (EAST) Initiative network of schools have been demonstrating the
benefits of using technology for a real purpose-to solve problems and make
improvements in their communities. Projects make use of geospatialtech
nologies and multimedia tools that are more commonly found in professional
laboratories or design studios. EAST students master these sophisticated tools
and applications in context while solving community problems that interest
them.

For example. EAST students have used CIS, CPS, CAD, and other applica
tions to map the trails of Hot Springs National Park in Arkansas. Using digital
media. a middle school and high school team has collaborated to produce an
award-winning docu mentary chron icling a Japanese-A merican internment
camp that had nearly dis<lppe<lred from their community's collective memory,
Yet another te<lm, in <I county with the nation's highest number of veterans
per capita. recorded oral histories of \Vorld W<lr II vets and then used design
software [0 develop architectural plans for a museum in their honor.

"Technology is the hook we use to get kids into significant projects, and to get
communities into significantly \V<lnting to support those projects,"' explains
1\latt Dozier. national program director for the EAST Initiative.

HISTORY

The EAST Initiative st<lrted in rural Arkansas in 1996 <lnd has grown to
include more th<ln 260 schools in seven states. It has expanded from a high
school program to include students from second grade to post-secondary levels.
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Partners from industry and academia have come on board, and government
recognition has come from slate and federal levels.

Tim Stephemon, who first developed the EAST model at Greenbrier High
School, came to teaching after a previous career in law enforcement. "He got
the students you would expect-'those kids' that nobody had high expectations
of:' Dozier relates. Stephenson intro<luced novel ways to engage learners who
were not successful in a traditional school setting. He started with a greenhouse
and pond where students raised catfish. Before long, Stephenson was introduc
ing geospatial technologies that had never before been used in education. The
first CPS unit was so big that it took two students to hold. Students not only
demonstrated that they could learn to use these technologies, but that they
could usc them 10 enhance their communities. "All of a sudden, 'those kids'
were really coming 10 school for the first time," recalls Dozier. 'They started
doing significant things, and people began 10 notice:'

\lVith increased allention came a new question: \Vas this program the result of
an exceptionally gifted teacher, or a model that could be replicated?

A REPLICABLE MODEL

Initially. Stephenson trained teachers who came to learn at his side and took
the EAST idea hack to their own schools. Before long, the model became more
formalized. "\'ve realized we had to provide teachers with significant training
and support:' said Dozier, a former English teacher who was one of six original
trainers recruited to disseminate the EAST model. In 2001, EAST became
a nonprofit organization, and today the organization works with public and
private partners to achieve its mission.

The EAST model is built on four essential ideas, all of which were part of the
original design:

L Student-driven learning: Students need to be responsible for their
o\\'n learning.

2. Authentic project-based learning: Students should be engaged in
solving real problems in their communities.
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3. Technology as tools: Students need access to the relevant technologies
that professionals use to solve real problems.

4. Collaboration: \Vhcn studcnts collaborate in teams to pursuc authcntic
projects, thcy accomplish morc than anyone person can do in isolation.

Thc other critical component is training and support for tcachers. Whcnthcy
join the EAST model, educators take on a nell' title: facilitator. Their class
room role shifts dramatically when they begin to work with student teams in
the technology-rich EAST classroom, typically hOllsed in a self-contained lab.
Interdisciplinary learning, teaming. authentic projects, and student-driven
learning are new concepts for many educators.

EAST teachers also must learn to let students take the lead when it comes to
learning about the technologies they need to understand to accomplish their
goals. To support student interests, EAST offers students technical training led
by professionals, along with online courses on specific appliciltiolls.

Professional development is ongoing and delivered in phases by experienced
educators in three EAST training facilities. The first phase is a weeklong, col
laborative training experience, scheduled during the summer. "I(s one-third
information, one-third best praclice. and one-third inspiration," Dozier says.
"Thcn thc kids show up," Thc sccond phasc happens ninc weeks later-oncc
cducators begi n to run into quest ions about imp1cmelltat ion, "We bring thcm
back togcther and ask, '",Vhm's working? What's not? What can you do to solvc
problems? What can you lcarn from each other?'" At this phase, tcachers
receive additional training about effective teaming, project management, and
project development. The third phase, nine weeks later, has educators explore
the real-world issues that their students are encountering. In addition to these
formal learning opportunities, teachers receive ongoing support and have
opportunities to network with peers.

A highlight of each school year is an ilnnual conference where students show
case their projects, and educators and partners have the opportunity to see
firsthand the compelling results of the EAST model.
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LET STUDENTS LEAD

As teachers become more comfortable with the project approach, they sometimes find
that students arc quite capable of leading their own projects-starting with generating a
project idea they care about.

Elementary teacher Elise l'vlueller was reminded of students' potenllalto chart their own
learning path by a student who has dyslexia. IVlucller is a regular reader of edublogs. She
happened to read a post by Jeff Utecht, a teacher at an international school in Shang
hai, China, and author of The Thinking Stick blog (www.thethinkingstick.com). IVlueller
recalls what happened next: "1 Ie wrote about how he hates to write but loves to blog. I
forwarded this to Sarah. She said, 'He feels the same way I do!'" Sarah zeroed in on one
sentence in parlicular: "\"lith a learning disability, writing and reading were like kryp
tonite to me" (Utecht. 2006),

Mueller encouraged Sarah to make a comment on Utechl's blog, and suddenly an interna
tional conversation was off and running. Mueller continues: "They went back and forth,
sharing strategies for [dealing withJ dysleXia. [UtedliJ has knowledge about dysleXia that
far surpasses what 1 know, He connected with Sarah in a meaningful way. All of a sud
den, the whole world is open for collaboration. It doesn't have to happen at one school or
in one community. It can be happening from Shanghai to Bellingham."

But the learning didn't end there. "Sarah decided she wanted to create a resource for
other kids like herself, kids who have dyslexia. She wanted to share with them all the
strategies she was learning:' l'vlueller says. "So, that's what Sarah is doing now for her
project. She's creating a wiki about this topic. That's her writing project. It's her path, and
she's tackling an issue she has in her own life. As the teacher. I don't have to be the one
who deSigns one super project for everyone in my class. I can ask my students: \Vhat are
you passionate about? I don't have to micromanage each project. They can take on their
own learning, and [ can be there to support them."

EXTENDING THE BENEFITS

If you think about a project having a "lifespan," you might imagine it coming to a natural
end once student teams complete their work. Sometimes, however, projects live on into
the future to create extended benefits.

In the Montana I leritage Project, studellls "join the ongoing work of developing and pre
serving human knowledge." They learn to "think as detectives, journalists, folklorists,
scientists. and historians," according to the project \Veb site. Over the years, students
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have gCllhered oral histories on audio and video recordings. analyzed artifacts from the
past to beller understand current events, published articles in an online journal, and
contributed other originnl scholnrship that helps to tell the stories of their communities.
Their work is preserved in the Montnna Historical Society archives, local museums, and
even the Library of Congress so that future historians can build on their research. (www.
mont ana herit ageprojeet .org)

At Tulalip Elementnry School in Washington, a multimedia project is helping to preserve an
endangered language. Only a handful of Native speakers remain who arc fluent in Lush
tosheed. Students here hm'e created talking books, interactive games, and other \'Veb-based
resources that preserve the language and celebrate the literature and culture of the Tulalip
tribe. Teacher David Cort sees the \Veb site not only as a showcase of student work, but
also as a resource for ofnaining information that is hard 10 find anywhere else. The \Veb
resources continue to expand as students develop their own technology-rich projects and
learn more about their own heritage. (www.msv1.kI2.wa.us/elementary/tulalip/home.asp)

\Vhen projects have an €..\:tended lifespan. they conlribute to the culture of the school itself.
An Idaho teacher whose students regularly contribute data about weather and water quality
that is used by working scientists says students understand that their school is abo/lt some
thing. Evidence of student projects is visible and accessible, not only within the building.
but also online, so that the wider community can benefit from student scholarship.

Your Turn

Where Next?

Think about where you might go next with your project. Would there be
value in creming an "echo effect"'? Talk with colleagues about the pos
sible benefits for your students if the project were to garner widespread
altention. \iVhat would be the value of having others know about and con
nect 10 their work? 'l'alk with students <tbout how they would feel if their
project "re\'erberated" and lOok off in bold nel\' directions. \\lhm \Vould
that mean to them? To prompt your thinking, read the posts th<tt inter
national teacher Clay Burell contributed to his Bcyond School blog as he
thought about the value of a worldwide student-led project, the Global
Cooling Collective. (Find the series of posts at htlp:l/burel1.blogspoL.
com/2007/06/green-u niversi ty-pledge-what-3bou t·k·1 2. hl m I)
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Making Assessment Meaningful

Teachers who use the project approach often nOllce a shift that takes place when their
students begin 10 see themselves as producers. As Ellse Mueller, an elementary teacher
in Washington State, explains, "] talk 10 my kids about this all the time. I tell them they
can be consumers or Lhey can be producers. It's better 10 be a producer. 'fhm means
you're creating something that brings our learning to the next level. That's the goal-the
global goal-with Web 2.0. There's no point in just being a consumer ,mymore."

Active learning is a hallmark of good projects, and students benefit by being actively
involved even althe assessment singe. In a well-designed project. students know why they
are taking on a particular task and how it leads them toward important learning goals.
They also know what "success"looks like, <lnd they understand the various categories by
which their performance will be measured,

Projects open the door for rigorous learning experiences, as students not only master new
content but have opportunities to apply what they have learned. Back when you began
designing your project, you identified the big ideas-the core concepts and proeesses
that yOLl hoped to rC<lch. Thcse connect to district or state stand<lrds, or pcrhaps reflect
the l<lnguage of the llew NETS-S. \,Vhen rou created rubrics or scoring guides, you made
sure thm students understood the goals they were aiming for and the criteria for measur
ing success. Throughout the project, you have used a varietr of formative assessment
strategies to check in on student understanding and fine-tune your instruction accord
ingly. End-oF-project nssessment is the time to look nt gains townrd learning goals. How
well do students' projects demonstrate or npply what they have lenrned?

Assessing your students' project work requires delibernte strategies to tnke stock not only
of what they hnve created, but nlso the teamwork, effort, and creativity that went into the
project. A multiple-choice test at the end of the unit doesn't do the job. [nstend, you may
lleed to draw on a variety of assessment strategies. The National Center for Hesearch on
Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (1996) suggests that an assessment system
made up of multiple assessments (including criterion-referenced assessments, alterna-
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tive assessments. and performance assessments) can produce "comprehensive, credible,
dependable information."

Your choice of which tool is most appropriate will require you to think about your purpose
for assessment. Consider not only what you want to measure, but how will you use assess
mentto improve studenl learning.

More than a decade ago, Linda Darling-Hammond (1994) made a case for more authentic
assessment: "The way we are going to get powerful teaching and learning is not through
national tests. It's through assessments that are developed by local communities, with
teachers, parents, and community members involved, so that students are working toward
lllllch more challenging standards and teachers arc learning how to look at their stu
dents differently, how to support their learning better, and how to think differently about
standards."

You began considering your assessment strategies much earlier, when you designed your
project. You have used a range of formative assessment activities while the project was
unfolding. Now that the project is nearing completion, it's time to put your formal assess
ment plan into practice.

ESTABLISH ANCHORS

\-\There did your students begin their learning journey? Earlier in the project. when we
established readiness. you may have used an activity (sueh as K-\'V-L) to find out about
your students' prior understanding. Almost certainly, not all students were starting at the
same place. Similarly, the distance they travel during a project will not be the same for
each learner.

By establishing "anchors," you gain a sense of where students are starting and how far they
are going as they work to meet learning goals. For example, Sarah, the student in Elise
Mueller's class who set out to create her own wiki resource about dyslexia (described in
Chapter 8), offered this astute summary about her learningjourney: "My friends write a
page in 20 minutes when it lakes me about 3 hours."

In a project-hased classroom, you expand the opportunities to differentiate instruction
and help all learners be successful. In considering assessment, think about the quality
of the learning experience. How will you measure the distance each student travels as a
learner?
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How will you measure student progress toward the specific learning goals you established in
the beginning? \,Vhen you designed your project. you may h<l\'e developed rubrics to assess
progress toward key learning goals. Perhaps you even involved students in developing these
tools and helped them understand the criteria by which their work would be evaluated.
Now comes the time to put your rubrics to work to generate meaningful feedback for stu
dents. (For a good look at project rubrics, see these two developed by teachers for the Flat
Classroom Project: http://flatdassroomproject.\vikispnces.com/Rubricsll toc Rubrics5/.)

Paul Curtis was still a classroom teacher when he began developing his own online grade
book. He wnnted an assessment tool that would give students feedback across multiple
cmegories for one class. "In the traditional classroom," he explnins, "a student LUrns in n
major research paper. If it's late, maybe he's mnrked down 10 points for each dny it's over
due, But the problem is, if it was a B+ paper and now you put a C- in the grade book,
you have lost all meaningful data about the skills and abilities of that student. What
was he doing well? \Vhat does he need to focus to impro\'e? You have not captured that
information."

The New Technology Foundat ion, where Curtis is now the chief academic officer, shares
its online grade book with schools across the high school network. It's an outgrowth of the
grade book that Curtis developed for his own classroom, and it measures student progress
across severnl categories. "It has become one of our most significant tools that reshapes
the way teachers think aboul assessment." Curtis says. ''A teacher might have one cate
gory about how well a student knows the content. another about wrilten communication,
another for critical thinking, and another for work ethic:' Students, parents, and teachers
all have access to this assessment data, creating opportunities for menningful conversa
tions about student achievement.

Even in nontraditional projects, teachers want a reliable way to assess how well students
have mastered key content. Jerome Burg, a California high school teacher, decided to give
his students a traditional test at the end of a nontradiLionalliterature project. In a study
of Of Mice alld Mell, Burg had his English students create a "classics illustrated"-style
comic book of the John Steinbeck novel. Burg liked the idea of having students "manipu
late" the elements of the novel, just as they might manipulate objects to master a concept
in mathematics. In this casc, studcnts had to select key quotes and visual symbols to
move the story forward. 'They have their hands all over the story. That's when literary
analysis really happens," Burg explains.

As the project unfolded, Burg listened carefully to student conversations. 'They really
got al the essentials:' he says, "[ heard conversations I'd not heard before." To follow up
on his formative assessment. Burg dedded to do a more formal evaluation of student
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understanding. He collected typical tests, the kinds published in teaching guides that
come wiLh book sets. "I was disappointed," he admits. "A lot of the questions were mul
tiple choice or matching, and only tested whether kids had read the book. There was no
assessment of analysis or real reading,"

He gave his students a test based on these traditional tools, "] gave the test after teaching
the book with very untraditional means, and the lowest score was 89% (and that was from
a kid who didn't altend class very often):' Their high performance underscored his sense
that students "got it" with this project. "]\lly students had talked through every scene like a
director and producer would do," he says. "They knew that story inside and out."

As one more measure of student understanding" Burg showed his students a film treat
ment of the novel. Again, their response underscored how well they had mastered the
content. He explains: "They were indignant in how the film strayed from the book. They
were really inSightful about the wriler's intent, the charaCier's motivmion, and more. They
had held these characters in their hands. They really knew them."

Technology
Focus

Online Grade Books

A variety of Learning t\lanagement Systems and \,Veb tools allow teachers to
track grades online. Beyond convenience, what are the advantages of maintain
ing records in this way?

Communication is a key feature of online grade books. \'Vith data accessible
to students, parents, and teachers, assessment becomes more transparent. For
example, online grade books provide a look at "milestone" assignments along
the way, increasing awareness of these key assessments. j\ lany high schools
that usc lhe small school model, for example. want to ensure that teachers in
an academy knoll' how thdr students arc performing across subjects-not only
in one class. Online grade books make this information more readily avaihlble,
opening the door for more informed COll\'ersat ions about studelll progress.

When grade books are linked to assessment LOols, the result is a system that
provides students. teachers, and parents with ongoing feedback.
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Australian teacher David Fagg. who developed the 1I1istory Podcast Project, videOlaped
interviews with his students at the end of the project. They were reflective and honest
about how the project helped them learn more about history. In fact, they surprised him
with some of their insights about their own learning styles. Several of them, for example,
explained how they liked being able to replay podcasts as ofLen as they wanted, helping
them to review information-without diSLraction-until they understood it. Nlany said
they preferred this style of learning over asking a question in class.

As an additional assessment piece, students from a U.S. high school provided Fagg's
students with feedback about their podcasls. This critical review by peers caught the Aus
tral ia n st udent s' attention and also helped them thi nk about what it means to com mu nicate
across cultures, For example, the U.S, reviewers helped their Australian counterparts
consider sound quality and speaking speed when producing a podcast for international
listeners. They also highlighted the importance of giving a polished performance. Presen
tations that lacked polish came in for critical review, reminding the podcasters to invest
the time needed when pUlling their work forward for others to share.

CREATE SOMETHING NEW

At the end of a project. yOll may clect to have students create something new that asks
them to summarize or synthesize what they have learned. This novcltask gives you the
opportunity to look for transfer of knowledge. Can students lake what they learned dur
ing the project and apply it in a new context?

Educator Anne Davis recalls how she ended a writing project with elementary students
who were all English language learners. She had them write and illustrate a hook where
they used the idioms they had been blogging about. "This meant they had to synthesize
all they had learned," she explains. As a culminating activity, publishing their own book
also provided them with an enjoyable experience of working togelher La share what they
had learned.
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MODEl REAL-WORLD ASSESSMENT

Many projeets ask students to apply the skills of professionals in a particular discipline
historians, journalists, scientists. engineers. It makes sense, then. to evaluate students'
work llsing the standards of these disciplines.

Carmel Crane. who teaches digital media, has a circle of friends who work in lhe graph
ics and video gaming fields. She draws on these experts to help critique her students'
work. giving students the real-world experience of having their portfolios evaluated. "[
invite panels in to judge my students' work. It's inspiring for students." Crane says. ''The
panelists talk about what they do in their careers, and then they give students feedback
about Lheir portfolios." She explains that students Lend to listen closely Lo this feedback.
"Many of them want to pursue inLernships in these fields. This is feedback that matters
to them."

Similarly, the Lwo Leachers who developed the Flat Classroom Project inviLed a panel of
international educators Lo judge student work. The whole project was a vehicle to promote
critical thinking. and Lhis additional level of assessment was a natural connecLion.

ENTER A CONTEST OR SUBMIT FOR PUBLICATION

Taking the idea of discipline-based assessmell! a step further, some teachers encourage
students to submit Lheir best work to a competition or enLer it for publication. These
opportunities can be motivating for studenLS who are ready for the challenge of real-world
assessment and are willing to meet high-level criLeriCl for excellence.

Science reseClrch competitions. for example, may be judged by scientists who apply the
eXClcLing standards of their discipline, During the judging process, studenLS mClY be
asked to defend their research or explain the practical application of what they have
ilwestigated.

Similarly, writing competiLions give young writers critiques from authors who are knowl
edgeable about theircraFI. Canadian teacher Hobert Griffin has his students submit their
news stories to the county newspaper. "IF the editor publishes the article," he says, "stu
dcnts receive a SIS stipend from the newspaper, as well as a grade from me for their..
course.
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As a collaborative activity. review student work samples together. This will
gi\'e you all opportunity to talk with colleagues-in person or online-about
issues intricately related to instruction. \lVhat does quality work look like?
What instructional support helps students to produce high-quality work?

As a group, decide in advance where you want 10 focus your al1ention. Select
several artifacts from a recent project. [-lave available for reference the scoring
criteria (such as a rubric or other tool that describes proficiency). Then. review
the samples together, and provide each other with the critical friends' feedback
that will improve your pract ice,

For examples of work-sample discussions and related resources to support this
professional development activity, see the Ikviewing Students Work Documen
tation \-\feb materials developed by the Academy for Educational Development
at http://scs.aed.org/rsw/rsw.html.
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Celebrating and Reflecting

Think ahead to how you will "wrap up" your project. Culminating activities celebrate the
journey, reminding learners of where they have been and what they gained along the way.
Turn the culmination of a project into a meaningful experience for your students. and
wke lime to reflect, celebrate, and look ahead.

REFLECT ON THE JOURNEY

The pace of school is rapid. Classes barely finish one learning experience before moving
on to the next. Taking time to reflect helps students feel good about their accomplish
ments. but more importantly, reflection can be the thing that makes learning really stick.

In constructivist theory, reflection is acknowledged as being an essential element in learn
ing. When students create their own meaning. it's important that they look at it from all
sides while meaning is taking shnpe, nnd then view it from n distance, too, ns they get
ready to step beyond the experience La Lhe next learning challenge. Setting nside time for
conscious reflection helps students revenl things they might not otherwise Lhink nboul:
what they learned (and what they enjoyed about learning), their growth as learners, and
what (and how) they want to learn in projects ahead.

Hemember when you were selecting learning objectives and asked yourself, W!w/ tio these
al! add up to? \1111)' SllOllhl stlldell/.S care? Your allention to relevance contributed to the
success of your project. At its culmination, oFFer students a chance to reflect on what they
learned and how the project became personally meaningful. Ask, HOH! 11m our project
ill/porlalll 10 you? The answer doesn't have to be terribly profound. If it was an enrich
ing experience that caused students to learn fundamelltal content better, then that is an
excellent outcome. (If it changed their lives-and it's pOSSible-even better!)

Ask students how specific learning behaviors factored into the success of the project.
Ask them to reflect on their skill developmellt. If writing was a fundamental part of the
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project. <lsk how they changed <lS writers. Their project skills likely progressed. too. f\sk
students how their collabomtions improved, how they got better <It giving and receiving
critical feedback, and how they learned to hold themselves and the team to high stan
dcHds. Did technology skills get a workout during the project? Ask students how they
might apply their technical learning. and ask them what else they want to know about
rclated technologies.

The end of the project is also a time to think about growth in learning dispositions.
During projects, students experience challenges, frustrations, and joy. Give them an
opportunity to reflect on ways they overcame obstacles or persisted when the work was
hard. Encourage them to think about how their own creativity C<lme into play to move the
project forward. Prompt them to rememher when humor and compassion carried them
through when spirits lagged. Ask: 1101\1 did your expectatiollS of what )'011 cOldd do as leam
ers chal/ge? /11 w/wt ways dill you become u/Ore persistellt or tolerml/? Are yOIl more cOl/fidellt
to t(lke risks or try /lew flli/lgs?

Finally, help students think about how joyous and gratifying the learning journey can
be. Help them recall their positive experiences, the ones that made them confident and
caused them to look forward to more. Ask about the parts that nre really fun and S<lt
isfying: aha moments, weird little things they learned, an unexpected connection with
someone, the realization that they are quite good at something or understand something
complex. Ask students: What satisfied you /JIost about t/lis project? Wlwl parts of the work
really lIIatclled your style? And finally, the C01lp de grace: \Vlwt will Y01/ always rememver
avout tl/is project?

PLAN YOUR REFLECTION QUESTIONS

The previous paragraphs suggested a multitude of questions you might ask to prompt
student reflection about the project experience. Having to answer all of them would cause
your students to leave the project hating it rather than loving it! Focus on the few things
that matter most-those that anchor the learning and get kids thinking abollt themselves
as evolving learners. David Fagg, the Australian iHistory teacher, intervicwed students
on video to learn whal they learned. lIe had to he a good questioner to elicit meaningful
responses. That sometimes meant prompting, probing. asking why, or encouraging them
to elaborate.
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A successful project is the springboard for thc next cycle of lcarning. As students become
morc accomplished project-doers. you will put more and lllorC dccisions for subscquent
projects in their hands. Your project opened students' eyes. Ask students to reflect alJd
elaborate. Ask: HI/wt does this get )'011 wOlulerillg al1Ol/t /lext? \.vlwl do )'011 wallt to leam
'lOW, alld !Jow do )'011 H'llI11 10 go al10lll il?

Elise Mueller, a teacher in Bellingham, Washington, watched a group of fifth-grade boys
put their skills to work in an aLl1helllic and interest·driven application: they wrote a grant
proposal. The hoys. who were enthusiastic about multimedia but not satisfied with the
technologies avnilable (l\ their school. wanted nn equipment upgrnde. Mueller relates:
"One boy happened to walk by while I was online, looking at a grant opportunity. He
henrd me say, 'Ooooh!' He cnme over. looked at the screen, nnd said, 'That looks cool. Are
you going to apply?'] told him] wasn't sure that] had the time. He said, 'Can we do it?']
said. 'Sure! Put a team together...·

The leam used nwiki to organize their grnnt proposal. They reviewed the NETS-S nnd
other resources, and they designed a proposal for using science and math videos to help
younger students beller understand the structure of numbers and scientific concepts.
Mueller describes all the learning Ihis tied together: 'Their work involved reading, writ
ing, and analysis. They built a spreadsheet to track equipment costs. They even calculated
what the sales tax would be." And, they had to practice persuasive writing to make their
case. Mueller enjoyed seeing students embrace a challenge and employ the skills she'd
taught them in personally meaningful ways. She concludes, "This is a great project that
I'd never have come up wit h mysel f."

Of course. the project also incorporated authentic assessment. The studems' proposal was
evaluated against applications submitted by educators statewide and had to meN with
approval at the district, regional, nnd state levels. The young grant writers were success
ful: they brought their school nearly $10,000 in equipment and set the stage for "learning
adventures" that the younger students are now eager to pursue, Their idens range from
clay animations featuring "Ivlath IVlan"to videos that challenge common misconceptions
about science. Their proposal also included funding for "dream and share" meetings
where teachers will h<:we opportunities to learn from colleagues.

Be sure to ask your learners where they want to go. Their answer might yield a more
ambitious project than you would imagine,
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BUILD TRADITION AND IDENTITY:
"WE ARE THE SCHOOL WHERE KIDS GET TO • • • "

Many schools' identities are tied to their traditions. Is your school known for something
speciaP Some schools are sports powerhouses. From preseason match-ups through
increasingly competitive rounds of play, a school and its community rally around the team.
In other communities, the school symphony is a source of great pride. Some schools send
students to science competitions where they medal year after year. What these schools
share is a sense of tradition and an expectation of excellence.

Think about how your class and school can establish a tradition of exemplary project
work. Part of the recipe is building awareness in others. \,Vhen families, the community,
and st udents coming up through the grades know what you are up to, you have a founda
tion for tradition.

Younger students will be ready for the learning that awaits them in future project-based
classrooms. One teacher who left her project classroom after many years was surprised
when she met a young woman whose older brothers had been in her class. The young
woman said,"l was so disappointed when you left! 1learned about the salmon project from
my brothers when they were in your class and I allended the class celebration... From kin
dergarten on I couldn't wait for my turn!" [magine the readiness of young students who
spend years anticipating the time when they get to he part of your class tradition.

As community members begin to notice and value studellis' accomplishments, they will
give you enthusiastic support. After a time, they will expect to be involved. So, invite
them in. Ask your communit)' to participate in a celebration of learning. Share with them
the challenges and rewards of hard work. Show how your class accomplishments are the
result of students' commitment to their own learning. You will make crilical friends who
will not only expect great things from your students, but will also step up to support you
year after year.

The Charles N. Fortes JVlagnet Academy in Rhode Island has a tradition of doing projects
relating to local history. Housed in an old factory, the elemelliary school hns studied ice
harvesting. old coins, local Narragansett Indian settlements. wnves of immigrntion thnt
further populated the area. and more, Not content to stop there, the school has become a
museum. Student curators build exhibits for the community to learn from and enjoy. The
young curators know their work is important to the community and to the students who
will allend Fortes Academy in the corning years. They fecl honor-bound to uphold the
tradition of serving the community in this special way. After they leave. former students
visit and take pride in the lasting expression of their learning. They can say. "I made a
lasting contribution here."
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Imagine laying the groundwork for;) tradition of exemplary projects at your school. Once
you have established a tradition of excellence, students will feel it's a privilege to honor
the tradition with their hnrd work. As you rench the culminntion, think nbout ways to

showcase your project Ihnt will establish your identity as a community of learners,

Technology
Focus

Photo Sharing

As a project artifact, a good picture can be worth Ihousands of words. Pho
tographs allow you to capture highlighls of a project over time and assemble
a visual record of learning experiences. Photos invite students 10 reflect and
think about how far they have traveled. They also help you communicate about
your project to those outside your class.

You can make photos even more powerful by using online pholo sharing tools
to publish your digital album on the 'Neb. These tools make it easy to upload
photos, organize them into albums, and add notes, captions, and tags. By invit
ing others to the site, you have a nell' opportunity to connect with and engage
audiences from your own school community or from all around the world. You
can even form photo sharing groups where members contribute pictures on a
shared theme.

Photo sh<lring sites c<ln be illlegrmed with other Web tools, such <IS blogs <lnel
wikis. T<lgging photos <ldds ret more potenti<ll for l1l<lking connections. Tagging
<lHows social groups to form Mound similarities of interests <lnd points of view.
"Folksotlomies" (<I play 011 the word "taxonomies") are patterns that emerge
from lags. which reveal how the public is making sense of what they find on
the Web.

Flickr is a photo sharing site with many social features. Users can set up a free
account and post pictures from anywhere via their computers or even their
cell phones. Imagine a class sending several student "ambassadors" to a special
event. The lraveling students document what's going 011 in photographs taken
with their cell phones and then pOSt and share them for their classmates 10

enjoy as the event transpires.
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Spotlight

Starting a I(Visual Conversation!!

Graduatc studcnt and tcacher's assistant Linda H<lrt)cy from the United
Kingdom dcmonstrates the potcntial of photo sh<lring as a tool for Icarning,
coll<tbomtion, and rcse<lrch with her blog (http://lmh<lrtley,cdublogs,org)
and related Flickr site, Classroom Displays. ller site W<lS <l finalist for an
Edublog Award in 2006, Figure 6 sho\\'s a glimpse of this siLe, which mtmcts
visitors from around the globe,

I Ian ley (2007) started a Flickr group abouL classroom displays because she
recognized the transitory nature of bulletin boards and wan Led LO explore their
educational value, 'They're constantly being created and vanishing," she says,
Her project grew inLo an action research project when Hartley set out to inves
tigate Lhe potential of the Read-\Vrite 'Web to enhance her own practice. Her
blog promotes discussion about the photo displays of school bulletin boards,
She explains: 'The idea was to widen the conversation beyond the confines of
the Classroom Displays Flickr group. The blog looked like the best option with
the highesl chance of encouraging others to join in,"

Hanley had another agenda, as well. ''I'd found some evidence in my literature
search th<lt suggested thm teachers who had h<ld exposure to positive social
softw<lre <lnel Internet experiences werc morc likely to usc thcse tools with
the children," she explains. "I'd seen the po\\'erof blogs and wikis for my own
learning during the course of my degree, and I was convinced they wcrc going
to be really import<lnt for children's lcarning. It seemed to me that if I could
show primary school staff the value of these tools for their own pmctice, it
would be easier for them to see the pOLential power of the Lools for the chil
dren's learning,"

An online community soon sprang up around her Classroom Displays site,
''['m learning Lhat what [ thought could only ever be a community of inLer-
est is actually becoming a communiLy of practice," says Hanley, "People are
using the group 10 exchange ideas across geographic boundaries, They share
tips, suggestions for improvement, and sometimes argue wilh the ideas behind
displays,"
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Classroom displays
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Figure 6 With its associated blog, the Classroom Displays flickr pool fosters a community
of practice.

By carly 2007, thc numbcr of bullctin board photos had grown 10 morc than
900, submittcd by 100 members of the Classroom Displays group. 1\lost
images are tagged. which facilitates scarching. Hartley explains: "What we
are starting to see is a sort of visual conversation. People are borrowing ideas.
refining them. and then posting their own version, sometimes with a verbal
nod back to the original."

In a recent 1'011 on the blog about the purpose of classroom displays, the most
popular answer was. ''To give children a sense of pride in their work."
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CElEBRATE!

Show student work, put on an event. create a blog. or hold a party. Any way you do it, cel
ebrate learning,. and build your school's identity as a place where kids get to learn through
projects.

DISPLAY STUDENT WORK

Classroom displays are a common way to share projects with others. \Vhat better way to
give students a sense of pride in their work? Dioramas, a fully transformed classroom, or
a classroom exhibit displayed at the public library arc a few ways to show off learning. To
gel ideas for interesting ways to display student work. dew the photographs in the Class
room Displays photo sharing group on Flickr (www.flickr.com/groups/classrmdisplays).
and think about how your local displays can "travel" via the \Veb for others to enjoy.

YEAR-IN-REVIEW RETROSPECTIVE
TO CELEBRATE LEARNING

Imagine a year of projects. Maybe not projects all the time, but several of them over
the year. \Vhen the school year comes to and end. hold a retrospective "Year in Review"
event. Show a calendar of the year and remind students of the projects they did month
by month. Encourage students to recall their project experiences. Then, assign students
the task of each contributing one idea, big or small, that somehow exemplifies the year's
experiences, It might be a funny sketch capturing a moment of madness in a project, a
dramatic reading of an e-mail from a remote collaborator, a piece of artwork, an accolade
from the principal, anything. YOLI documented project work throughout the year, taking
photos. collecting artifacts, and more. Make these available to students to work with.
Have a wonderful time celebrating your year this way. It's more Illeaningfulthan a typical
class pany and just as joyful-and it's one last chance to anchor memories in students'
minds. You will learn a 101 right here about what students remember and value, too, which
will be useful as you plan for the next >'ear!
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A celebration can be big or small. and you will likely scale it to the size.
durmion. and rigor of the project, But let's think big. Imagine your class accom
plished something extraordinary. Ha\'e a big celebration! As any event planner
can tell you, celebrations are projects! Let students take charge of the event.
You might set parameters for the scale of the celebration (no elephants), but
otherwise, let students plan the theme, guest list, invitations, decorations, pre
sentations. awards, games, and extras like food, as well as budget for the event.

t\lake sure any celebration, big or small. includes the following:

• an opportunity to look back one more time

• acknowledgment of how hard work ilnd commitment contributed to the
success of the project and a culture of excellence at your school

• appreciation for those who helped (you invited critical friends, yes?)

• a display of the learning, including both student creations (low tech and
digital) and presentations

• a look inside the learners with opportunities for them talk about their
processes and growth

• an opportunity to showcase projects to colleagues, administ ralOrs. par
ents, and others in your larger learning community

Don't forget, though. that a celebration shouldn't be all seriousness. To ensure
thaL everyone has fun. you could have students create and present their own
categories and medals for awards-the sillier the better. Or. try a themed
party. For example, if you'vejusL finished a study of an ancient civilization,
dress, decorate. and eat accordingly. You could hm'e students write thematic
haikus, limericks, or free-verse for a poetry slam, or playa game such as a
Brain Bowl. in which students are pitted against parents in a project-related
competition that parents are bound to lose. Another idea is to invite a J\lystery
Guest (even if it's you in disguise).
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Your students may have completed their project
work, but your own learning continues. Take
time to reflect on what you hmre gained from
this project. Find ways to share your Insights
with col1engues. Make the most of your project
experience by bUilding these inSights into your
nexl project deSign.



CHAPTER 11

Bringing It Home

By the time a successful project comes to an end, you and your students will feel as if you
have "been somewhere" together. LIke all good journeys. your project should leave you
with vivid memories. souvenirs and artifacts you have collected along the way, and plenty
of ideas for shaping your next learning adventure.

Good projects don't lead to a dead end. Instead, they open new doors and create cOllnec

tions thal you can build into future project deSigns. vVhen Anne Davis (2007) reflects on
her several years of blagging with elementary students, she can see how each distinctive
project "clicks and links to the nexi one." High schoolteacher Michael McDowell makes
a point 10 build time for student reflection into Ihe end of each project, nol only for his
students' benefit, bUI also to help him with future planning. "At end of a project, we do
a big reflective piece," he says. "I like to have students identify what we could have done
better or what ncxt stcps wc might take with this project as wc move on." Elementary
teacher Elise Mueller takes time to talk with her colleagues about the pros and cons of
a project. "If something didn't work as we planned. we need to learn from that and move
on. That will inform my next project and make it even better." she says.

You invested heavily at the start of your project to structure the learning experience for
your students. Now, invest a litlle more time to reflect on what you have learned. and
consider how you might want to share your valuable inSights with others.

CAPITALIZE ON YOUR INVESTMENT

Think about thc concrcte planning that helped to make your project successfuL Did you
integrate technology in a way lhat made a significant diffcrence for learners? Have you
found new ways to organize your classroom or communicate with parents whom you want
to incorporate in future project work? Are there "content-free" elements of your project
that you can repurpose to help you meet another instructional goal?
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Ioternat ionalteacher JuIie Li ndsay snys the Flat Cbssroom Project hns clwnged her whole
appronch in the c1nssroom. "[t had been evolving before," she allows, "but now I look nl
what is actually happening within the four walls over the period of time we are contained
with a group of students <lnd realize that this is just not enough. Pedagogically. the tools
we L1sed in the project [ LIse for all of my classes now. The generic programs we needed
such as for audio recording and publication, file sharing. online publication. synchronous
and asynchronous communication, video production, nnd publication-nrc essential to
extend the walls of the classroom-or flatten them."' In particular, she now focuses on the
wiki as "a tool that can be the center of all communication and publication."

Lindsay has also gained new insights into her students' changing world. As she explains:

Fostering student engagement means encouraging them also to think beyond the set
class time, to encourage them to continue interaction with project members, and there
fore to be thinking about and constructing their own reality al any time of the day. This
is how real learning can take place. This type of global and collaborative project opens
all eyes to the 24-7 nature of learning. \Vhile we were asleep, our partners worked on
the wiki and vice versa. This is such good experience for fmure employment and career
realities in a shrinking world.

Vicki Davis says she remembers a point nbout Lwo weeks inLO the Flat Classroom Project
when

we saw a transformation. It was like our students grew up. They were still kids, but they
became more eloquent. They understood project management, big picture thinking,
meet ing dead!i nes, having a global audience, the importance of being professional. It
was a tough project. but it was great for their growth and self-confidence, They could go
to college tomorrow and hold their own. For my students, this was the opportunity of a
lifetime. r know they'll never forget it.

When you think back on your project, recall the most engaging learning activities-the
ones that seemed to really "grab" students. Do yOll see how the activities from one proj
ect could be useful in your next project, perhaps with different instructional goals? For
example, yOll might have noticed that your students became particularly engaged in his
tory when they had a chance to examine old documents. You might decide to build an
examination of primary sources into subsequent projects.

Did a major theme emerge from the project? For example, was a big idea like "change"
fundamental 10 the project? Ilow might continuing the theme of change play OLit in your
next worthwhile project? Remember, overarching themes help to connect learning from
one project to the next.
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Thc projcct dcsign proccss may havc givcn you an inccntivc to bcgin collaborating with
colleagucs. Don't lct that valuable conncction cnd whcn the projcct comes to a closc. Plan
a "projcct debricf' with your planning team, and usc this opportunity to draw out cach
other's best ideas for improvement. If you collaborated across distances, continue your
dialogue. using whatever communication tools you found useful during the projecl.

Thc projcct debrief is an excellcnt tilllc for collcagues to review students' work products
together. \-\lhat's the evidence of student understanding? What has the project taught you
about how your students think and learn) Anne Davis (2007), for example, explains how
her students' blogs provide insight: "ll31ogs offerJ a window into the minds of my students
like none I've ever had beFore, It's incredible. I can look back through their posts and
see how they have progressed over time:' Reviewing these artifacts collaboratively offers
teachers a rich opportunity For conversation and proFessional growth.

SHARE YOUR INSIGHTS

As you have learned by now, designing a project requires both time and effor! on your
part. Don't keep your good thinking to yourself. Find ways to share your project with
other teachers-they will learn from you, just (IS you le(lrned from other project develop
ers when you began this journey.

f\l the schools thm belong to the New Technology network, teachers are encouraged to
comribuLe their project plans LO an online dawbase. This project library continues to grow
as more and more teachers in the network gain proficiency and experience as curriculum
designers. When teachers are planning a new project, they can look to the database for
ideas that h<l\'c bccn developcd and tcstcd by their colleagucs and then modify project
plans to mcet their own instructional goals.

Here are some strategies for sharing your great project ideas:

• Share your project idca with an cxisting nctwork, such as iEARN or Global
SchoolNcL whcre teachcrs from around the world turn for inspiration, good ideas,
and ongoing projects they can join.

• Create a project library. If your school or district does not have a place to archive
projcct plans. work with your technology coordinator or instructionallcader to
develop one.
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• Turn your project into an archive on the \Veb. Many Leachers creale an online
archive of past projects, including student work samples and teacher reflection.
Flat Classroom teachers Julie Lindsay and Vicki Davis have done this with their
project. 1\ nne Davis ma intai ns project !inks on her blog so I hat ot her educators
can see examples from previous years. Australia iHistory teacher David Fagg con
tinues to add to his \Veb site with podcasts and student reflections .

• Publish your project. A variety of Web and print publications invite teachers
to share examples of well-conceived projects. This gives you an opportunity to
publish your best work, including your reflections about what made the project
successful. (For example, consider submitting a project story to ISTE's Leamillg 6
Leadillg willi TeclJllolog)'.)

BECOME A RESOURCE FOR YOUR COLLEAGUES

Think about how much you have learned in the course of designing and leading a digital
age project. Consider turn ing you r experience into a professiona I development opport unit y
for your colleagues, and help them gain ncw insights into project-bascd lcarning.

Canadian teacher Kathy Cassidy, for example, gives workshops for other educators in her
region. When she leads professional development sessions, she keeps in mind whal it's like
to be starting out with projects using digital tools. "I encourage teachers who are new to
this to start small. Don't try to take too many steps at once," she advises. "During my first
year of using blogs with slUdents, we didn't have any pictures or links. \Ale just wrote. Do
what's comfortable, and grow from there." Even as she has become more proficient with
using Web 2.0 tools with her young learners, she has not lost sight of her primary goal:
"I-Ias this way of learning made a difference over Lime? That's the goal-and I encourage
oLher teachers to keep that in mind. That's the real reward."

ENTER A CONTEST

Entering your project in a contest gives you a chance to put your best work forward. You
may gain more exposure for your project-and for your students-which can help raise
the profile of what you are doing in your classroom. You may also get an opporLuniLy La
receive critical feedback from col1eagues who share your passion for aULhentic projects.

For example, several of the teachers from around the world who shared project exam
ples for Lhis book were recognized for excellence at the Microsoft \Vorldwide Innovative
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Teachers Forum. This annual event brings together an international collection of teach
ers who gain an opportunity Lo learn from each other, expanding opportunities for fULure
collaborat ion.

Similarly, the Edublog Awards showcase Lhe best efforts of teachers from around the
globe who are building rich instructional experiences for their students through the use
of blogs, wikis, and podcasts. The awards are based on online voting in several categories,
and they set off a firestorm of good conversation within the edublogging community.

ENJOY THE JOURNEY

However you decide to wrap up your project experience, take time to think about how far
you have come-and the roads that lie ahead.

"[ can't believe the journey thai I've taken," says Elise Mueller, who credits collabora
tion with colleagues as a major force in changing her practice. She continues to grow
professionally through both face-to-face conversations with nearby colleagues and online
discussions with the global edublogging community. "[t has changed my worldview. This
kind of dialogue nourishes me as a teacher," she says.

When teacher rVlichael j\rlcDowell reflects on the projects he has developed, he sees an
overareh ing theme con nect i11g them. Si nce he began teach ing wit h 21 st-cent ury projects,
he says,

J\ly r'lpport with my students hilS reillly changed. The kind of questions I ask has
l·hanged. The biggest thing for me is that I know my students better now, and [ under
stand their educationill needs better. [n a more WId it ionill approilch, 1was not able to

address their needs as well. Thinking and dOingare two hillves of the learning prol·ess.
In a more tradition'll classroom, I was doing too much of the thinking for them. Now,
they're doing things because they are thinking for themselves.

In her own development as a teacher and project developer. Julie Lindsay (2007) has seen
"small steps lead to bigger ones." She encourages those new to the project approach "not
to be put off by minor technical difficulties or by critical or complacent colleagues. You
and your students, and your relationship with your students, will emerge stronger and
better able to cope with the demands of 21 st-cenLury learning."
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Your Turn

Join the Blogosphere

Throughout this book, you have heard from educators who regularly contrib
ute to-and are inspired by-the edublogging community. If you have not yet
joined this interconnected online community. now's the time to star\. Use your
pilot project as fodder for your own blog. Start developing your personal blogroll
of educators whose work you follow. \Vhen you see anal her teacher's post that
grabs your interest or sparks a '1uestion, make a comment. If you see a project
Ihat offers potent ia \ for your st udelll s. suggesl maki ng it a collaborat ive effor\.
You ncver knoll' II'hcre in the world the convcrsation might lead.
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APPENDIX A

Essential Learning with Digital Tools,
the Internet, and Web 2.0

ESSENTIAL LEARNING FUNCTIONS

Havi ng Ihe fLl net iOllal abi] it y to luake /I/illgs l'isible ami discussable or to foster collaboratioll
will always be important, even as the tools lhal help you do these things change. Unlike
the tools themselves, such essential learning fUllctions arc stable. Once yOll identify a
function you need, sort through a growing array of tools and select the olles that deliver
that function in the way that best suits your context.

In this appendix, examine the essential learning functions of digital tools that arc use
ful for any instruction and especially interdisciplinary and project-based learning. Each
essential learning function is described. followed by a list of specific tools that deliver
that function. The rapidly shifting technology landscape requires that this resource be
updated frequently. You can find the latest version of this document on the authors' blog
(hLl p:l/rei nvent ingpbl.blogspot.com).

1. UBIQUITY

Imagine what you and your students could do if you had the opportunity to learn anytime
and anywhere. \Vhile "ubiquit y" is not a learning function per se, it is an overarching
and desirable quality of tools that support project learning. Anytime-anywhere access
to informmion, \Veb-based productiVity tools. and multiple communications options are
especially suited to project-based learning. When a project breaks through the space and
time of school into the larger world. ubiqUity becomes something of real value. From
handheld de\'ices to Web-based applications, look for tools that help students learn wher
ever they are, whenever they want. and more frequently, with whomewr they wanL
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Portable Computing Devices

Basic laptop, tablet. and handheld computers let learners tap into their studies and work
with others from anywhere. Laptops and tablets are full-functioning computers, but what
is a "handheld computer"? Portable digital gadgetry is expanding quickly, and a "hand
held" can have an assortment of primary and secondary functions. Nlobtle phones, CPS,
cameras, MP3 players. and wireless capanility are comnined with small computers,
resulting in new devices that make switching from one learning function to another easy.
Adding peripherals expands their functionality. Some ideas: Allach a digital recorder to a
device with an MP3 (audio) player and conduct "man on Ihe street" interviews or capture
soundscapes from nature. Allach probeware to a portable computing device and collect
field data 10 send bye-maiL Send photos or video from a phone directly 10 a blog to report
on an event as it unfolds.

Idea: Wilh your students,
ways to put them to work.

make an "assel map" of your portable devices and

Learn More: Read technology reviews from Engadget. TechCrunch, and other sites 10

keep up with new technologies (see the Final Note .'lIthe end of this appendix for links
and more ideas). Set up a news reader and Irack reviews from these sites and follow lech
mavens like the New York Times' Da\'id Pogue (the RSS feed for his blog is available at
feed :l/pogue.blogs. nyt imes .com/rss2 .xm I).

Mobile Phones

Mobile phones are turning into mullifunclional gadgets, and even those billed as "just a
phone" offer useful learning functions. 1\loSI of toclay's phones let you talk. photograph,
do text messaging. and browse the lnternel from moSI anywhere.

Idea: Turn one-to-one calls into class conference calls using the increaSingly more pow
erful speakers in mobile phones.

Wireless Internet

Wi-Fi and WiMax technologies allow users to link their portable computing devices to
the Internet at little or no expense. Nlany publiC libraries supply free Internet service. and
San Francisco, Caracas, Stullgart, London, Xi'an, Paris. and Singapore are just a few cit
ies that have created wireless hotspot networks or "clouds" for ready access.
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Idea: Think about c1nss or tenm trips ahend. How mighl ready Internet nccess be useful
for real-t ime intemC! ions-sendi ng nnd receivi ng dat a, report ing from the field and more?

Web-based Mail and Instant Messaging

'-\leb-based mail allows e-mail access from any networked computer, freeing users from
their desktop mail programs. Many young people use Web mail services exclusively and
associate their e-mail accounts with instant messaging services. Yahoo! Mail, !\'ISN Ilot
mail, and Gmail are three Web e-mail services that U.S. students frequently subscribe to.
Your students (especially older ones) likely have '-\leb e-mnil accounts.

Schools using learning management systems can supply restricted e-mail services for
their students. Something else to consider: mnny Web 2.0 services, including personal
ized Web pnges (Net vibes, Protopages), require authentication, and thnt usually means
accounts are associnted with e-mail addresses.

Idea: Talk with your tenching colleagues and technology specialist aboul school policies
about e-mai!. Weigh the benefits of using e-mnil communicmion with other options like
blogs and wikis. You may decide to create team e-mail accounts for small groups to share
in order to consult wit h experts and register for Web 2.0 applicat ions or personalized Web
pages.

Portable Productivity

Learners no longer need to rely on access to computers at home or school in order to
crente, transfer, store, and share digital information. Two options that make productiV
ity more portable for nnywhere-anytime learning include tiny storage devices and '-\leb
"office" software.

US B "I hu mb" drives-small d igilal stomge devices-nre inexpensive lools for stori ng nnd
shnring files. Every class should keep a few on hand for easy file swapping.

Proliferating "\leb-based applications (drawing. writing, spreadsheel, and even presenta
tion software) allow students to create, collabomte, store, nnd access digital work products
from any Internet-ready computer. Zoho Virtual Office and Google Docs nre IWO of many
''''eb services that provide an applications "suite." The excuse '" forgot it ill home" \\'on't
mean a thing when students can pluck their schoolwork down from the '\feb where they
created and stored il.
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Idea: Set up a collaborative document in Coogle or Zoho and see how you and a remote
pMtner can work on iL at the same time. Imagine ways Lo use the applications with stu
dents and their collaborators.

2. DEEP LEARNING

Most Web siLes students go to for information explain. report, or. in the case of blogs.
opine. Co beyond "filtered" information where meaning is made by others and help
students find and make sense of "raw" information on the Web. Primary sources (e.g.,
digitized versions of historical documents) and rich datnbnses (e.g., real-time data) are
becoming more accessible all the time. Higher-order thinking is engaged when students
have to navigate and sort, organize, analyze, and make graphical representations of infor
mation in order 10 learn and express learning. As information piles higher and higher,
tools such as spreadsheets and relational databases can help students grapple with wh;:ll
they find.

Primary Sources

I-Iere is an assortment of primary source repositories and archival collections:

• American rVlemory Project-The U.S. Library of Congress collect ion has docu
ments. images. film, and more. http://memory.loc.gov/ammem

• Americn's Story-The U.S. Library of Congress repository for younger learners.
www.americasstory.com/cgi-bin/page.cgi

• The Nntional Archives Educators and Students suh-site-Cuides students as they
conduct research using primary sources. www.archives.govleducation

• Rcpositories of Primary Sources-rVlanagcd by thc University of Idaho. U.S.
w\vw. uidaho.ed u/spec ia I-collect ions/O ther. Repos itor ies. ht m I

• World Factbook-An almanac published by the U.S. government, with informa
tion nbout the countries of the world. www.cia,govlcia/publiciliions/Factbook

Real-Time Data

Mining real-time data is possible in the "everything is information" age. The Center for
Innovation in Engineering and Science Education (CI ESE) compiled more than 100 renl-
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time daw sources al ww\\'. k 12science.org/realt imedalasiles. hi m1. Here are a few examples
from Ihe site 10 help you imagine the possibilities:

• Radio rVleteors-Listen and track meteors as they enter the earth's almosphere.

• Oceanwealher.inc-Collect real-lime weather data from ships and buoys.

• Morbidity and l'vlortality Weekly Report-Usc up-to-the-minute data to chart
health trends.

• WhaleNet Active Satellite Tags-Use satellite monitoring data to track whale
migration.

Other real-time dala sets are available from these sources:

• \Vorldometers-Tickers continuously update world population data. carbon emis
sions, hunger, deforestation, and more. www.\\.orldometers.info

• U.S. Geological Survey-Real-time data on water and earthquakes with geospa
tial databases. WWW.LlSgS.gov

• Numbers in Search of a Problem from Schools of California Online Resources for
Education (SCORE) Malhematics-Study sports statistics, stock quotes, lending
rates, and more. http://score.ki ngs.k 12 .ca.us/ju nkdrawer. hi mI

Siudents can contribute 10 data sets, too. For example. on the Global Grocery List Proj
ect site (hllp:l/iandmark-projec\.com/ggl), students around the world share local grocery
prices to build a growing table of data.

Web-based Tools for Making Sense of Data

Learners can interpret and make visual displays of the data they mine or collect with
\Veh-based tools such as spreadsheets, relational dalabases, and chart and graph creators.
Examples include the folloWing:

• Google Docs-This Web-based application allows users Lo upload or
create spreadsheets and share, manage, and manipulate dala online.
hit p:l/docs.google.com

• Zoho Virtual Office-This Web-based productivity suite is one of several that
offer spreadsheets. www.who.com
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• These three sites offer database tools to manage, share, and explore data:

o Dabble DB-http://W\l.w.dabbledb.com

o Lazybase-http://lazybase.com

o Zoho Creator-http://creator.zoho.com

• Create a Craph-This Web-based graph creator is at Kid Zone. a sub-site of
the National Center for Education Statistics site. http://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/
createagraph

3. MAKING THINGS VISIBLE AND DISCUSS-ABLE

There are many good reasons to "make things visible" with digital tools: showing rather
than telling; understanding where (and who) we are in relation to others; conceptualizing
with mind maps: seeing things too big or too small or too fast or too sloll' for the naked
eye; watching events unfold; examining history through digital artifacts; expressing ideas
through photography. multimedia, and digital art: and conceptualizing with graphical rep
resentations, modeling. and animation. A picture is worth a thousand words, and making
thoughts and ideas visible and sharable is the first step in getting the conversation going.

Maps and More

Take in a Worldview

Coogle Earth makes the world visible and understandable in roo many ways ro mention.
The best way to understand Coogle Earth is to experience it. "Fly" from your house to
Paris. Examine place marks along the "Silk Hoad."· See how communities of users share
location-specific information with photos and data feeds. Head the chapter 2 Spotlight
about Coogle Lit Trips (www.googlelittrips.org) for inspiration.

Idea: Learn how Coogle Earth "mashups" combine the power of Coogle Earth with
real-time information services. Visit the Coogle Earth information page at Coogle for
Educators: ht tp:lhvww.google.com/educators/p_eart h.ht mI.
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Where are We?

\Veb-based mapping services tap inlO huge databases to supply precise maps, directions,
and landmark tags or placemarks. Improve studenlS' spaLial relations and knowledge or
geography using interactive maps such as the following:

• Yahoo! Maps-http://maps.yahoo.com

• IVlapQuest-ww\V.mapquest.com

• Google Maps-http://maps.google.eom

Idea: Learn how mashups combine the power of maps with real-time information ser
vices. Some mashups to get you started:

• Public 911-lncoming 911 emergency calls in a growing list of cities. displayed
on a continually refreshing Google map. www.public91l.com

• Shakespeare Explorer-Synchronized Yahoo map and time line about the life and
legacy of Will iam Shakespeare. www.kennedy-center.org/explorerlshnkespeare

Idea: Follow the UK blog Digital Geography (www.digitalgeography.co.uk), which tracks
how new technologies are used to learn about everything rrom tectonics to wind rarms.

Words into Visual Arrays

The Thinkmap Visual Thesaurus (www.visualthesaurus.com) is an interactive dictionary
and thesaurus with an innovative display that encourages exploration, learning. and word
play. Relational word webs capture the nuances of language in ways regular reFerence
books cannot. Arter rive Free lookups, the Visual Thesaurus requires a subscription at a
nominal ree.

Idea: As you play with the Visual Thesaurus. imagine the power of projecting these inter
active webs whenever your class wonders about a word. See how a simple inquiry turns
into a rich and 1I'0nderrul exploration.

Webcams

As the story goes. the first \,Veb camera was trained on a coffee pot. saving the innova
tor the trouble of traveling down several flights of stairs to the staff room only to find an
empty pot. Usc \Vebcams to view extreme weather, the panorama from the Eirfel Tower,
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and mnny zoo exhibits. The site EnrthCnm tracks thousands of \Vebcams. Swy within
thei r Educm ion domai n (hu p:llsenrch.enrt hcam.com/search/adv_senrch.php?cat lJ = EDU)
to avoid questionable content.

Idea: Imagine the possibilities for using Webcnm imagery ns you rend nbout UK extreme
geographer Tony Cassidy's "Web-cam \Van:' in which Cassidy flows multiple camera feeds
into a single PowerPoint slide for a captivating effect. hllp:l/pilotgcseradicalgeography
.co. uk/2007/04102/web- ca m-wall

Mind Mapping

Move beyond c1nssic desktop mind mapping software and try Web-based applications
thnt allow simultnneous contributions by remote users. Here nre a few to try:

• IVI indomo-ww\V. m inelomo.com

• bubbl.us-www.buhbl.us

• Kayuda-www.kayuda.com

• IVI ind Meister-w\Vw. mind meister.com

Photographs Online

Flickr (http://www.flickr.com) and Picasa (http://picasa.google.com) are two photo shar
ing \Veb services that arc easy and fun to usc. Picasa syncs up nicely with a Coogle
personalized home page and is adding communit)' features all the time. Flickr (which,
along with deLicio.us. put the social ''folksonom( concept on the map) has tagging and
sorting functions that encourage collaboration and build community among like-minded
users. i\llany images on Flickr are submitled to the "creative commons" nnd can be used
royalty-free. Search for photographs you can teach with ("diorama" returns 7,302 images),
and post students' photographs into collections to share with others. Consider adding a
Flickr feed to illustrate your class blog, See how rVleriwether Lewis Elementary School
in Portland, Oregon, uses a Flickr feed to show fresh photos on the school's site, http://
Icwiselcmentary.org.

Idea: Join a Flickr group such as Classroom Displays (www.flickr.com/groups/
classrmdisplays) to see how collaboration happens with this medium. Browse the photos
and mect group members who arc intcrestcd in what wc show in our classrooms.
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Virtual Manipulatives and Modeling Software

Here arc sites and resources that usc the power of the \,Veb to help students with pat
terns, data analysis. probability. geometry. physics, chemistry and even architecture:

• National Lihrary of Virtual Manipulatives-Sponsored by the National Science
Fou ndation. http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/navlvlihrary. ht mI

• Illuminations-The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics hosts inter
active applcts and associated lessons through this portal. http://illuminations
.nctm.org

• Coogle SketchUp-Developed for working through the conceptual slages of
design, this software allows students to create 3-D models. Add SketchUp "build
ings" to your Coogle maps. Sec the SketchUp page on Coogle Educator to get
slart ed. www.googlc.comlcducators/p_sketchup.htm I

Concept Modeling

Intel Corporation offers a set of intemctive reasoning 100is that help students rate and
rank. gmpple with forces in systems, and construct a well-reasoned argumenl. See Visual
Ranking. Seeing Reason, and Showing Evidence tools and associated curriculum at
www.inteLcom/educationltools/.

4. EXPRESSING OURSELVES, SHARING IDEAS,
BUILDING COMMUNITY

The World \Vide \-\feb has evolved from an information medium into a social medium,
and opportunities for expression continue to grow. Students using MySpace and instant
messaging arc accustomed to these forms of personal interaction. Imagine the parallels in
school and ways students can usc the \Vcb to exprcss thcir ideas and build society around
shared interests. Connect your class to the world using a \Veb site. blog, wiki, or a virtual
world like Second Life. I lave students "tag" Web content and share lags with others. (You
will be surprised how social connections form just by sharing lags.)
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Web Sites and Blogs and Hybrids

Bottom line. your class will want to have a digital face for the world when you arc in
project mode. The division between blogs and Web pages is blurring a bit as content
management becomes more fluid. The kind of site you build will dcpcnd on the functions
you wam.

Regular Web Sites

Your district may support class Web pages associated with the school site. This may be
a first step in transmitting information to the bigger world. but static sites don't offer the
function of two-way communication like blogs and dynamic \Veb sites can. If this is how
you choose Lo start letting others know about your projects. be sure to advise families and
community members to check in regularly, or notify them bye-mail when you update
the site.

If the district does noL support class pages. consider trying a free Web hosting service.
Below are two that don't have banner or pop-up ads (the usual cost of "free" services).
Again, Jet your wider community know when you update .

• Coogle Page Creator-Online tool for anyone to create and publish simple web
pages. www.pages.googlc.com

• DOLeasy-Free hosUng without ad banners. Includes e-mail addresses, unlimited
FTP access, and more. www.doteasy.com

If you want to present many kinds of media, such as streaming video, news feeds, pod
casts, or downloadable files, and if you want participation by readers, create a dynamic
\Veb site or blog. Here is more information on these blurring etwironments:

More '-\feb than blog: Check out hosting services that let you build a Web site
with advanced functionality, such as Sile 5 and Dreamhosl. These offer multi
ple services beyond hosting and site administration controls for your Web pages,
including a blog auto installer, e-mail accounts, 15 CB of \,Veb storage, Web mail,
and more. Services such as these cost around $10.00 per month.

More blog than '-\feb: You can create Web pages along with your blog. \Vordpress
is one popular and free blog seH,ice that does this. Allhough Word press is free. it
requires a compaUb!e hosting environment, which will cost between $6.00 and
$8.00 a month. \Vordpress recommends B!ueHost, AN Hosting, Yahoo! \Veb Host
ing, Dream Host, and Laughing Squid.
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Beyond the Newsletter: Blogs for Expression and Reporting

Nole: For blogs as a reflection tool. see 8. Reflection and Ileration, in this appendix. Blog
ging lools are discussed there as well.

For the purposes of expression. think of a blog as a simple web page that an individual
or group uses to present their ideas. A student might keep a journal in a blog to share
her thoughts. A class might maintain a blog in order to show pnrents and others what is
going on in a project. A blog allows visitors to comment on any article, or "pos\." they read,
which is a nice way for students to hear from the outside world. Imagine a class blog with
posts as well as syndicated "feeds;' or information that flows from sources such as a photo
site, a school calendar. a news outlet. or even a dictionary word-of-the-day. Syndicate your
class blog so everyone who reads it knows whenever something new has been posted.

Idea: Start reading blogs to sec how they diHer from more static Web pages. Look at
A Duck with a Blog (http://duckdiarics.edublogs.org),asimple class blog where young
students published on a single topic over several months. Notice the ClustrMap showing
visits to the blog from around the 1I'0rld.

810gs for Building Community

The society-building pan of blogging begins when bloggers loosely connect around a
shared topic of interest. The prolific members of the edublogger community-see a short
list ofedublogs in chapter I-are up-to-date, provocative writers who share their thoughts
on education and olTer dispatches from the field. "l'hey report and opine aboul education
technologies, conference proceedings, their own workshops, and interactions with edu
cators and kids. B10ggers often publish a "blogroll," a set of links to other bloggers with
whom they feel kinship.

Idea: Read a blog on a topic of interest and see how that aUlhor connects you 10 other
bloggers. Blogs are bountiful sources of information. As you read <lwhile, you will se!lle in
wit h those bloggers whose expert ise and aut horit}' you trust.

Get Started

A class blog will serve you in myriad ways and can be easier to maintain than more com
plex, dynamic Web sites. To begin, explore the functions of a free blog like those hosted
by Edublog, Blogger, or Blogmcister. If you want more design options and administrati\'e
controls. try \Vordpress, which is also free. "'!ith your free blog. yOLl can publish news
like you would in a paper newsletter and add pictures easily. But. unlike the newsletter, a
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blog invites participation. vVhen visitors come 10 the site they can write commenls about
the posts they read, and even commenl on comments. You can send automated e-mail
upd<ltes to everyone interested in your class blog whenever you change material on the
site. To do this, set up FeedBurner, which recognizes when new content is added to your
site and pushes it out to subscribers as e-m<li1. FeedI3urner works behind the scenes,
taking care of list managcmcnt and vcrification and responding whcnever ncw content is
available to scnd. Sincc FcedBurncr scnds out an updatc as c-mail, rccipicnts arc likely
to reply to you in e-mail. too-just another way your blog can invite interaction. To see
an example of a school site that uses FeedBurner, see Sellwood (Oregon) Middle School's
site, www.sellwoodmiddleschoo1.org/alpha. Look for "Subscrihe to Sellwood News" to get
the idea.

5. COLLABORATION-
TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH OTHERS

Projects invite collaboration. Tools abound that help us learn together. Use exchange ser
vices 10 find experts or fellow learners. Use shared Web applications 10 plan and write
together. Plan virtual experiences that allow people to ·'meet." Use survey tools 10 take the
pulse of the community. Examples include the following: wikis, Coogle Docs, podcasts
and webinars. and survey tools.

Engage Experts

Chapler 4 has readers create an £IsseI map-a visual display of all the talent. tools, spaces,
and support that can be pUlto use in project learning. As you seek expertise, look back at
your asset map and think about experts in your own community whom you might engage.
Think of ways to interact with them bOlh in person and using e-mail, a wiki, or other
digilaltools. Once you've exhausted local resources, turn to remote experts for help. The
nearest university may be the place to start, or consider one of these clearinghouses:

• Thc Virtual Reference Desk AskA Service-This service from the Digital Ref
erence Education Initiative introduces students to research librarians who arc
c,"perts on topics from architecture to zoology. http://vrd.askvrd.org/

• The Electronic Emissary-Hosted by the School of Education at the College
of William and Mary, this site helps kindergarten through Grade 12 teachers
and studcnts locate mcntors who arc cxperts in various disciplines.
http://cmissary.wm.cdu
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Engage Other Learners

Think about your project. Who would be interested in studying with you? A school nearby.
older adults, college students, a classroom across the world? Imagine who shares interest
in your topic and engage them. To find remote collaborators, visit project clearinghouses
to connect your students with other learners studying the same topic. Note: Find a variety
of project sites in chapter 2.

If a project idea hasn't emerged yel, set up a simple e-mail exchange and see where it
goes. The Intercultural E-mail Classroom Connections (IECC; http://www.iecc.org) ser
vice is a good place to start an e-mail exchange. Since 1992, IECC has helped teachers
around the globe arrange intercultural e-mail connections among their students. A new
service, IECC-INTEHCEN. helps teachers and their classrooms create intergenerational
partnerships with volunteers who are over 50 years of age.

Hold Virtual Meetings

Use virtual meeting software to hosl meetings with anyone in the world. Virtual meeting
brokers allow remote participants to interact and even take {urns com rolling the meeting.
Services can include screen sharing, whiteboards, chat. and more. Test out the folloWing
virtual meeting services for free before subscribing:

• WebEx-\vw\l'.webex.com

• Adobe Acrobat Connect-http://onlineservices.adobe.com

• GoTolVleeti ng-www.gotomeeting.com

Connect through Webinars

A \Vebinar is a \,Veb-based seminar with video. Imagine having an expert "visit" your class
via computer projection. \,Vith a \Vebinar service, computer video camera, and micro
phone, a presenter and audience can interaet as if they are in the same room.

Test out these \,Vebinar services for free before subscribing:

• Go.ToWebinar-www.gotowebinar.com

• WebEx-\l'ww.webex.com
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Talk over the Computer

It is now possible to speak to others through your computer as you would over the phone.
Voice-over internet protocol (voice-over IP) services such as Skype and Gizmo let you call
from your computer to another computer or to a telephone anywhere in the world. Not
only do they SUppOfi voice, but many services offer instant messaging and video. You are
not limited to tlVo-way communication-host a conference call of any reasonable size
with Skype or the other services. Imagine your students going home and saying: "1 talked
with my collaborators in Singapore and Tokyo today."'

• Skype-To talk with others using your computers, you all need to have is Skype.
No set up is necessary for calling ordinary phones. www.skype.com

• Gizmo-Gizmo offers free calling La any Gizmo Project. Yahoo! Messenger,
Google Talk, or \Vindows Live user. www.gizmoprojecLcom

Collaborate

Wikis

A wiki is a great tool for planning and writing together. Organize the site to match the
structure of your project. then invite others to write with you. \,Vikis are rarely the place to
publish a final draft. Think of the wib as the "workroom," and a blog or Web page as the
"showroom." See more on wikis in section 8 Heflection and Iteration in this <lppendix.

Web-based Applications

Collaborate on a \Veb-based product (such as a document, spreadsheet, or presentation)
using applic<ltions such <lS Google Docs or ZohoCre<llor.

6. RESEARCH

Projects invariably involve research. and for most research questions s!Udems turn directly
to the Web. Internet research puts informal ion literacy to the test. Quality directories.
search engines with filtering, a vnriety of bookmark lagging tools, and citation "engines"
help slUdenls make sense of <lnd organize what they need from the ever-exp<lnding Web.
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Quality Directories

• Ask for Kids-Designed for K-12 learners. Ask offers a search engine plus studr
help with an almanac, biography index, dictionary. and thesaurus; math, science,
and astronomr information; clip art; and more. www.askforkids.com

• Infoplease-This site offers many "desk reference" tools. www.infop!ease.com

• International Children's Digital Library-This collection that represents outstand
ing historical and contemporary books from around the world. www.icdlbooks.org

Kid Search Engines

• AOL@School-A search engine and directory with sites selected br online edu
cation experts. www.aolatschool.com/students

• KidsClick!-A Web search for kids by librarians. www.kidsclick.org

Safe Search

• AltaVista Family Filter-The Family Filter option is available from the settings
page and may he protected with a password. www.altavista.com

• Coogle SafcSearch-Co to the preferences section to turn on filtering.
\\'ww.google.com

• Lycos Adult Content Filter-Co to the Advanced Search section to set the adult
content filter. www.lycos.com

• Yahoo SafeSearch-Select preferred SafeSearch selling in Advanced Search.
www.yahoo.com

Bookmarks and Citations

Bookmarking tools help users organize Web sources and share ideas about what they find
with others. The social bookmarking site deLicio.us (http://deLicio.us) allows storing and
sharing of web bookmarks. 1\,10 te: Find more about bookmarking in chapter 1 Technology
Focus: Social Bookmarking.
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The Citation Machine (hltp:llcilCllionmachine.net), from David V/arlick's Landmarks
ProjeCl, makes Leaching students proper acknowledgemenL of references easy. Not just
for books, the engine formats citations for \Veb sources, newspapers, and other common
references.

7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

During projects, students need to manage time, work, sources, feedback from others,
drafts, and products. A simple folder on the district server or a workspace in the school's
Learning Management System may suffice, but consider \Veb-based "home pages" or
"desktops" that give students a space to work and associated tools (calendars. to-do lists)
to help them plan and organize. They ean get to their home page from anywhere at any
time. Personalized desktops are changing rapidly. Sec a few in action before selecting the
ones to use with students. Examples include the following:

• iGoogle-www.google.com/ig

• i'vly Yahoo!-http://my.yahoo.com

• Net vibes-www.nelvibes.com

• Pageflakes-\\'ww.pageflakes.com

• Protopage-www.protopage.com

Idea: Set up your own environment, and use it for a while to discO\'er ways to use person
alized \Veb pages with your students.

Learn t\1ore: For a screencast tutorial on creating a \Veb homepage in Netvibes, see
\Veb 2. Education at www.edtechservices.com/blog/netvibesl.

8. REFLECTION AND ITERATION

Deep learning happens when you examine your ideas from all sides and from other points
of view. Reconsidering and reshaping ideas to bring them to high polish is the difference
between passable and masterful work. Blogs and wikis give learners the opportunity to
shape their work and expose it to the critical feedback of others.
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Blog,

A blog can serve as a personal diary or journal. where students put their thinking out on
the table to give it a good look and elicit alternative perspectives. The David Warlick site
ClassBlogmeister (http://c1assblogmcister.com) outlines a writing process using blogs that
promotes cycles of drafting, feedback, and revision.

Blog entries spanning the liFe of a project let others watch how learning takes shape and,
at the end. can serve as lasting artifacts of the learning process.

Blog-hosting sites particularly suited For school:

• Edublogs-Free blogs for teachers, students. and English language learners,
supported by Word Press. http://edublogs.org

• B1ogmcister-Free blogs for teachers and students from David Warlick and
the Landmark Project. Great advice here on how to usc blogs to shape writing.
http://classblogmcister.com

Other free blog services are listed bela\\'. and some are very easy to use. Be careful of fea
tures that let student or family readers go Lo a random "next blog." or allow spam contenL
to populate comments boxes.

• Blogger-w\vw.blogger.com

• LiveJournal-www.livejournal.com

• Windows Live Spaces-hltp:l/home.services.spaces.live.com

• I'vloveable Type-w\vw.sixapart.com/moveabletype

• WordPress-http://wordpress.com

Idea: Go to blog host Blogmeister (http://c1assblogmeister.com) to see a variety of class
room blogs from around the United States.

Wikis

\-\'ikis are llseful for drafting iterations of work and sharing works in progress. Using ver
sion histories, a writer can look back at (and even retrieve) earlier drafts. Any number of
people can collaborate on a wiki. Imagine the possibilities For sharing,. writing. and edit
ing together using a wiki.
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Some wikis are public. For school projects. use administr<ltor controls to limit access to
those involved in a class project.

• rVlediaWiki-(engine for Wikipedia) www.mediawihorg

• P13Wiki-htlp:l/pbwiki.com

• Wikispaces-www.wikispaces.com

If you are not ready to go "live" with a wiki. try [nstiki. The program runs on a classroom
computer and can provide a wiki environment from within a classroom. Learn more from
the eSc/lOol News article at ww\V.eschoolncws.com/eti/2004/10/OOOI72.php.

Idea: [f you have never visited Wikipedia. go to www.wikipedia.org and see what hap
pens when people collectively allempt to explain the world. [n early 2007. \Vikipedia
displayed 1,688,000 encyclopedia entries in English alone.

Idea: Find other teachers who are using wikis and see what is happening in these learn
ing spaces. One to visit: Paul Allison's High School Online Collaborative Writing wiki
(http://school s.wi kia.com/wi ki/ IVI ain_ Page).

Final Note

For a one-stop discussion of \Veb-based applications, examine the Office 2.0
Database at hllp:l/o20db.com. For a deeper dive into all things technical, try
TechCruneh (www.techeruneh.eom), Cizmodo (http://www.gizmodo.com). and Engadget
(www.engadget.com).And for fun that spills from technology over into life, try Lifehacker
(http://lifehacker.com).
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National Educational Technology
Standards for Students (NETS.S)

1. CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

Students demonstrate creative thinking. construct knowledge. and develop innovative
products and processes using technology. Students:

a. apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products. or processes.

b. create original works as a means of personal or group expression.

c. use models and simulations 10 explore complex systems and issues.

d. identify trends and forecast possibilities.

2. COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION

Students use digital media and environments La communicate and work collaboratively,
including at a distance, 10 support individual learning and contribute La the learning of
ot hers. 51 uden! $:

a. interacl, collaborate. and publish with peers. experts or others cmploying a
varicty of digital cnvironmcnts and mcdia.

b. communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a
variety of media and form:Hs.

d. develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging wiLh learners
of other cultures.

d. contribute 10 project teams to produce originalll'orks or solve problems.
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3. RESEARCH AND INFORMATION FLUENCY

Students apply digitallOols to gather, evaluate, and usc information. Students:

a. plan strategies to guide inquiry.

b. locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information
from n variety of sources nnd medin.

c. evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the
appropriateness to specific tasks.

d. process data and report results.

4. CRITICAL THINKING, PROBLEM SOLVING
AND DECISION MAKING

Students use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research. manage projects. solve
problems and make informed decisions using appropriate digital 100is and resources.
Students:

a. identify and define aut hent ic problems and significant quest ions for invest igat ion.

b. plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a project.

c. collect and analyze datn to identify solutions nnd/or make informed decisions.

d. use multiple processes and diverse perspectives to explore alternative solutions.

S. DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP

Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to technology and
practice legal and ethical behavior. Students:

a. advocate and practice safe, legal. and responsible use of information and
technology.

b. exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports collaboration.
learning. and productiVity.
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c. demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning.

d. exhihit leadership for digital citizenship.

6. TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS AND CONCEPTS

Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems, and opera
tions. Students;

a. understand and use technolog>, s>,sterns.

b. select and use applications effectively and productively.

c. troubleshoot systems and applications.

d. transfer current knowledge to learning of new technologies.
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Reading Group Guide

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Chapter 1: Mapping the Journey-Seeing the Big Picture

The authors suggest that you use this book as a field guide to accompany you all a le<lrn
illg journey. What's motivating yOll to take this trip? What's prompting yOll 10 consider
new []pproachcs for teaching and learning? Imagine your most desirable fellow travelers.
What do you have in common? Spend some time gelting acquainted as a redding group.
Compare your previous experiences with project-based learning.

Chapter 2: Creating a Professional Learning Community

EMly in the c1lf1pler. Jerr\'Vhipple makes Ihis comment: "If [could do one thing for teach
ers to make school beller for students, I'd find (I way to have leachers have more time to
work with eilch other and to develop collaborative projects," \Vhat connections do you see
between teacher collaboration and student learning? \Vhere do you find opportunities
to collaboratc with collcagues, both formally and informally? Can you imaginc how you
could bring marc collaboration into your teaching life? \,VllO would yOll include in your
"dream learn" for collaboration? Arc yOll using technology to help you mecl and conncct
with like-minded peers?

Chapter 3: Imagining the Possibilities

As you start to envision a digital-age project. which "big ideas" are you conSidering? How
have you attempted to reach those same ideas before, with more traditional teaching?
\Vhat do you expect to be different if yOLl use the project approach? In this chapter, the
authors suggest thaI "project learning, like real life, gets messy and overlaps multiple dis-
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ciplines. It's in this overlapping space where great projects Me born." Do you agree? As a
group, review the Technology Focus: Essential Learning with Digilal Tools, the Internet,
and Web 2.0, Does this help frame your thinking about how to connect technologies with
lenrning goals? What other technologies would you suggest using to accomplish any of
these fu nct ions?

Chapter 4: Strategies for Discovery

I lave rou encountered any of the "project pitfalls" described in this chapter? What did rOll
learn from rour experience? Take a look at the list, "Where Project Ideas Come From.'"
Have any of these been an inspiration for your own instructional planning? At the end of
this chapter, the authors walk though n project design process. They suggest: "Strive for
'optimal ambiguily'-that is, both enough structure and enough flexibility to serve the
needs of the project." What does "optimal ambiguity" mean to you? How do you imagine
your learners responding to a project that is both structured {lIId flexible?

Chapter 5: Project Management Strategies for Teachers and learners

Project management skills include time management, communication, collaboration.
effective use of resources, and troubleshooting. Where are your students most in need
of specific skill building? How do you know? The authors suggest you will use multiple
assessment methods during a project. \,Vhich assessment methods are you already using?
How are you encouraging students to assess their own progress? The Technology Focus:
Project i'vlanagement with Technology describes a variety of project manngement inter
f<lces. Which features arc most desirable to you? Why?

Chapter 6: Project launch-Implementation Strategies

The authors suggest engaging your students in building scoring guides for a project.
\Vhat are your experiences with developing rubrics with your students? This chapter rec
ommends waiting to do a K-W-L activity with your students until you have eswblished
interest <md readiness to launch a project. How does this compare to your usual approach?
Te~lcher Vicki Davis compares learning with the project approach to learning to drive.
("You would ne\'er put <l beginner out on the interstate.") How do you imagine building
your students' foundation skills so that they can be successful with projects?
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Chapter 7: A Guiding Hand-Keeping a Project Moving

This chapler acknowledges "the art of teaching'" \Vhat does this expression mean to you?
In a project classroom. many kinds of cOllversations arc taking place. \Vhat strategies do
you lise to make classroolll discourse Illore produclh'e? \Vhat do you learn from student
to-student dialogue? At times. teamwork can increase the potential for misunderstanding
or conflic\. Anne Davis's story shows how classroom conversation can be an essential
troubleshooting slrategy. She tells her studenls, "I need you to wlk to me'" How do you
ensure t1lm your students are comforwble sharing their challenges or setbacks?

Chapter 8: Building Connections and Branching Out

Digital tools enable students to connect with experts who may be geographically distant
from their school. How might you prepare students aud experts to make the most of these
learning opportunities? The Flat Classroom Project catapulted two schools into the inter
national limelight. Can you imagine how your students would react to this kind of "buzz"?
The Spotlight: EAST Initiative i\lodel outlines four key ideas that support rigorous. com
munily-based learning. If these ideas became part of the cull ure of your current learning
environment. how would the student experience change?

Chapter 9: Making Assessment Meaningful

Elise t\lueller talks to her students about being "consumers or producers'" H
'
hich role

would your students say is more familiar to them? The authors pose this question: "How
will >'ou measure the distance each student travels as a learner?" \,Vhat strategies do
you find most effective for addressing and communicating students' individual gains as
learners?

Chapter 10: Celebrating and Reflecting

This chapter emphasizes student reflection as a valuable step in the learning process.
Do you regularly make time for student reflection? How do yOlI make sure reflection is
meaningful for your students? Some technology tools-such as blogs or podcasts-are
well-suited to capture reflection. Which tools have you encouraged slUdents 10 use for
this learning function?
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Chapter 11: Bringing It Home

At the oLltset. this book set thc stagc for a Icarningjourncy. How has thc "travcr changcd
you? \Vhat ncw ideas will you be taking forward? How will your students benefil from
what you have Icarned?
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